
EXTEND DATES OF USEC PRIVATIZATION ACT

BACKGROUND: Section 3112(b)(2) of the USEC Privatization Act requires the
Department of Energy to sell uranium hexafluoride into what is now an already
oversupplied market due in major part to overty aggressive transfers of government
stockpiles.

DESCRIPTION: A simple date extension will avoid exacerbating the governmentally
fostered market damage. This extension will assist domestic producers to the front end
of the nuclear fuel cycle.

RECOMMENDATION: Amend USEC Privatization Act, Section 3112(b)(2) to read:

'(2) Within 7 years of the date of enactment of this Ac, The Secretary shatl
may sell, and receive payment for, the uranium hexafluoride transferred to
the Secretary pursuant to paragraph (1). Such uranium hexafluoride shall
may be sold -
(A) aot any tirn: for use in the United States
(BA) at any time for end use outside the United States;
(GB) in 1995 and 1996 to the Russian Executive Agent at the purchase

price for use in matched sales pursuant to the Suspension
Agreement; or,

(D) in calendar 2001 200 for consumption by end users in the United
States no prior to January 1, 2002 2009, in volumes not to exceed
3,000,000 pounds U308 equivalent per year.'
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DOMESTIC URANIUM RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PRINCIPLE: Support for the domestic uranium industry is essential for both energy
and national security reasons. A federal research program to support advanced
exploration, mining and milling technologies is required to assure the long term viability
of the domestic industry.

BACKGROUND: The domestic uranium mining and conversion service industries
have been unintentionally adversely affected due to the privatization process in actions
taken by the Department of Energy and the U.S. Enrichment Corporation in the
management of government uranium inventories. Due to current excess inventories,
including material available from the U.S.-Russia agreement on the conversion of
weapons grade highly enriched uranium (HEU), worldwide production of uranium and
conversion has declined to less than half of annual consumption, and domestic
production of uranium is currently less than 10% of annual U.S. requirements. The
utilization of existing inventories has greatly benefitted the U.S. government by
avoiding the need for cash payments in the hundreds of millions of dollars from the
Treasury to the USEC, and has benefitted consumers of nuclear power, due to the
reduction in the market price of uranium fuel feedstock material. The United States
Enrichment Corporation Privatization Act stated the public interest in mitigating adverse
impacts to the domestic mining.

DESCRIPTION: Funds should be allocated for cooperative agreements to mitigate the
impact of government inventory sales and transfers that have devastated the domestic
uranium industry. These cooperative agreements can be used to mitigate the cost of
compliance with environmental safety and health laws and regulations for certain
domestic uranium production facilities. The proposed cooperative agreements will
ensure full environmental compliance where costs would normally be defrayed through
production revenues. The cooperative agreements can also assure the preservation of
domestic reserves by assisting in land and lease costs and promoting the exploration
for new domestic reserves. Finally the cooperative agreements can be made with
existing producers to enhance mining and milling technology and remediation activities
to promote a strong competitive domestic uranium industry.

RECOMMENDATION: Legislation on Domestic Uranium Research and Development
should be enacted addressing the following.

Section 1. The Secretary of the Department of Energy is authorized to enter into multi-
year cooperative agreements with domestic uranium producers to:
(a) ensure compliance with all applicable federal, state and local

requirements for the protection of environment, safety and health;
(b) assure the preservation of existing uranium reserves and leases;
(c) promote uranium mining and milling techniques and innovations;
(d) promote exploration techniques and activities to increase the

domestic natural uranium reserve.
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Section 2.
(a) there is authorized to be appropriated $ to carry out

this part. The aggregate amount in the preceding sentence shall be
increased annually, based upon an inflation index to be determined
by the Secretary;

(b) Funds described in subsection (a) of this section shall be provided
from the USEC Privatization Expense Fund established by Section
3104(e) of the Privatization Act;

Section 3. Domestic uranium producers shall mean individuals, companies,
partnerships, joint ventures and other business entities that owned,
controlled, operated and/or managed a uranium recovery facility (including
conventional mills, in-situ leaching operations, heap leaching operations or
any other type of uranium recovery facility) that possessed an operating
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) or agreement state license on or
after July 28, 1998 and are capable of future operation..
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URANIUM PRODUCT TAX CREDIT

PRINCIPLE: Support modification of the federal tax laws to provide a credit for the purchase of
domestic uranium products. .

BACKGROUND: The United States uranium recovery industry has long been recognized as vital
to United States energy independence and essential to United States national security, the
domestic uranium industry has been found to be 'not viable' by the Secretary of Energy under
provisions of the Atomic Energy Ad of 1954, as amended. Transfers and sale of government
uranium inventories including those related to the United States/Russian HEU Agreement and
the privatization of the United States Enrichment Corporation have had material adverse impacts
on the United States uranium industry to the extent that the current spot market price of uranium
is at an historical all time low. The unfettered introduction of government inventories has caused
domestic uranium producers to either cease or curtail production;

DESCRIPTION: At such time as the price of natural uranium recovers to approach a reasonable
cost of production, the United States uranium industry can be competitive with foreign producers
due to advances in technology. Providing assistance to the domestic uranium industry is
essential to mitigate the impacts on a private industry from government disarmament policies
and government transfers of excess uranium reserves as well as to assure an adequate long-
term supply of domestic uranium for the Nation's nuclear power program to preclude an undue
threat from foreign supply disruptions or price controls.

RECOMMENDATION: To amend the Intemal Revenue Code of 1986 to allow a credit for the
purchase of uranium products within the United States. and for other purposes.

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.
This Act may be cited as the 'United States Uranium Employment and Production

Incentive Tax Credit Act'.

SECTION 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.
(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-

(1) although the United States uranium industry has long been recognized as
vital to United States energy independence and essential to United States national
security, the domestic uranium industry has been found to be 'not viable' by the
Secretary of Energy under provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
amended;
(2) transfers and sale of government uranium inventories induding those related
to the United States/Russian HEU Agreement and the privatization of the United
States Enrichment Corporation have had material adverse impacts on the United
States uranium industry to the extent that the current spot market price of uranium is
at an historical all time low;

(A) the unfettered introduction of government inventories has caused
domestic uranium producers to either cease or curtail production;
(B) at such time as the price of natural uranium recovers to approach a
reasonable cost of production, the United States uranium industry can be
competitive with foreign producers due to advances in technology; and
(C) at the present time approximately 23 percent of United States
electricity is produced from uranium fueled power plants and this number is
expected to increase;
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(3) the United States has historically been the leading uranium producing
nation and holds extensive proven reserves of natural uranium that offer the
potential for secure sources of future supply; and
(4) providing assistance to the domestic uranium industry is essential to-

(A) mitigate the impacts on a private industry from government
disarmament policies and government transfers of excess uranium reserves;
(B) preclude an undue threat from foreign supply disruptions that could
hinder the Nation's common defense and security, and
(C) assure an adequate long-term supply of domestic uranium for the
Nation's nuclear power program to preclude an undue threat from foreign
supply disruptions or price controls.

(b) PURPOSE.--t is the purpose of this Act to-
(1) ensure an adequate long-term supply of domestic uranium for the Nation's

nuclear electric power program and for the Nation's common defense and
security, and

(2) provide assistance to the domestic uranium industry by creating a domestic
utility purchase incentive to ensure the continued existence of the domestic
uranium industry and this industry's infrastructure.

SECTION. 3. CREDIT FOR PURCHASE OR URANIUM PRODUCED WITHIN THE UNITED
STATES.

(a) IN GENERAL-Subpart B of part IV of sub-chapter A of chapter 1 of
the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (relating to foreign tax
credit, etc.) is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following new section:

SECTION 30. CREDIT FOR PURCHASE OF URANIUM MINED OR PRODUCED AS A BY-
PRODUCT WITHIN UNITED STATES.

'(a) ALLOWANCE OF CREDIT.-There shall be allowed as a credit against the tax imposed
by this chapter for the taxable year an amount equal to the product of $7 multiplied by
the number of pounds of qualified uranium purchased by and delivered to the tax
payer during such taxable year for use by a domestic utility.

"(b) LIMITATIONS AND ADJUSTMENTS.-
-(1) CREDIT ALLOWED ONLY ONCE.--f a credit was allowed under
subsection (a) with respect to qualified uranium, no credit shall be allowed under
subsection (a) with respect to any subsequent purchase of such uranium.
'(2) APPLICATION WITH OTHER CREDITS.-The credit allowed by subsection
(a) for any taxable year shall not exceed the excess (if any) of-

'(A) the regular tax for the taxable year reduced by the sum of the
credits allowable under subpart A and sections 27, 28, and 29, over
'(B) the.tentative minimum tax for the taxable year.

'(3) INFLATION ADJUSTMENT.-The $7 amount in subsection (a) shall be
adjusted by multiplying such amount by the inflation adjustment factor for the
calendar year in which the purchase occurs.

"(c) QUALIFIED URANIUM.-For purposes of this section, the term 'qualified uranium'
means uranium ore the seller or producer of which certifies, in such manner as the
Secretary may prescribe, as having been mined or produced as a by-product in the
United States (within the meaning of section 638(1)) on or after January 1, 2000.

'(d) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULES.-For purposes of this section-
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'(1) SALES BETWEEN RELATED PERSONS.-No credit shall be allowed
under subsection (a) for any sale between related persons (as defined in section
29(d)(8)).
·(2) INFLATION ADJUSTMENT FACTOR.-The term 'inflation adjustment factor
has the meaning given such term by section 29(d)(2)(B), except that '2001' shall be
substituted for'1979'.

'(e) APPLICATION OF SECTION.-This section shall apply to purchase after December
31, 2000, and before January 1,2006, except.that any purchase after December 31,
2000, pursuant to a contract entered into before January 1, 2001, shall be treated as
a purchase on or before December 31, 2000.'

(b) CONFORMING AMENDMENT.-The table sections for subpart B or part IV of
subchapter A of chapter 1 of such Code is amended by adding at the end thereof the
following:

(c) EFFECTIVE DATE.-The amendments made by this section shall apply to purchases
after December 31, 2000, in taxable years ending after such date.
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FOREWORD

names, addresses, and telephone numbers of investor-owned electric utilities,
.arnsmission companies, arranged by state according to place of operation and

In addition, 1999 data on average number of ultimate customers, total sales to
revenue from sales to ultimate customers are presented by company within each

!^HK CinecgawatDh Wour sales, and revenues data used in this publication was taken from the

. ~ , EonaEergy Information Administration's Form No. 861.

updated for mergers, acquisitions and name changes through Octobr 20,2000. The

^ owndc electric utility companiescurrently operating in the United States includes:

iEiciric utility operating companies which serve ultimate customers
mcludes 127 electric-only and 56 combination companies).

Wholesale only operating companies.
- Transmission only companies.

Companies which lease plants (non-oprating).

?- Total investor-owned electric utility companies.

operating in more than one state, reference is made - "See " for state where
office is located and the complete address is given. Ultimate customers, sales, and revenues

n the state(s) in which the utility serves, ie.;

Energy/Interstate Power Company Customers: 11,081
IA Sales (MWh):. 349,252

Revenues ($000): 16,668
(LA)

Aliant Energy/Interstate Power Company Customers: 115,714
1000 Main Street, P.O. Box 769 Sales (MWh): 4,205,350
Dubuque, IA 52004-0769 Revenues ($000): 195,559
(319) 582-5421

Also serves in IL and MN
Company Totals: Customers: 166,780

Sales: 5,311,928
Revenues: 261,799

MNESOTA (MN)

Alliant Energy/Interstate Power Company Customers: 39,985
See 1A Sales (MWh): 757,326

Revenues ($000): 49,572

The abbreviations in parentheses following a company name refer to the holding company, if applicable.
Non-operating and operating investor-owned electric utility holding companies and systems along with their
abbreiations are listed on pages 1-5. The list includes only those electric utility holding companies that have
at least one wholly-owned electric utility subsidiary. The indentation of a company's name indicates that
it has a subsidiary relationship to the company listed above. A company followed by a 'J" and a number in

Copyrig 02000 EEL All Rig Rmcrt.
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Catalogue of lnvestor-Owned Elcctrk Utilites, 2000 Edison Electric

parentheses denotes that the company is jointly-ownedL Jointly-owned companies and their owners are i
on page 6. a

I.:.
Also included are listings of electric-only investor-owned utilities and combination companies.
combination company is defined as a company which renders more than one type of utility service, such a5
electric and gas. If moe than 95 percent of such a company's utility plant is devoted to one type of service,
or more than 95 percent of its operating revenue is derived from one type of service, it is not classified as
a combination company.

Due to the increasing number of states with deregulated retail electricity markets, we have added a table on
page 52 that shows state aggregated MWh sales, revenues from electricity sales and the number of ultimate
customers served by non-traditional energy service providers.

A list of power marketing affiliates of investor-owned electric utilities, updated through June 15, 2000 can
be found on page 57. The source of the information is EEI Online, Power Marketing Database.

We have also compiled information on completed industry mergers and acquisitions from September 1999
through October 2000. This listing shows the companies involved in mergers and acquisitions and effective
dates, as well as post-merger company stuctres. Information on pending mergers and acquisitions can be
accessed via EEI Online.

Visit EEI's home page at www.eei.org for links to the Intenet home pages of many of the companies in this
publication. An online publications catalogue is also available to access information about other EEI
products and services.

SELECTED 1999 STATISTICS OF THE TOTAL UNITED STATES
INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

Installed Generating Capacity (p) 486,272 MW

Generation 2.444,435 GWh

Energy Sales to Ultimate Customers' 2,390,697 GWh

Average Number of Ultimate Customers' 92,389,604

Revenues from Sales to Ultimate Customers' $163,496,703,000

Average Revenue per kWh Sold 6.84¢

Average Annual kWh Use per Customer 25,876 kWh

Average Annual Revenue per Customer $1,769.64

Only ides traonal regubted service proided to urrmate astomers. Please see page 52 for state aggregated data fr those
stas at oftf rea elecic choie.
p PRe:inrary.
kWh = kiowathour
MW = megawatt = one txhusand d .owatts.
GWh = oigawa:hour = oe mliotn dlowathour
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c at....e of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities, 2000 Edison Electric Intitute

INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANIES AND SYSTEMS

.S Corporation (AES) Amcrican Electric Power Company, Inc (AEP)

I0o01 North 19' Str t 1 Riversid Plaa
.A.Vton. VA 22209 Columbus. OH 43215-2373

(703) 522-1315 (614)223-1000
Cacnal Illinois Light Company AEP Gencraing Company

Appalachian Power Company

Afrua Enery and Resources Company (AER) Central Power & Light Company

5601 Toosgard CoWColumbus Southern Power Company

;Jnpem, AC 99801-7201 Indiana Michigan Power Company

(907) 780-2222 Kcntucky Power Company
Alaa1 Electric Light and Power Company Kingsport Power Company

Haines Light and Power Company, Inc. Ohio Power Company
Public Service Company of Oklahoma

ABehcgay Eaergy, IC. (AYE) Southwstern Electric Power Company

10435 Downsville Pike West Txas Utilites Company

Hagerown, MD 21740-1766 Wheeling Power Company

301) 790-3400 Note: All subsidiar operte under the name American

Mooongahela Power Company EUcic Power. ThI legal nawe are lined above

Potomac Edison Company, The

West Pcnn Power Company American States Water Company (AWR)

Noie: All subsidiari operate under the name Allegheny 630 Eas Foothill Boulevard

ower Their legal names are lited abov. San Dimas, CA 91773-1212
(909) 394-3600

ALLETE (ALE) Sauthean California Water Company

30 West Superior Sree
hDluth, MN 55802-2093 Central Vermont Public Serrice Corporatioa (CV)

(216) 722-2641 77 Grove Stret
Minnesota Power Rudand.VT 05701-0608
Superior Watcr, Light and Power Company (802) 773-2711

Connecicut VaUcy Electric Company, Inc.

Alliat Eaergy Corporation (LNT) '
222 West Washington Avenue CH Eaergy Group, Inc. (CNH)

Madison, WI 53701-0192 284 South Avenuc
(608) 252-3311 Poughkeepsie, NY 12601-4823

Alliant Encrgy/IES Utiitics Inc. (914) 452-2000
Alliant Encrgy/lntesat Power Company Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation

Alliant Eocrgy/Wisconsin Power and Light Company

Soulu Bcloit Water. Gas and Electric Company nCiergy Corp. (CIN)
139 East Fourth Street

Amer Corp. (AEE) * Cincinnti OH 45202-4003
One Areren Plaza (513) 287-2644
1901 Cboutcau Avenue Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, Tbc

St Louis, MO 63103-3003 Miami Power Corporation
(314) 621-3222 Union Light, Heat & Power Company

AmoCmCIPS West Harrison Gas & Elecric Company

AmrenUE PSI Energy, Inc

*Subject to the ful regulatory scope of the Public Utility Holding Company Ac of 1935 (PUHCA).

1
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Cataloge of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities, 2000 Edison Electric Institute

INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANIES AND SYSTEMS, Cnt'd.

Cleco Corporation (CNL) DPL Inc. (DPL)
2030 Donahue Fercy Road Courthouse Plaza, SW
Pineville, LA 71360-5226 Dayton. OH 45402
(318) 484-7400 (937) 224-6000

Cleco Utility Group, Inc. Dayton Power and Light Company, The

CMS Energy Corporation (CMS) DQE (DQE)
Fairlane Plaza South Chrrington Corp. Center
330 Town Center Drive 500 Cberington Pkwy
Dearborn, MI 48126 Coraopolis,PA 15108-3184
(313)436-9261 (412) 262-4700

Consumers Energy Duquesne Light Company

Coaectiv (CIV) * DTE Energy Company (DTE)
800 King Street 2000 Second Aencue
Wilmington, DE 19899 Detroit, M 48226-1279
(302) 429-3114 (313)235-8000

Atlantic City Electric Company Detroit Edison Company, The
Decpwater Operating Company

Dclmarva Power & Light Company Duke Energy Corporation (DUK)
422 South Church Street

Consolidated Edison, Inc. (ED) Charlotte, NC 28201-1006
4 Irving Place (704) 594-6200
New Yor, NY 10003.3502 Duke Power
(212) 460-4600 Nantabala Power & Light Company

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc.
Orange and Rockland Utilitis, Inc. Dynegy (DYN)

Pike County Light & Power Company 1000 Louisiana
Rockland Electric Company Houston, TX 77002

(713) 507-6400
Contdlation Energy Group, Inc (CEG) Illinois Power Company
250 West Pratt Strct
Bahlimorc, MD 21201 Edison International (EIX)
(410) 234-5685 2244 Walnut Grove Avesnu

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Rorsnad, CA 91770-0800
(626) 302-2222

CP&L Energy, Inc. Southen California Edison Company
411 FaycttvillU Stret Mall
Raleigh, NC 27601-1748 Energy Eat Cerporation (EAS)
(919) 546-6111 1 Commerce Plaza

Carolina Power & Light Company Albany. NY 12260
(518) 434-3014

Dominion Rsoures, Inc. (DRI)* Central Maine Power Company
120 Trdcgar Stree New York Stat Electric A Gas Corporation
Richmond. VA 23219
(804) 819-2000 Enron Corp. (ENE)

Dominion Virginia Poer 1400 Smith Stret
Dominion North Carolina Power Houston, TX 77002

(713) 853-6161
Portland General Electric Company

Subject to the full regulatory scope of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA).
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[NVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANIES AND SYSTEMS, Cont'd.

Eottrgy Corporation (EC) * Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc. (HEI)
639 Loyola Avenue 900 Richards Strt
New Orleans, LA 70113-1704 Honolulu, HI 96813
(504) 529-5262 (808) 543-5662

Enrgy Arkansas, Inc. Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc.
EnUcrgy Gulf Slates, Inc. Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc.
Entergy Louisiana Inc. Maui Electric Company, Ltd.
Entergy Mississippi Inc.
Entrgy New Orleans, Inc. IDACORP, Ic-. (IDA)
System Energy Rsources Inc. 1221 West Idaho Street

Boise, ID 83702-5627
Extlon Corporation (EXE) * (208) 388-2200
One First National Plaza Idaho Power Company
10 South Dearborn Stree
Chicago, IL 60690-3005 IPALCO Eaterpries, lac. (IPL)
(312) 394-7399 25 Monument Circle

Commonwealth Edison Company Indianapolis, IN 46206-1595
Commonwealth Edison Company of Idiua (317) 261-8261
PECO Encrgy Power Company Indianapolis Power & Light Company

Susquehanna Power Company, The
Susqueshnna Elecric Company, The KrySpam Corporation (KSE)

One MetroTech Center

FirstEergy Corp. (FE) Brooklyn NY 11201-3851
76 South Main (718) 403-2000
Akron OH 44308-1890 KySpan Genration LLC
(800) 736-3402 KcySpan-Rvenswood, Inc.

Cleveland Electric Illminating Company, The
Ohio Edison Company LGCE Energy Corporation (LGE)

Pcnsylvania Power Company 220 West Main Stre
Toledo Edison Company, The Louisville, KY 40232

(502) 627-2000
Florida Profrs Corporation (FPC) Kcntuky Utilities Company
One Progress Plaza Louisvill Gas and Electric Company
St Ptcrsbn g, FL 33701
(727) 824-6400 MidAmericn Energy Holdinp Company (MEC)

Florida Power Corporation 666 Grand Avenue
Des Moins, IA 50309

F'L Group, Inc. (FPL) (515) 242-4300
700 Universe Boulevard MidAmerican Energy Company
Juho Beach FL 33405-2683
(561) 694-4000 National Grid Group pk (NGG) *

Florida Power & Light Company National Grid House, Kirby Corne Road
Coventry CV4 EJY, England

CPU, Inc (GPU) 011-44-1203-423616
300 Madiso Avenue National Grid USA '
Moristown, N 07962-1911 Ganite State Eletric Company
(973) 455-8200 Massachuset Eectric Company

]rscy Cntral Power & Light Company Mootaup Electric Company
Mctrpolitan Edison Company Natcket Elecric Company

York Haven Power Company Narraganen Electic Company, The
Pennsylvania Electric Company New England Electic Transmision Crporation

Not: GPU. Inc. operate under te name GPU. AU New England Hydro-Trsmisrion Corporaion
ubhdiaries operwt rder dte name GPUEnergy Their New England Hydro-Transmission Electric Co.

kacg names ar lined above New England Powr Company

Sabject to the full regulatory scope of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA).
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INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY HOLDING COMPANIES AND SYSTEMS, Coat'd-

Niagara Mohawk Holdings Inc. (NMK) Public Service Enterprise Group, Inc. (PSEG)
300 Eric Boulevard West 80 Par Plaza
Syracus, NY 132024201 Newark, NJ 07102-4106
(315)474-1511 (973) 430-7000

Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. Public Service Electric and Gas Company

NiSourcenc. (NO) Relant Eaergy, Inc. (REI)
801 East 86th Avenue 1111 Louisiana
Merrvillvi, IN 46410 Houston, TX 77002-5231
(219) 853-5200 (713) 207-3000

Northern Indiana Public Service Company Reliant Energy HL&P

Northeast Utilitis (NU) * RGS Energy Group Inc. (RGS) .
174 Brush Hill Avenue 89 East Avenue
West Springfield, MA 01090-0010 Rochste, NY 14649-0001
(413) 785-5871 (716) 771-4444

Connecticut Light and Power Company, The Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
Holyoke Water Power Company

Holyoke Power and Eletric Company SCANA Corporation (SCG)
Public Service Company ofNew Hampshirn 1426 Main Street
Westrn Massachuses Electric Company Columbia, SC 29201

(803) 217-9000
NSTAR (NST) South Carolina Electric & Gas Company
800 Boyston Street South Carolina Generating Company, Inc.
Boston, MA 02199-8003
(617) 424-2000 ScottishPowr Group (SPI)*

Boston Edison Company I Atlantic Quay
Cambridge Electric Light Company Glasgow G2 8SP, Scotlad
Canal Electric Company 011-44-141-2488200
Commonwealth Electric Company PicifiCorp

OGE Eaergy Corp. (OGE) Sempra Energy (SRE)
321 North Harvey Avenue 101 Ash Street
Oklaboma City, OK 73102 San Diego, CA 92101-3906
(405) 553-3000 (619) 696-2000

OG&E Electric Services San Diego Gas & Electric Company

PG&E Corporation (PCG) Sierra Pacific Resorcs (SPR)
I Marke Spear Tower 6100 Neil Road
Suite 2400 Reno, NV 89511-1132
San Francisco, CA 94105 (775) 834-4011
(415) 267-7000 Nevada Power Company

Pacific Gas & Elecric Company Siera Pacific Power Company

Pinnacle West Capital Corporation (PNW) Southern Company, The (SO) *
400 East Van Buren Stret 270 Pcachtree Stret NW
Phoenix. AZ 85072 Atlanta GA 30303
(602) 379-2616 (404) 506-6526

Arizona Public Service Company Alabama Power Company
Georgia Power Company

PPL Corporation (PPL) Gulf Power Company
Two North Ninth Street Mississippi Power Company
Allontown PA 18101-1179 Savannah Electric and Power Company
(610) 774-5151 Southern Electric Generating Company

PPL Utlities

Subjcct to the full regulaory scope oftbe Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA).
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INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY ROLDING COMPANIES AND SYSTEMS, Cost'd.

TECO Energy, Inc. (TE) UNITIL Corporation (UNT) *

702 North Franilin Street Six Liberty Lane West

Tamp& FL 33602-4418 Hampton.NH 03842-1720

(8 13)228-A111 (603) 772-0775
Tampa Electric Company Concord Electric Company

Exeter & Hampton Electric Company

TNP Enterprises, Inc (TP) Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company

4100 Intclnational Plaza Tower Two
Fort Worth, TX 76109-4896 Vectrcn, Inc. (VVC)

(817) 731-0099 20 NW Fouth Stre
Txas-Ncw Mexico PowTr Company Evansvill, IN 47741-O001

(812) 465-5300

Texas Utilities Company (TXU) Soudn Indiana Gas and Electric Company

dba TXU Corp.
Enrgy Plaz, 1601 Bryan Strel Weteru Resource, Inc. (WRI)

Dallas, TX 75201-3411 818 South Kansas Avenue

(214) 812-4600 Topka, KS 66612-1217
Southwestrn Eecric Srvice Company (785) 575-6300
TXU Elctric & Gs Kansas Gas and Electric Company

UIL Holdings Corporation (UIL) WXonsini Energy Corporation (WEC)
1 5 Church Stret P.O. Box 2949
New Haven. CT 06506-0901 Milwauk, WI 53201-2949
(203) 299-2000 (414)221-2345

United Iluminaing Company, The Edison Sault Elecic Company
Wisconsin Electric Power Company

UGI Corporation (UGI)
460 North Gulph Road WPS Resorca Corporation (WPS)
King of Prussia, PA 19406 700 North Adams Street
(610)337-1000 1 Gric Bay, WI 54307

UGI Utilities, Inc. (920) 433-1727
Upper Peninsala Power Company

UniSource Energy Corporation (UNS) Wisconsin Public Srvice Corporation
220 West Sixth Stree
Tucso. AZ 85701-1093 Xcel Energy Ic. (CEL)*
(520) 571-4000 1225 17th Stect

Tucson Electric Power Company Denver, CO 80202-5533
(303) 571-7511

Chcycme Light, Fuel and Power Company
Northern States Power Company

Northern Staes Power Company (WI)
Public Service Company of Colorado
Southwestrn Public Service Company

*Subject the full regulatory scope of the Public Utility Holding Company Act of 1935 (PUHCA)

5
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JOIN'TLY-OWNED COMPANIES

(JI) Allegheny Generating Company (J7) Safe Harbor Water Power Corporation
Jointly-owned by: Jointly-owned by:

Monongahela Power Company Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
Potomac Edison Company, The PPL Utilities.

(J2) Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (JS) Southern Electric Generating Company
Jointly-owned by: Jointly-owned by:

Boston Edison Company Alabama Power Company
Cambridge Electric Light Company Georgia Power Company
Central Maine Power Company
Central Vermont Public Service Corporation (39) Vetmoat Eletric Power Company, In.
Connecticut Light and Power Company, The Jointly-owned by:
Montaup Electric Company Central Vermont Public Service Corporation
New England Power Company Citizens Utilites Company
Public Service Company of New Hampshire Green Mountain Power Corporation
United illuminating Company, Toe
Western Massachusetts Electric Company (J10) Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation

Jointly-owned by:

(J3) Electric Eergy. lac. Cambridge Electric Light Company
Jointly-owned by. Cental Maine Power Company

AmnereCIPS Central Vermont Public Srvice Corporation
AmcrcnUE Coonecticut Light and Power Company, The
Illinois Power Company Maine Public Scrvice Company
Kentucky Utilities Company - Montaup Electric Company

New England Power Company

(J4) Maine Electric Power Company. In Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Jointly-owned by. Western Massachusetts Electric Company

Bangor Hydro- Electric Company
Central Maine Power Company (J11) Wisncuin River Power Compaay
Maine Public Scrvice Company Jointly-owned by:

Alliant Encrgy/Wisconsin Power & Light Co.

(JS) Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company Cosolidatd Paper, Inc.
Jointly-owned by: Wisconsin Public Srvice Corporation

Bangor Hydro-Electic Company
Cambridge Electric Light Company (J12) Wolf Cretk Nuclear Operating Corporation
Central Maine Power Company Jointly-owned by: .
Ccntral Vermont Public Scrvice Corporation Kansas City Power & Light Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company, The Kansas Electric Power Cooperativ, Inc.

Maine Public Service Company Western Rsources, Inc
Moncuip Electric Company
New England Power Company (J13) Yankee Atomic UEectric Company
Public Service Company of New Hampshire Jointly-owned by:
Westrn Massahusets Electric Company Boston Edisoo Company

Cambridge Electric Light Company

(J6) Ohio Valley Electric Corporation Central Maine Power Company
Jointly-owned by: Central Vermont Public Service Corporation

Allegheny Energy, Inc. Commonwcalth Elcctric Company
American Electric Power Company, Inc. Connecticut Light and Power Company, The
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company. The Monoaup Electric Company
Dayton Power and Light Company New England Power Company
Kcntucky Utilitics Company Public Service Company of New Hampshire
Louisville Gas and Electric Company Western Massachutts Electric Company
Ohio Edison Company
*Southrn Indiana Gas and Electric Company
Toledo Edison Company, The

Copyrigt O 2000 EEl. A Right Reseved
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INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITY COMPANIES
OPERATING IN THE UNITED STATES

ALABAMA (AL)

Alabama Power Company (SO) Customers: 1,303,541
600 North 18th Street Sales (MWb): 50,157,204
Birmingham, AL 35203-0001 Revenues (S000): 2,811,117
(205) 257-1000

Southern Electric Generating Company (SO) (J8) Wholesale
600 North 18th Street Only
Birmingham, AL 35203-2200
(205) 257-1000

m

ALASKA (AK)

Alaska Electic Light and Power Company (AER) Customers: 14,443
5601 Tonsgard Court Sales (MWh): 298,983
Juneau, AK 99801-7201 Revenues (S000): 24,934
(907) 780-2222

Alaska Power and Telephone Company, Inc. Customers: 5,269
See WA Sales (MWh): 58,910

Revenues (SOOO): 7,067

Bethel Utilities Corporation, Inc. Customers: 2,279
3380 C Street, Suite 210 Sales (MWh): 36,472
Anchorage, AK 99503 Revenues ($000): 7,136
(907) 562-2500

McGrath Light and Power Company Customers: 235
P.O. Box 52 Sales (MWh): 2,861
McGrath, AK 99627 Revenues ($000): 1,126
(907) 524-3009

Pelican Utility Company Customers: 201
P.O. Box 110 Sales (MWh): 2,103
Pelican, AK 99832 Revenues (SOO0): 296
(907) 735-2204

7
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ARIZONA (AZ)

Arizona Public Service Company (PNW) Customers: 806,569
400 North 5th Street Sales (MWh): 20,961,836
Phoenix, AZ 85004 Revenues ($000): 1,716,236
(602)250-1000

Citizens Utilities Company Customers: 65,694
See CT Sales (MWh): 1,116,563

Revenues ($000): 97,911

Tucson Electric Power Company (UNS) Customers: 329,778
220 West Sixth Street Sales (MWh): 7.789,068
Tucson, AZ 85701-1093 Revenues (S000): 629,901
(520) 5714000

ARKANSAS (AR)

Empire District Electric Company, The Customers: 3,667
Se MO Sales (MW ,h): 125,573

Revenues ($000): 6,034

Entergy Arkansas, Inc. (EC) Customers: 637,202
425 West Capitol Avenue Sales (MWh): 18.663,431
Little Rock, AR 72201-3439 Revenues ($000): 1.172,328
(501) 377-4000

Also serves in TN
Company Totals: Customers: 637,244

Sales: 18,663,671
Revenues: 1,172,352

OG&E Electric Services (OGE) Customers: 59,517
See OK Sales (MWh): 2,421,657

Revenues ($000): 99,820

Southwestern Electric Power Company (AEP) Customers: 98,439
(Operates as AEP-Sodhwestern Electric Power) Sales (M; Wh): 3.547,222
See LA Revenues (S000): 170,840

:.F~~· -t r Iec. -.-.-.ig .. ....................... ..... , --... ~.............

'Effectivc June 15, 2000, Ccatra and SouthWest Corpora and its subsidiaries Central Power d Light Co, Public Service
Company of Oklahoma, Southwesern Ekctric Power Co. and West Tcxas Utilities Co., merged with American Elccric Power,
Inc. and is nine investor-owed elecric uliTy subsidiaries The former CenraJ and SouthWest subsidiarics are wboUy-owned
subsidiries of American Electric Power, Inc.

Copynril 0 2000 EEL All Right Rserved.
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CALIFORNIA (CA)

pacific Gas and Electric Company (PCG) Customers: 4,535,909
T 77 Bealc Street Sales (MWh): 70,186,749
San Francisco, CA 94177 Revenues ($000): 6.785,994
(415) 973-7000

PacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: 41,473
(Operates as Pacific Power) Sales (MWh): 778,531
See OR Revenues ($000): 53,324

San Diego Gas & Electric Company (SRE) Customers: 1,184,844
101 Ash Street Sales (MWb): 14,718,306
San Diego, CA 92101-3017 Revenues (S000): 1,415,141
(619) 696-2000

Sierra Pacific Power Company (SPR) Customers: 43,877
See NV Sales (MWh): 506,280

Revenues ($000): 38,826

Southern California Edison Company (EIX) Customers: 4,213,562
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue Sales (MWh): 67,206,530
Rosemead, CA 91770-3714 Revenues ($000): 6.692,164
(626) 302-1212

Southern California Water Company (AWR) Customers: 20,988
630 East Foothill Boulevard Sales (MWh): 127,135
San Dimas, CA 91773 Revenues ($000): 13,275
(909) 394-3600

-^^.:e , , -)CY :-^ * - -g9 ......, ...... ..............^....^..^..L.^ ^.^ A..^.......... -. ; j."r '

COLORADO (CO)

Public Service Company of Colorado (XEL) Customers: 1,194,847
1225 17th Street Sales (MWh): 23,337,607
Denvr, CO 80202-5533 ' Revenues (000): 1,375,599
(303) 571-7511

UtiliCorp United Inc. Customers: 80,155
See MO Sales (MWh): 1,517,589

Revenues ($000): 87,424

Effective November30, 1999, PacifiCorp was acquired by and became a wholly-owned subsidiary ofScotidshPower Group.

New Century Energies, Inc. and its subsidiaries, Cbeyenne Light, Fuel and Power Co, Public Service Company of
Colorado and Southwesten Public Service Co. merged with Northcn Sates Power Co. (MN) and its subsidiary, Nothern States
Power Co. (VWI) uimd a new bolding company, Xce Energy Inc.

9
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COLORADO (CO) (cont'd)

Coloradoot 6 :ls Is:

T|otal UltimatsBoti
.-- :.Total Sale. l-.^s o m Custu.......... ;5.-

lTotal Revenes rom:' UC
.......... .. ......... ... ........ .. . . ..'.Y.................... Y = e ; g- '

CONNECTICUT (CT)

Citizens Utilities Company Customers: -0-
Three High Ridge Park, P.O. Box 3801 Sales (MWh): -0-
Stamford, CT 06905 Revenues ($000): -0-
(203) 329-8800

Serves in AZ, HI and VT
Company Totals: Customers: 116,055

Sales: 1,803,847
Revenues: 199,947

Connecticut Light and Power Company, The (NU) Customers: 1,120,816
107 Selden Street Sales (MWh): 22,315,405
Berlin, CT 06037-1616 Revenues (S000): 2,190,813
(860) 665-5000

Connecticut Yankee Atomic Power Company (J2) Wholesale
107 Selden Street Only
Berlin, CT 06037-1616 (Nuclear)
(860) 665-5000

United Illuminating Company, The (UIL) Customers: 315,674
157 Cburch Street Sales (MWh): 5,652,050
New Haven, CT 06506-0901 Revenues ($000): 639,596
(203) 499-2000

DELAWARE (DE)

Delmarva Power & Light Company (CIV) Customers: 264,269
(Operates as Conectiv Power Delivery) Sales (MWh): 8,242,796
800 King Street Revenues ($000): 571,874
Wilmington, DE 19899-0231
(800) 266-3284

Also serves in MD and VA
Company Totals: Customers: 459,830

Sales: 12,363,783
Revenues: 894,277

DOE002-1284
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DELAWARE (DE) (conotd)

.'·l;:ltaolJ evenues from SaLC(

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (DC)

Potomac Electric Power Company Customers: 219,923
(Operates as Pepco) Sales (MWh): 10,417,813
1900 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. Revenues (S000): 776.523
Washington, DC 20068-0001
(202) 833-7500

Also serves in MD
Company Totals: Customers: 696,243

Sales: 24.209,242
Revenues: 1,788,040

FLORIDA (FL)

Florida Power Corporation (FPC) Customers: 1.371,188
One Progress Plaza Sales (MW): 33,441.029
St Petersburg, FL 33701 Revenues (S000): 2,361,848
(727) o20-5151

Florida Power & Light Company (FPL) Customers: 3,756,012
9250 West Flagler Street Sales (MWh): 84,450,0B2
Miami, FL 33174-3414 Revenues (S000): 5,830,116
(305) 552-3552

Florida Public Utilities Company Customers: 24640
401 S. Dixie Sales (MWh): 719,070
WeFLORst Pa Beach, FL 33401 Revenues (000): 38377
(561) 832-2461

Gulf Power Company (SO) Customers: 360,111
One Energy Placea Sales (MWh): 9,559,183
P etesacolbur FL 3252370102 Revenues (S000): 512,760
(72750) 444-6151

TaFlordmpa Electric Company FPLE) Customers: 543,661
702 North Franklin Street Sales (MWh): 15,804,958
Taipa, FL 33602-4418 Revenues (S000): 1,1830,103
(813) 22 -3552

(850) 4.44-6111

CopyTa arig 3360220448 Revenues (000) 1100103

Co^rigbt 02000, „D. AOE R2 R
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FLORIDA (FL) (cont'd)

GEORGIA (GA)

Georgia Power Company (SO) Customers: 1,854,311
241 Ralph McGill Blvd., NE Sales (MMWh): 70,972,000
Atlanta, GA 30308-3374 Revenues ($000): 4,129,088
(404) 506-6526

Savannah Electric and Power Company (SO) Customers: 127,844
600 East Bay Street Sales (MWh): 3,712,902
Savannah, GA 31401-1286 Revenues ($000): 238,804
(912) 644-7171

HAWAII (EB)

Citizens Utilities Company Customers: 30 031
See CT Sales (MWh): 396.112

Revenues (S000): 77,798

Hawaii Electric Light Company, Inc. (HEI) Customers: 61,795
1200 Kilauea Avenue Sales (MWh): 922,352
Hilo, HI 96720-4206 Revenues (S000): 158,962
(808)935-1171

Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc. (HEI) Customers: 273,968
900 Richards Street Sales (MWh): 6,997,936
Honolulu7 HI 96813-2919 Revenues (S000): 729,557
(808)543-7771

Maui Electric Company, Ltd. (HEI) Customers: 55,787
210 West Kamehameha Avenue Sales (MWh): 1,064,739
Kahului HI 96732 Revenues ($000): 156,808
(808) 871-8461

.1~~~~~~1
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DA0 (ID)

Avista Corp. Customers: 102,050
. - ASec WA Sales (MWh): 3,159.378

Ssee WA Revenues (S000): 139,841

*}! Idaho Power Company (IDA) Customers: 360,021
i 1221 West Idabo Strtet Sales (MWh): 13,077,842
A Boise ID 83702-5610 Revenues ($000): 489,568

:,<~ ' (208)388-2200
Also serves in NV and OR
Company Totals: Customers: 378,402

Sales: 13,765,885
Revenues: 516,151

10 pacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: 54,326
(Operates as Utah Power) Sales (MWh): 3,038,426
See OR Revenues ($000): 117,802

4

1 ; 'in ':::
:. .. :;:::: 4 :.:.!:..... 1,. .--::<

ILLINOIS (IL)

.: Alliant Encrgy/Intcrstate Power Company (LNT) Customers: 11,081
See LA Sales (MWh): 349,252

Revenues ($000): 16,668

AmerenCIPS (AEE) Customers: 319,339
607 East Adams Street Saks (MWh): 8.538,572
Springfield, IL 62739-0001 Revenues ($000): 544,132
(217) 523-3600

AmercnUE (AEE) Customers: 62,359
See MO Sales (MWh): 3.621,194

Revenues ($000): 144,152

Central Illinois Light Company (AES) Customers: 198,091
300 Liberty Street Sales (MWh): 5,910,714
Peoria, IL 61602-1404 Revenues ($000): 347,075
(309) 672-5271

Commonwealth Edison Company (EXE) Customers: 3,475,519
One First National Plaza Sales (MWh): 83,500,597
10 South Dearborn Street Revenues (S000): 6,175,861
Chicago, IL 60690
(312) 3944321

* EfTctivc October 18, 1999, CILCORP, Inc. and its subsidiary, Ccnral Illinois Light Co. merged with AES Corporaion.
Central Ilinois Light Co. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of AES Corporation.

" Effctivc October 20, 2000, Unicom Corp. and its subsidiaris, Commonwalhh Edison Co. and Commonweath Edison
Compny of Indiana merged with PECO Eocrgy Co. and its subsidiarics, PECO Energy Power Co, Susquehanna Eletric Co.

Sad Susquchanna Power Co., under a new holding company, Exelon Corp.

13
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ILLINOIS (IL) (cont'd)

Commonwealth Edison Company of Indiana (EXE) Wholesale
One First National Plaza Only
Chicago, IL 60603
(312) 394-4321

Electric Energy, Inc. (J3) Customers: -0-
2100 Portland Road - Sales (MWh): -0-
Joppa, IL 62953-9999 Revenues (S000): -0-
(618) 543-7531

Serves in KY
Company Totals: Customers: 1

Sales: 7,013,929
Revenues: 136,875

Illinois Power Company (DYN) Customers: 485,879
500 South 27th Street Sales (MWh): 18,215.452
Decatur, IL 62521-2200 Revenues (S000): 1,138,822
(217) 424-6600

MidAmerican Energy Company (MEC) Customers: 83,956
See IA Sales (MWh): 1,662,889

Revenues ($000): 105,794

Mt Carmel Public Utility Company Customers: 5,629
316 Market Street Sales (MWh): 139,582
Mt Carmel, IL 62863-1519 Revenues (S000): 9,474
(618) 262-5151

North Counties Hydro-Electric Company Wholesale
1030 Ridge Avenue Only
Evanston, IL 62205

South Beloit Water, Gas and Electric Company (LNT) Customers: 7,650
See WI Sales (MWh): 210,734

Revenues ($000): 10,527

.Y.;.': --.,z, m ' -S g I

INDIANA (IN)

Indiana Michigan Power Company (AEP) Customers: 437,050
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 15,460,123
One Summit Square Revenues (S000): 861,152
Fort Wayne, IN 46801-0060
(800)311-4634

Also serves in MI
Company Totals: Customers: 556,970

Sales: 18,339.892
Revenues: 1,039,934

* Effective Febnary 2,2000, Ilinova Corp. and its subsidiary, Dlinois Power Co, merged with Dyngy Inc. Illinois Power
Co. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Degy Inc.

14
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INDIANA (IN) (cont'd)

Indianapolis Power & Light Company (IPL) Customers: 430,052
One Monument Circle Sales (MWh): 13,848,628
Indianapolis, IN 46204-2936 Revenues ($000): 748,570
(317) 261-8261

Northern Indiana Public Service Company (NI) Customers: 423,114
5265 Hohman Avenue Sales (MWh): 15,627,599
Hammond, IN 46320-1775 Revenues ($000): 1,000,390
(219) 853-5200

PSI Energy, Inc. (CTN) Customers: 696,330
1000 East Main Street Sales (MWh): 26,080,752
Plainfield, IN 46168-1765 Revenues ($000): 1,251,012
(317) 839-9611

Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company (VVC) Customers: 125,185
20 NW Fourth Street Sales (MWh): 5,110,945
Evansville, IN 47741-0001 Revenues ($000): 242,317
(812) 465-5300

West Harrison Gas & Electric Company (CIN) Customers: 384
See OH Sales (MWh): 7,242

Revenues ($000): 560

. *IndianaTo^tals 9 ;

.... .lt tqfimagte Custme .. ....... -; ,1 2,11: -

,'-: ,,: ','ToWtA Re es f^ . .......... )

IOWA (IA)

Alliant Energy/IES Utilities Inc. (LNT) Customers: 342,636
Alliant Tower, 200 First Street, SE Sales (MWb): 10,454,840
Cedar Rapids, LA 52401-1409 Revenues ($000): 593,690
(319) 398-4411

Alliant Energy/Interstate Power Company (LNT) Customers: 115,714
1000 Main Street, P.O. Box 769 Sales (MWh): 4.205,350
Dubuque, IA 52004-0769 Revenues ($000): 195,559
(319)582-5421

Also serves in [L and MN
Company Totals: Customers: 166,780

Sales: 5,311,928
Revenues: 261,799

Amana Society Service Company Customers: 847
708 49th Avenue Sales (MWh): 92.302
Amana, IA 52203 Revenues ($000): 4,423
(319) 622-3052

Effective March 31, 2000, SICCORP, Inc. and its subsidiary, Southcrn Indiana Gas & Electric Company, merged with
Indiana Energy and formed a new holding company, Vectcn Corp.

C15p' 1279
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IOWA (IA) (cont'd)

MidAmerican Energy Company (MEC) Customers: 570,863
666 Grand Avenue Sales (MWh): 14,226.720
Des Moines, IA 50309 Revenues ($000): 912.007
(515) 2424300

Also serves in IL and SD
Company Totals: Customers: 658,165

Sales: 16,007,300
Revenues: 1,024,652

14:p~m S ......

-^".: -Tol t;imat C:* :*e:::::u"---;;-

KANSAS (KS)

Empire District Electric Company, The Customers: 10,231
See MO Sales (MWh): 218,935

Revenues (S000): 12.403

Kansas City Power & Light Company Customers: 198.814
See MO Sales (MWh): 4,934,348

Revenues (S000): 331,804

Kansas Gas and Electric Company (WRI) Customers: 286,714
201 North Market Street Sales (MWh): 8,607,403
Wichita, KS 67201 Revenues ($000): 558,734
(316) 383-8600

* Southwestern Public Service Company (XEL) Customers: 1,493
So c TX Sales (MWh): 22,332

Revenues ($000): 1,356

UtiliCorp United Inc. Customers: 64,287
See MO Sales (MWb): 1,751,355

Revenues (S000): 106,764

Western Resources, Inc. (WRI) Customers: 340,989
818 South Kansas Avenue Sales (MWh): 8,996.335
Topeka, KS 66601-0889 Revenues ($000): 466.374
(785) 575-6300

'New Century Encrics. Inc and its subsidiaries, Cheyenne Light, Fuel and Power Co, Public Service Company of Colorado
and Southweser Public Savice Co., maged with Northni States Power Co. (MN) and its subsidiry, Northcrn Stases Power
Co. (WI), under a new boldinag company, Xccel Energy Inc.

16
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KANrSAS (KS) (cot'd)

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (112) Wholesale

P.O. Box 411 Only
Burlington, KS 66839-0411 (Nuclear)
(316)364-8831

Bra Coge Utilities Customers: 4,485

Revenues ($000): 136,875

- -% 2.,53G4 7

AshlandR KY 41105-14287

KENTUCKY (KY)

(800) 572-1113

erea College Utilities Customers: 4,485
CO ali Box 2337t Sales (MWh): 126,861,
Lrean,KY 40404 Revenues ($000): 5,725
(606) 986-3451

Electic Energy, Inc. (J3) Customers: 1
See IL Sales (MWh): 7,013.929

Revenues ($000): 136,875

Kentucky ower Company (AEP) Customers: 170,130
(operates as Americma Electric Power) Sals (MWh): 6,491,087
P.O. Box 1428 Revenues ($000): 266,855
Ashland, KY 41105-1428
(800) 572-1113

Kentucky Utilities Company (LGE) Customers: 451,802
One Quality Street Sales (MWh): 15,481,497
Lexington, KY 40507-1462 Revenues ($000): 599,446
(606) 255-2100

Also serves in TN and VA
Company Totals: Customers: 481,039

Sales: 16,307,546
Revenues: 638,959

Louisville Gas and Electric Company (LGE) Customers: 365,149
220 W. Main Street Sales (MWh): 11,203,916
Louisville, KY 40202-1395 Revenues ($000): 559,791
(502) 627-2000

Union Light, Heat & Power Company (CIN) Customers: 121,514
107 Brent Spence Square Sales (MWh): 3,711,708
Covington, KY 41011-1433 Revenues ($000): 204,559
(513)381-2000

Effective June 15. 2000. Central ad SouthWes Corporation ad its subsidiaries. Central Power & Light Co., Public
Service Company of Oklahoma, Southwesrcm Electic Powae Co. and West Texas Utilties Co, merged with American Elcric
Powcr, Inc. nd its ninc invcstor-owncd deari utlity subsidiaris. The former Cntral and SouthWst subsidiaries art wolly-
owned subsidiaries of Anmricam Elecuic Power, Inc.

17
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KENTUCKY (KY) (cont'd)

... Kni v;e - -.als .; . < |. < |- |-'i ;

::iiTotal Reven o S

LOUISIANA (LA)

Cleco Utility Group, Inc. (CNL) Customers: 250,135
2030 Donahue Ferry Road Sales (MWh): 8,099,438
Pineville, LA 71360-5226 Revenues ($000): 468,169
(318) 484-7400

Entergy Gulf States, Inc. (EC) Customers: 337,944
See TX Sales (MWh): 19,515,257

Revenues ($000): 1,020,542

Entergy Louisiana, Inc. (EC) Customers: 634,997
639 Loyola Avenue Sales (MWh): 29,095,658
New Orleans, LA 70113-1704 Revenues ($000): 1,686,442
(504) 576-4000

Entergy New Orleans, Inc. (EC) Customers: 189,477
1600 Perdido Street Building 505 Sales (MWh): 5,896,732
New Orleans, LA 70113-1704 Revenues ($000): 393,928
(504) 670-3600

Southwestern Electric Power Company (AEP) Customers: 163,383
(Operates as AEP-Soulhwestern Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 5,013,193
428 Travis Street Revenues ($000): 262,532
Shreveport, LA 71101-3164
(318) 673-3000

Also serves in AR and TX
Company Totals: Customers: 421,908

Sales: 16,049,294
Revenues: 776,476

I....m-'

MAINE (ME)

Bangor Hydro-Electric Company Customers: 122,773
33 State Street Sales (MWh): 1.766,395
Bangor, ME 04401 Revenues ($000): 184,267
(207) 945-5621

* Scc footnote for Kcntucky Power Company on previous page
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MAINE (MN) (cont'd)

Central Maine Power Company (NEG) Customers: 536,643
83 Edison Drive Sales (MWb): 9,144,308
Augusta, ME 04336-0001 Revenues ($000): 892,792
(207)623-3521

Maine Electric Power Company, Inc. (J4) Transmission
83 Edison Drive Only
Augusta, ME 04336
(207)623-3521

i Maine Public Service Company Customers: 35,606
209 State Street Sales (MWh): 511,361
Presque Isle, ME 04769-2655 Revenues ($000): 53,015
(207) 768-5811

Maine Yankee Atomic Power Company (15) Wholesale
321 Old Ferry Road Only
Wiscasset, ME 04578-0408 (Nuclear)
(207) 882-6321

.3-a i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3i

61.

MARYLAND (MD)

Allegheny Generating Company (Jl) Wholesale
10435 Downsville Pike Only
Hagerstown, MD 21740-1966
(301) 790-3400

Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (CEG) Customers: 1,126,035
39 West Lexington Street Sales (MWh): 29,264,078
Baltimore, MD 21201 Revenues ($000): 2,118,845
(410) 234-5000

Delmarva Power & Light Company (CIV) Customers: 175,541
(Operates as Conectiv Power Delivery) Sales (MWb): 3,772,336
See DE Revenues ($000): 294,092

Potomac Edison Company, The (AYE) Customers: 208,875
(operates asAllcgheny Power) Sales (MWh): 8,256,426
16435 Downsvill Pile Revenues (S000): 434,075
Hagerstown, MD 21740-1766
(301) 790-3400

Also serves in VA and WV
Company Totals: Customers: 394,515

Sales: 12,835,897
Revenues: 715,280

Effecve Sepaibcr 1, 2000, CMP Group, Inc. and its subsidiary, Central Maine Power Co, mergd with Energy East
Corp. and its subsidiary. New York Stae Ekctric & Gas Corp. Centra Maine Power Co. is a wboDy-o<wcd subsidiary of
Energy Eas Corp.
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MARYLAND (MD) (cont'd)

Potomac Electric Power Company Customers: 476,320
(Operates as Pepco) Sales (MWh): 13,791,429
See DC Revenues (S000): 1,011,517

oMASSACHUSE tS (MtA

MASSACHUSETTS (MA)

Boston Edison Company (NST) Customers: 676,915
800 Boylston Street Sales (MWh): 12,864,155
Boston, MA 02199-8003 Revenues (S000): 1,338,479
(617) 424-2000

Cambridge Electric Light Company (NST) Customers: 45,749
46 Blackstone Street Sales (MWh): 1,377,503
Cambridge, MA 02139-3710 Revenues ($000): 104,801
(617) 225-4808

Canal Electric Company (NST) Wholesale
Nine Freezer Road Only
Sandwich, MA 02563
(508) 833-8522

Commonwealth Electric Company (NST) Customers: 325,389
2421 Cranberry Highway Sales (MWh): 3,665,492
Wareham, MA 02571-1091 Revenues ($000): 391,027
(508) 291-0950

Eastern Edison Company (NGG) Customers: 195,760
750 West Center Strvt Sales (MWh): 2,827,205
West Bridgewater, MA 02379 Revenues ($000): 243,928
(508) 559-2000

Fitchburg Gas and Electric Light Company (UNT) Customers: 25,879
285 John Fitch Highway Sales (MWh): 502,612
Fitchburg, MA 01420 Revenues ($000): 52.118
(888)301-7700

Holyoke Power and Electric Company (NU) Wholesale
One Canal Street Only
Holyoke, MA 01040-5883
(413) 536-5520

Holyoke Water Power Company (NU) Customers: 32
One Canal Street Sales (MWh): 95,883
Holyoke, MA 01040-5883 Revenues ($000): 5,897
(413) 536-5520

' Effective April 19, 2000. National Grid USA and its subsidiaries, Granite State Electric Co, Masachusetts Electric Co,
NarraganscU Electric Co.. and Nantuckd Electric Co, merged with Easter Utilities Associates and its sbsidiaries Blaksone
Valley Electric Co, Eastern Edison Co, Newport Elecric Corp. Under terms of the mager, Eastern Edison Co. is part of
Massachusems Elctic Co. while Blackstone Valley Electric Co. and Ncwport Electric Corp. are pia of Narraganstt Electric Co.

20
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IASSACHUSETTS (MA) (cont'd)

Massachusetts Electric Company (NGG) Customers: 981,469
25 Research Drive Sales (MWh): 15,657,428
Westborough, MA 01582-0001 Revenues ($000): 1,259,428
(508) 389-2000

Montaup Electric Company (NGG) Wholesale
1606 Riverside Avenue Only .
Somerset, MA 02726
(508) 559-2000

Nantucket Electric Company (NGG) Customers: 10,298
Two Fairgrounds Road Sales (M'Wh): 109,409
Nantucket, MA 02554 Revenues (S000): 12,949
(508) 325-8000

- New England Hydro-Transmission Electric Company, Inc. (NGG) Transmission
25 Research Drive Only
Westborough, MA 01582
(508)389-2000

- New England Power Company (NGG) Customers: -0-
25 Research Drive Sales (MWb): -0-
Westborough, MA 01582-0001 Revenues ($000): -0-
(508) 389-2000

Also has wholesale operations in NH

Western Massachusetts Electric Company (NU) Customers: 197,996
174 Brush Hill Avenue Sales (MWh): 3,885,392
West Springfield, MA 01090 Revenues ($000): 358,434
(413) 785-5871

Yankee Atomic Electric Company (J1 3) Wholesale
19 Midstate Drive Ony
Auburn, MA 01501-1858 (Nuclear)
(978)779-9822

MICHIGAN MI)

Alpena Power Company Customers: 16,538
310 North Second Avenue Sales (MWh): 310.181
Alpena, MI 49707-2883 Revenues ($000): 19 904
(517) 356-2293

See foonote for Eastern Edison Compsny on previous page.

Effective March 22. 2000. New England Electric System (NEES) and its subsidiaries, Granite Stat Electric Co,
Masachuxst Electric Co, Montaup Electric Co, Nantucket Electric Co, Naragansct Elecic Co., New England Power Co,
NCW England Elecric Transmission Corp, New England Hydro-Transmission Corp, and New England Hydro-Transission
Elkt ic Co, marcd with National Grid Group pk. Under tens of the merger, the former NEES subsidiries will be part of
National Grid USA, a subsidiary of National Grid Group pic.
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MICHIGAN (MI) (cont'd)

Consumers Energy (CMS) Customers: 1,651,437
212 West Michigan Avenue Sales(MWh): 35,754,796
Jackson, MI 49201-2276 Revenues ($000): 2,498,266
(517) 788-0550

Detroit Edison Company, The (DTE) Customers: 2,078,607
2000 Second Avenue Sales (MWh): 49,822,240
Detroit, MI 48226-1279 Revenues ($000): 3,791,116
(313) 235-8000

Edison Sault Electric Company (WEC) Customers: 21,469
725 East Portage Avenue Sales (MWh): 646,408
Sault Ste. Marie, MI 49783-2439 Revenues (S000): 33,505
(906) 632-2221

Indiana Michigan Power Company (AEP) Customers: 119,920
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 2,879,769
See IN Revenues ($000): 178,782

Mid-State Service Company Wholesale
924 Grandville S.W. Only
Grand Rapids, MI 49093
(616) 454-1481

Northern States Power Company - WI (XEL) Customers: 9,270
See WI Sales (MWh): 137,989

Revenues ($000): 8,896

Upper Peninsula Power Company (WPS) Customers: 62,709
600 Lakeshore Drive Sales (MWh): 738,872
Houghton, MI 49931 Revenues ($000): 56,032
(906) 487-5000

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEC) Customers: 25,467
See WI Sales (MWh): 2,923,501

Revenues ($000): 104,691

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPS) Customers: 8.694
See WI Sales (MWh): 315,341

Revenues ($000): 12,839

Wolverine Power Corporation Wholesale
Box 147 Only
Edenvill, MI 48620
(517) 689-3161

m .... i.alzwia .-<..W

'New Cenury Enrgies, Inc and its subsidiaries, Cycnne Light, Fuel and Power Company, Public Service Compny of
Colorado and Southwestn Public Service Company merged with of N State Power Company (MN) and its subsidiary,
Northern Statc Power Company (WI) under a new holding company, Xce Energy Inc.

Copyright 02000 EL AM Riith RcayoLd
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g MNINESOTA (MN)

Alliant Energy/Interstate Power Company (LNT) Castomers: 39,985
Sce IA Sales (MWh): 757,326

Revenues ($000): 49,572

Minnesota Power (ALE) Customers: 126,195
30 West Superior Street Sales (MW): 8.429,549
Duhth, MN 55802-2093 Revenues (SOOO): 354,497
(218) 722-2641

Northern States Power Company (XEL) Customers: 1.128,693
414 Nicollet Mall Sales (MWb): 28.,291,721
Minneapolis, MN 55401-1993 Revenues ($000): 1,730,560
(612) 330-5500

Also serves in ND and SD
Company Totals: Customers: 1,281,491

Sales: 31,645,688
Revenues: 1.922,997

Northwestern Wisconsin Electric Company Customers: 97
See WI Sales (MWh): 503

Revenues (S000): 44

Oner Tail Power Company Customers: 57,590
215 Cascade Street Sales (MWh): 1,754,138
Fergus Falls, MN 56537-2897 Revenues ($000): 93,264
(218)739-8200

Also serves in ND and SD
Company Totals: Customers: 125,952

Sales: 3,393,860
Revenues: 183.478

- ...... .. .. ~... . . . . ,-

MISSISSIPPI (MS)

Entcrgy Mississippi Inc. (EC) Customers: 392,876
308 East Pear Street . Sales (Mh): 12,517,845
Jackson, MS 39201-2670 Revenues (S000): 737,120
(601)969-2684

Mississippi Power Company (SO) Customrs: 189,558
2992 West Beach Boulevard Sales (MWh): 9,543,133
GulfportS MS 39501-1952 Revenues (S000): 469,434
(228)864-1211

System Energy Resources, Inc. (EC) Wholesale
1340 Echelon Parkway Only
Jackson. MS 39213 (Nuclear)
(601)368-5D000

Sc footnmor for Nortrn S (tOs Powr Co. (We) on prvious page
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MISSISSIPPI (MS) (cont'd)

MISSOURI (MO)

AmerenUE (AEE) Customers: 1,101.768
1901 Choutcau Avenue Sales (MWh): 29,944.529
St Louis, MO 63103-3003 Revenues ($000): 1,892,711
(314) 621-3222

Also serves in IL
Company Totals: Customers: 1,164,127

Sales: 33,565,723
Revenues: 2,036,863

Empire District Electric Company, The Customers: 126,496
602 Joplin Street Sales (MWh): 3.397,896
Joplin, MO 64801 Revenues ($000): 194,029
(417) 625-5100

Also serves in AR, KS and OK
Company Totals: Customers: 145,846

Sales: 3,859.166
Revenues: 219,512

Kansas City Power & Light Company Customers: 258,393
1201 Walnut Sales (MWh): 8,407,803
Kansas City, MO 64106-2124 Revenues (S000): 506,837
(816) 556-2200

Also serves in KS
Company Totals: Customers: 457,207

Sales: 13,342,151
Revenues: 838,641

St Joseph Light & Power Company Customers: 62,495
520 Francis Street Sales (MWh): 1,667,937
St. Joseph, MO 64502 Revenues ($000): 87,028
(816) 233-8888

UtiliCorp United Inc. Customers: 202,042
20 West Ninth Street Sales (MWh): 4,456,267
Kansas City, MO 64105-1711 Revenues ($000): 284.691
(816) 421-6600

Also serves in CO and KS
Company Totals: Customers: 374,683

Sales: 8,121,358
Revenues: 505,765

,,, . S a le to . .S
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- MONTANA (MT)

'- Avisla Corp- Customers: 17

See WACo Sales (MWh): 295
;< See WA- Revenues ($000): 16

Black Hills Corporation Customers: 39
See SD Sales (MWh): 12,929

Revenues ($000): 618

MDU Resources Group, Inc. Customers: 23.524
See ND Sales (MWh): 498,495

Revenues (S000): 28,432

Montana Power Company, The Customers: 283.759

40 East Broadway Sales (MWh): 5,300,855

Butte, MT 597019394 Revenues (S000): 329,512

(406) 497-3000
Also serves in WY
Company Totals: Customers: 284,197

Sales: 5,326,478
Revenues: 332,304

PacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: -0-
Sec OR Sales (MWh): -0-

Revenues (SOO): -0-

NEBRASKA (NE)

No Investor-Owned Companies

NEVADA (NV)

Idaho Power Company (IDA) Customers: 1,248
See ID Sales (MWb): 50,126

Revenues ($000): 1,749

Nevada Power Company (SPR) Customers: 566,675
6226 West Sahara Avenue Sales (MWh): 15,337,607
Las Vcgas,NV 89146 Revenues ($000): 935,381

(702) 367-5000

Panaca Power and Light Company Customers: 365
P.O. Box 222 Sales (MWh): 6,064
Panaca, NV 89042-0222 Revenues (S000): 377
(702) 728-4422

No longer provids clectric svicc in Montana

1289
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NEVADA (NV) (cont'd)

Sierra Pacific Power Company (SPR) Customers: 254.627
6100 Neil Road Sales (MWh): 7,926,186
Reno,NV 89511-1132 Revenues ($000): 509,681
(775) 834-4011

Also serves in CA
Company Totals: Customers: 298,504

Sales: 8,432,466
Revenues: 548,507

Concord, NH 03301 Revenues ($000): 45.428

(603) 224-2311

Connecticut Valley Electric Company, Inc. (CV) Customers: 10.457
104 Pleasant Street Sales (MWh): 167.643
Clarenont NH 03743-2608 Revenues ($000): 19. 817

m -- S b>- ' --

(800) 649-2877
Hampton, NH 03142 Revenues ($000): 50,095

(603) 772-5916

Cla ont, NH 03743-2608 Revenues(SOO0): 19817

Granite S tate Electric Company (NGG) Customers: 37,031

407 Miracle Mile Sales (MWh): 754,128
Lebanon, NH 03766-2637 Revenues ($000): 59.802
(603) 443-4200

~ New England Power Company (NGG) Wholesale
See MA Only

New England Electric Transmission Corporation (NGG) Transmission
25 Research Drive Only
Westborough, MA 01582
(508) 389-2000

Effective April 19, 2000, Natioal Grid USA and its subsidiaries, Granit State Electric Co, Masachuss Electic Co,
NarragastL Electric Co. and Nantuc Elecric Co, merged with Eastrn Utilities Associates and its subsidiaries, BLcoo
Valley Electric Co, Ea ster Edison Co., Ncwpor Elecric Cop. Unde terms of the merger, Eastrn Edison Co. is pan of
Massachusetts Electric Co. while Blackstone Valley Electric Co. and Newport Electric Corp. are pan of Narraganstt Electric Co.

Effective March 22 2000, New England Electric System NEES) and its subsidiaries. Granit St Electric Co.,
Maachustns Electric Co, Nantucket Elecric Co, Narra t c Co, New Englad Power Co., Ne' England Electic
Transnission Corp, New England Hydro-Transmission Corp, and New England Hydo-Transmion Electric Co., mcged with
National Grid Group pic Under trmnns of the mrgcr, the former NEES subsidiaries are part of National Grid USA, a subsidiary
of National Grid Group pie.
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NEW HAMPSHIRE (NH) (cont'd)

New England Hydro-Transmission Corporation (NGG) Transmission
25 Research Drive Only
Westborough, MA 01582
(508) 389-2000

Public Service Company of New Hampshire (NU) Customers: 427,661

1000 Elm Street Sales (MWh): 6,957,064
Manchester, NH 03105 Revenues (S000): 853,654
(603) 6694000

i;-rr77777777= - -7~i:-: -999

NEW JERSEY (NJ)

Atlantic City Electric Company (CV) Customers: 491035
(Operates as Conectiv Power Delivary) Sales (MfWh): 8.831.691
68b1 Black Horse Pike Revenues ($000): 936,227
Egg Harbor Township, NJ 08234-4130
(800) 266-3284

DeeAwatcr Operating Company (CIV) Wholesale
373 North Broadway Only
Pennsvi le, NJ 08070
(800) 266-3284

Jersey Central Power & Light Company (GPU) Customers: 989,126
(operates as GPUEnergy) Sales (MWh): 18,951,186
2800 Pottsvfle Pike Revenues (S000): 2,010,735
Reading, PA 19605
(610) 929-3601

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSEG) C u s tom rs : 1,9 9 1,6 0 9
80 Park Plaza Sales (MW): 40,289444
Newark, NJ 07102-4106 Revenues ($000): 3.873.893
(973) 430-7000

Rockland Electric Company (ED) Customers: 68,504
82 East AllUndale Road, Suite 8 Sales (MWh): 1,432.604
Saddle River, NJ 07458 Revenues (S000): 139,148
(201) 327-6900

TPa sUee footote for New England Power Co. on previous page
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NEW MEXICO (NM)

El Paso Electric Company Customers: 68,903
See TX Sales (MWh): 1,163,289

Revenues (S000): 97,971

Public Service Company of New Mexico Customers: 361,384
414 Silver SW Saks (MWh): 6,803,583
Albuquerque, NM 87102-2824 Revenues ($000): 522,523
(505) 241-2700

Southwestern Public Service Company (XEL) Customers: 102,982
See TX Sales (MWh): 3.033,224

Revenues ($000): 131,965

Texas-New Mexico Power Company (TNP) Customers: 45,804
See TX Sales (MWh): 1,662,651

Revenues ($000): 83,942

NEW YORK ffY)

Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation (CNH) Customers: 270,847
284 South Avenue Sales (MWb): 4.562,393
Poughkeepsic, NY 12601-4823 Revenues ($000): 387,836
(914) 452-2000

Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. (ED) Customers: 3,054,693
4 Irving Place Sales (MWh): 32,630,506
New York,NY 10003-3502 Revenues (S000): 4,500,992
(212) 460-4600

Fishers Island Electric Corporation, The Customers: 728
P.O. Box Drawer E Sales (MWh): 4.860
Fishers Island, NY 06390 Revenues ($000): 1,133
(516) 788-7543

KeySpan Corporation (KSE) Wholesale
One MetroTcch Center Only
Brooklyn,NY 11201-3851
(718) 403-2000

Long Sault, Inc. Transmission
P.O. Box 150 Only
Massena, NY 13662

New York State Electric & Gas Corporation (NEG) Customers: 813,137
4500 Vestal Parkway East Sales (MWh): 13,192,379
Binghamton,NY 13902 Revenues ($000): 1,492,881
(607) 729-2551

* Efcutivc Scptcmber 1, 2000, CMP Group, Ic. and itS subsidiary, Central Maine Power Co. merged with Energy East Corp.
and iu subsidiary. New York State Electric & Gas Corp. Cactrnl Maine Power Co. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Eargy Easa
Corp
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j W YORK (NY) (cont'd)

^ Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation (NMK) Customers: 1,579,090
. 300 Eric Boulevard West Sales (MWh): 33,756,106

Syracuse, N Y 13202-4201 Revenues ($000): 3.043,028
y (315)474-1511

Orange and Rockland Utilities, Inc. (ED) Customers: 202,947
-One Blue Hill Plaza Sales (MWh): 3,509,266
pearl River, NY 10965-3199 Revenues ($000): 332,249
(914) 352-6000

Pennsylvania Electric Company (GPU) Customers: 3,724
(operates as GPUEnergy) Sales (MWh): 100,173
See PA Revenues ($000): 6,249

Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation (RGS) Customers: 344.375
89 East Avenue Sales (MWh): 6.296.112
Rochester, NY 14649-0001 Revenues ($000): 608,628
(716) 546-2700

NORTH CAROLINA (NC)

Carolina Power & Light Company (CPL) Customers: 1,036.839
411 Fayetteville Street Sales (MWb): 33,310,362
Raleigh, NC 27601-1748 Revenues ($000): 2,106,227
(919) 546-6111

Also serves in SC
Company Totals: Customers: 1,199,456

Sales: 40,217,290
Revenues: 2,519,348

Duke Power (DUK) Customers: 1,547,843
422 South Church Street Sales (MWh): 52,008,959
Charlotte, NC 28242-0001 Revenues ($000): 3,012,019
(704) 594-0887

Also serves in SC
Company Totals: Customers: 2.022,835

Sales: 74,109,763
Revenues: 4,093,115

Nantahala Power & Light Company (DUK) Customers: NA
301 NPL Loop Sales (MWh): NA
Franklin, NC 28734 Revenues ($000): NA
(828) 369-4500

Virginia Electric and Power Company (DRI) Customers: 106,410
(Operaes as Dominion North Carolina Power) Sales (MWb): 3,175,734
See VA Revenues ($000): 206,880

Includes data for Nantahalh Powcr & Light Co., a subsidiary of Duke Power.

~~29 ~1293
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NORTH CAROLINA (NC) (cont'd)

l~p:Norti C difiT tiai iRii n o Utiiat Ca'stom4lrs'(SO0:

NORTH DAKOTA (ND)

MDU Resources Group, Inc. Customers: 69,381
918 East Divide Avenue Sales (MWh): 1,231 510
Bismarck,ND 58501 Revenues ($000): 78,284
(701) 222-7900

Also serves in MT, SD, and WY
Company Totals: Customers: 114,653

Sales: 2,075,446
Revenues: 130,932

Northern States Power Company (XEL) Customers: 84,982
see MN Sales (MWh): 1,901,262

Revenues (S000): 103,268

Otter Tail Power Company Customers: 56,770
See MN Sales (MWh): 1,381,934

Revenues ($000): 75,851

ToSm&nyioateCustomtenira f ^. ^

Ta vanr -.t es ( ) -

OHIO (OH)

AEP Generating Company (AEP) Wholesale
I Riverside Plaza Only
Columbus, OH 43215-2355
(614) 223-1000

Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, Thbc (CIN) Customers: 632,452
139 East Fourth Stremet Sales (MWh): 20,070,826
Cincinnati, OH 452024003 Revenues (S000): 1,259,683
(513)421-9500

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, The (FE) Customers: 742 357
4140 Rockside Road Sales (MWh): 20,021,621
Independence, OH 44131 Revenues ($000): 1,743,148
(216) 861-9000

New Cenuty Energies, bc. and its subsidiaries, Cheyenne Light, Fuel and Power Co., Public Service Company of Colorado
and Southwestrn Public Scrvicc Co, merged with Northcna Staes Power Co. and its subsidiary. Northern States Power Co(WI), under a Cew holding company, Xccl Encrgy ac.

30
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OHIO (OH) (cont'd)

Columbus Southern Power Company (AEP) Customers: 645,491
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 16,435.078
700 Morrison Road Revenues ($000): 1,062,454
Gahana, OH 43230
(614) 223-1000

Dayton Power and Light Company, The (DPL) Customers: 492,061
Courthousc Plaza, SW Sales (MWh): 14,315,947
Dayton, OH 45402 Revenues (S000): 964,329
(937) 224-6000

Indiana-Kentucky Electric Corporation Wholesale
P.O. Box 468 Only
Piketon, OH 45661-0468
(740) 289-7200

Miami Power Corporation (CIN) Transmission
P.O. Box 128 Only
North Bend, OH 45052
(513) 421-9500

Monongahela Power Company (AYE) Customers: 28,592
(operates as Allegheny Power) Sales (MWih): 1,653,971
See WV Revenues ($000): 63,562

Ohio Edison Company (FE) Customers: 982,772
76 South Main Street Sales (MWh): 24,946.704
Akron, OH 44308-1890 Revenues (S000): 2,093,478
(330)384-5100

Ohio Power Company (AEP) Customers: 685.577
(operares as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 31,982,889
301 Cleveland Avenue SW Revenues ($S00): 1,393,498
Canton, OH 44702
(800) 277-2177

Ohio Valley Electric Corporation (J6) Customers: 1
P.O. Box 468 Sales (MWh): 9,805,889
Piketon, OH 45661-0468 Revenues ($000): 197,877
(740) 289-7200

Toledo Edison Company, The (FE) Customers: 300,275
300 Madison Avenue Sales (MWh): 9,866,345
Toledo, OH 43652-0001 Revenues ($000): 762,405
(419)249-5000

West Harrison Gas & Electric Company (CIN) Customers: -0-
139 East Fourth Street Sales (MWh): -0-
Cincinnati, OH 45202-4003 Revenues ($000): -0-
(513)421-9500

Serves in IN
Company Totals: Customers: 384

Sales: 7,242
~____________Revenues: 560

; 31
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OKLAHOMA (OK)

Empire District Electric Company, The Customers: 5,452
See MO Sales (MWh): 116,762

Revenues ($000): 7,046

OG&E Electric Services (OGE) Customers: 638,422
321 North Harvey Avenue Sales (MWh): 19,495,197
Oklahoma City, OK 73102 Revenues ($000): 1,091,259
(405) 553-3000

Also serves in AR
Company Totals: Customers: 697,939

Sales: 21,916,854
Revenues: 1,191,079

Public Service Company of Oklahoma (AEP) Customers: 490,855
(Operates as AEP-Public Service Company of Oklahoma) Sales (MWh): 15,615,999
212 East 6th Street Revenues ($000): 691,685
Tulsa, OK 74119-1212
(918) 599-2000

Southwestern Public Service Company (XEL) Customers: 9,172
See TX Sales (MWh): 257,665

Revenues ($000): 12,652

.A.

OREGON (OR)

idaho Power Company (IDA) Customers: 17,133
See ID Sales (MWh): 637.917

Revenues ($000): 24,834

* PacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: 486.185
(Operates as Pocific Power) Sales (MWh): 13,693,677
700 NE. Multnomah, Suite 1600 Revenues ($000): 719,847
Portland, OR 97232-4116
(503) 813-5000

Also srves in CA, ID, U, WA and WY
Company Totals: Customers: 1.449,207

Sales: 46,605,155
Revenues: 2.172,555

Portland General Electric Company (ENE) Customers: 714.130
121 S.W. Salmon Street Sales (MWh): 19,258,992
Portland, OR 97204-2977 Revenues (S000): 973,326
(503) 464-8000

Effctive Novmber 30, 1999, PacifCorp was acquired by and is a wholly-ownd subsidiary of ScoishPow- Group.
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OREGON (OR) (cont'd).

PE.NNSYLVANIA (PA)

Citizens' Electric Company Customers: 6,459
1775 Industrial Blvd. Sales (MWb): 154,521
Lewisburg, PA 17837 Revenues ($000): 8.689
(717) 524-2231

Duquesne Light Company (DQE) Customers: 468,494
411 Seventh Avenue Sales (MWh): 8.,925,000
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1905 Revenues (SOOO): 782,274
(412) 393-6000

Metropolitan Edison Company (GPU) Customers: 460,014
(operates as GPUEnergy) Sales (MWh): 6,832,063
P.O. Box 16001 Revenues (S000): 573,978
Reading, PA 19640-0001
(610) 929-3601

* PECO Energy Company (EXE) Customers: 1,256,756
2301 Market Street Sales (MWh): 23.593.639
Philadelphia, PA 19103-1338 Revenues ($000): 2,066,833
(215) 841-4000

* PECO Energy Power Company (EXE) Leascs Plant
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103-1338
(215) 841-4000

Pennsylvania Electric Company (GPU) Customers: 548,339
(operates as GPUEnergy) Sales (MWh): 8,090,459
2800 Pottsville Pike Revenues ($000): 605,917
Reading, PA 19605-2459
(610) 929-3601

Also serves in NY
Company Totals: Customers: 552,063

Sales: 8,190,632
Revenues: 612,166

Pennsylvania Power Company (FE) Customers: 139,142
1 East Washington Street Sales (MWh): 3,306,062
New Castle, PA 16101-3814 Revenues ($000): 240,158
(724) 652-5531

Pike County Light & Power Company (ED) Customers: 4,199
219 1/2 Broad Street Sales (MWh): 59,687
Milford, PA 18337 Revenues ($000): 5,508
(570) 296-6434

Effective October 20, 2000, Unicor Corp. and its ubsidiaries, Commonweali Edison Co. aud Commuonwahh Edison
Company of lodia., merged with PECO Eacrgy Co. and its subsidiarics PECO Energy Power Co., SusquehaM Elecric Co.
and Susquchanna Power Co.. undor a new holding company, Exelon Corp.
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PENNSYLVANIA (PA) (cont'd)

PPL Utilities (PPL) Customers: 1,214,301
Two North Ninth Street Sales (MWh): 23,397,070
Allentown,PA 18101-1179 Revenues ($000): 1,761,778
(610) 774-5151

Safe Harbor Water Power Corporation (J7) Wholesale '
One Powerhouse Road Only
Conestoga, PA 17516-9651 -;
(717) 872-5441

Susquehanna Electric Company, The (EXE) Wholesale
2301 Market Street Only
Philadelphia, PA 19101
(215) 841-4000

Susquehanna Power Company, The (EXE) Leases Plant
2301 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19101
(215) 841-4000

UGI Utilities, Inc. (UGI) Customers: 58,472
100 Kachel Boulevard, Suite 400 Sales (MWh): 852,790
Reading, PA 19607 Revenues ($000): 70,381
(610) 796-3400

Wellsboro Electric Company Customers: 5,628
33 Austin Street Sales (MWh): 109,154
Wellsboro, PA 16901 Revenues (S000): 6,516
(570) 724-3516

West Penn Power Company (AYE) Customers: 662,551
(operates as Allegheny Power) Sales (MWh): 17,281,530
800 Cabin Hill Drive Revenues ($000): 931,763
Greensburg, PA 15601-1689
(724) 837-3000

York Haven Power Company (GPU) Wholesale
(operates as GPU Energy) Only
501 Parkway Boulevard
York, PA 17403
(717) 848-7161

,i, .,,-, j, ,.,*; =

" Formerly PP&L, Inc.

Pi ea see footnote for PECO Enargy Company on previous Mge.
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RHODE ISLAND (RI)

Blackstone Valley Electric Company (NGG) Customers: 92,069
642 George Washington Highway Sales (MWh): 1,340,817
Lincoln, RI 02865 Revenues ($000): 120,728
(508) 559-2000

Block Island Power Company Customers: 1,514
P.O. Box 518 Sales (MWh): 8,975
Block Island, RI 02807 Revenues ($000): 2,344
(401) 466-5851

* Narragansett Electric Company, The (NGG) Customers: 335,202
280 Melrose Street Sales (MWh): 4,692,777
Providence, RI 02907 Revenues ($000): 413,925
(401) 784-7000

* Newport Electric Corporation (NGG) Customers: 34,966
12 Turner Road Sales (MWh): 570,679
Middletown, RI 02840-0011 Revenues ($000): 59,336
(508) 559-2000

SOUTH CAROLINA (SC)

Carolina Power & Light Company Customers: 162,617
See NC Sales (MWh): 6,906,928

Revenues ($000): 413,121

Duke Power (DUK) Customers: 474,992
See NC Sales (MWh): 22,100,804

Revenues ($000): 1,081,096

Lockhart Power Company Customers: 6,102
P.O. Box 10 Sales (MWh): 224,327
Lockhart, SC 29364 Revenues ($000): 11,770
(864) 545-2211

* Effective April 19. 2000, National Grid USA and its subsidiaries Graite State Electric Co, Massachusetts Electric Co..
Narrgansc Electric Co., and Nantucket Ekctric Co., merged with Eastern Utilities Associaes and ils subsidiaries, Blacksooe
Valley Electric Co., East=a Edison Co, Nc-port Electric Corp. Under terms of the merger, Eastern Edison Co. is pan of
Massachusms Electric Co. while Blactktone Valley Electric Co. and Newport Electric Corp. are pan of Nagscrr Elctric Co.
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SOUTH CAROLINA (SC) (cont'd)

South Carolina Electric & Gas Company (SCG) Customers: 522,302
1426 Main Street Sales (MWh): 18,878,812
Columbia, SC 29201 Revenues ($000): 1,124,176
(803) 799-9000

* South Carolina Generating Company, Inc. (SCG) Wholesale
1426 Main Street Only
Columbia, SC 29201
(803 799-9000

...... .. __ __-2 .
-.... ..,.

SOUTH DAKOTA (SD)

Black Hills Corporation Customers: 55,030
625 Ninth Street Sales (MWh): 1,362,869
Rapid City, SD 57701-2693 Revenues (S000): 94,026
(605) 721-1700

Also serves in MT and WY
Company Totals: Customers: 57,456

Sales: 1,501,808
Revenues: 102,204

MDU Resources Group, Inc. Customers: 8,808
Sec ND Sales (MWh): 123,534

Revenues ($000): 9,958

MidAmerican Energy Company (MEC) Customers: 3.346
SeelA Sales (MWh): 117,691

Revenues ($000): 6,851

Northern States Power Company - MN (XEL) Customers: 67.816
See MN Sales (MWh): 1.452.705

Revenues ($000): 89.169

Northwestern Corporation Customers: 56,844
125 South Dakota Avenue Sales (MWh): 1,111.728
Sioux Falls, SD 57104-6403 Revenues ($000): 76.434
(605) 978-2908

Otter Tail Power Company Customers: 11,592
See MN Sales (MWh): 257,788

Revenues (S000): 14,363

* SCANA Corporation and its subsidiary, South Carolina Eklectric & Gas Company, merged with Public Servicr Company of
North Carolina, Inc. Public Service Company of Nortb Carolina Inc. operaes as a wholly-owned subsidiary of SCANA
Corporation-
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SOUTH DAKOTA (SD) (cont'd)

TENNESSEE (TN)

Entergy Arkansas, Inc. (EC) Customers 42
See AR Sales (MWh): 240

Revenues ($000): 24

Kentucky Utilities Company (LGE) Customers: 5
See KY Sales (MWh): 101

Revenues ($000): 2

Kingsport Power Company (AEP) Customers: 44,208
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 1,804,152
420 River Port Road Revenues ($000): 79,404
Kingsport, TN 37660
(800) 967-4237

.:~-- e~esejuu :.: ;..~ -.:;--.g ...

TEXAS (TX)

Central Power and Light Company (AEP) Customers: 661,105
(Operates as AEP-Central Power and Light Company) Sales (MWh): 21,303,608
539 North Carancahua Street Revenues ($000): 1,306,971
Corpus Cbristi, TX 78401-0001
(512) 361-5300

El Paso Electric Company Customers: 225,908
123 West Mills Street Sales (MWh): 4,702,879
El Paso, TX 79901-1341 Revenues ($000): 388,222
(915) 543-5711

Also serves in NM
Company Totals: Customers: 294,811

Sales: 5.866.168
Revenues: 486,193

* Effctive Jun 15, 2000, Ccntn] and SouthWst Corporatio and its subsidiaics, Ccntral Power & Ligh Co, Public
Scrvie Compmy of Oklahoma, Southwestern Electi Power Co. And Wes Texas Utilities Co., merged with American Elccic
Power, Inc. and its nine invetor-owned electric utility subsidiaris. Te former Cn and SouthWcs subsidiaries ar wholly-
owned subsidiaries of American Elctric Power, Ic.
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TEXAS (TX) (cont'd)

Entergy Gulf States, Inc. (EC) Customers: 326.099
350 Pine Street Sales (MWh): 14,832,656
Beaumont, TX 77701-2437 Revenues ($000): 767,996
(409) 981-2000

Also serves in LA
Company Totals: Customers: 664,043

Sales: 34,347,913
Revenues: 1,788,538

Reliant Energy HL&P (REL) Customers: 1,645,552
1111 Louisiana Sales (MWh): 69,374,552
Houston, TX 77002-5231 Revenues ($000): 4,247,269
(713)207-1111

Southwestern Electric Power Company (AEP) Customers: 160,086
Sec LA Sales (MWh): 7,488.879

Revenues ($000): 343,104

Southwestern Electric Service Company (TXU) Customers: 42,542
1601 Bryan Street Sales (MWh): 1,058,507
Dallas, TX 75201 Revenues ($000): 54,829
(214) 812-4600

Southwestern Public Service Company (XEL) Customers: 268,873
6th and Tyler Sales (MWh): 11,121,731
Amarillo,TX 79170 Revenues ($000): 454,756
(806) 378-2121

Also serves in KS, NM and OK
Company Totals: Customers: 382,520

Sales: 9,248,086
Revenues: 600,729

Texas-New Mexico Power Company (TNP) Customers: 185,628
4100 International Plaza Sales (MWh): 7,585,435
Fort Worth, TX 761094896 Revenues ($000): 451,722
(817) 731-0099

Also serves in NM
Company Totals: Customers: 231,432

Sales: 9,248,086
Revenues: 535,664

TXU Electric & Gas (TXU) Customers: 2,537,010
1601 Bryan Street Sales (MWh): 95,927,336
Dallas, TX 75201-3411 Revenues ($000): 5,851,857
(214)812-4600

West Texas Utilities Company (AEP) Customers: 189,004
301 Cypress Street Sales (MWh): 4,837,210
Abilene, TX 79601-5820 Revenues ($000): 300,148
(915) 674-7000

- New Century Energies, Inc. and its ubsidiarics, Cheyame Light, Fuel and Power Co., Public Service Company of Colorado
and Southwester Public Service Co., merged with Northern Staes Power Co. and its subsidiary, Northern Staes Power Co.
(WI), under a new holding company, Xce Eergy Inc.

Se footnote for Cental Power & Light Co. on previous page.
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TEXAS (TX) (cont'd)

Totai Igltsm ate C sto. - - . .....

UTAH (UT)

PacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: 630,968
(Operates as Utah Power) Sales (MWh): 17,846.211
See OR Revenues ($000): 826,839

.-.. .. ... . ....-

|; To |tl.. . ..e, ,. .T. .. ...... .. .* .

VERMONT (VI)

Central Vermont Public Service Corporation (CV) Customers: 141,103
77 Grove Street Sales (MWh): 2,172,798
Rutland, VT 05701-3403 Revenues ($000): 251540
(800) 649-2877

Citizens Utilities Company Customers: 20,330
See CT Sales (MWh): 291,172

Revenues (S000): 24,238

Green Mountain Power Corporation Customers: 83.989
163 Acorn Lane Sales (MWh): 1.901.783
Colchester, VT 05446-6611 Revenues (S000): 179,641
(802) 864-5731

New England Power Company (NGG) Customers: 1
See MA Sales (MWh): 4,509

Revenues ($000): 324

Rochester Electric Light & Power Company Customers: 801
P.O. Box 6 Sales (MWh): 6,109
Rochester, VT 05767 Revenues (S000): 737
(802) 767-4291

Vermont Electric Power Company, Inc. (J9) Transmission
Pinnacle Ridge Avenue Only
Rutland, VT 05701
(802) 773-9161

Vermont Electric Transmission Company, Inc. Transmission
Pinnacle Ridge Avenue Only
Rutland, VT 05701
(802) 773-9161
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VERMONT (VT) (cont'd)

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation (J 10) Wholesale
185 Old Ferry Road Only
Brattleboro, VT 05302 (Nuclear)
(802) 257-5271

* : '" 'r : ' ' T': ' ' .*'',^ wo, =Se. ^.-- <.. . * :

VIRGINIA (VA)

Appalachian Power Company (AEP) Customers: 470,151
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 14,874,789
40 Franklin Road SW Revenues ($000): 681,402
Roanoke, VA 24011
(800) 956-4237

Also serves in WV
Company Totals: Customers: 892,748

Sales: 27,933,324
Revenues: 1,292,237

Delmarva Power & Light Company (CIV) Customers: 20,020
(Operates as Conectiv Power Delivery) Sales (MWh): 348,651
Se DE Revenues ($000): 28,311

Kentucky Utilities Company (LGE) Customers: 29.232
See KY Sales (MWh): 825,948

Revenues ($000): 39.511

Potomac Edison Company, The (AYE) Customers: 82,486
(operates as Allegheny Power) Sales (MWh): 2,257,350
See MD Revenues ($000): 134,598

Virginia Electric and Power Company (DRI) Customers: 1,941,528
(Operates as Dominion Virginia Power) Sales (MWh): 62,650,370
7tb & Cary Streets Revenues (S000): 3,782,193
Richmond, VA 23219-0001
(804) 771-3000

Also serves in NC
Company Totals: Customers: 2,047.938

Sales: 65,826.104
Revenues: 3,989,073
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WASHINGTON (WA)

Alaska Power and Telephone Company, Inc. Customers: -0-
191 Otto Street Sales (MWh): -0-
Port Townsend, WA 98368-0922 Revenues (0S00): -0-
(360) 385-1733

Serves in AK
Company Totals: Customers: 5,269

Sales: 58,910
Revenues: 7,067

Avista Corp. Customers: 204,460
1411 East Mission Avenue Sales (MWh): 4,997,253
Spokane, WA 99220 Revenues (S000): 244,689
(509) 489-0500

Also serves in ID and MT
Company Totals: Customers: 306,527

Sales: 8,156,926
Revenues: 384,546

PacifiCorp (SP[) Customers: 117.004
(Operares as Pacific Power) Sales (MWh): 3,997,992
See OR Revenues (S000): 181,538

Puget Sound Energy, Inc. Customers: 899,902
411-108th Avenue, NE, 15th Floor Sales (MWh): 21,292,035
Bcilevue, WA 98004-5515 Revenues (S000): 1,269,286
(425) 454-6363

WEST VIRGINIA (WV)

Appalachian Power Company (AEP) Custom ers: 422,597
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MW): 13,058.535
See VA Revenues (S000): 610,835

Black Diamond Power Company Customers: 1,752
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 18,058
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues ($000): 1,061
(304) 342-2721

Elk Power Company Customers: 1,756
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 18,857
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues (S000): 1.250
(304) 342-2721

Elkhorn Public Service Company Customers: 206
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 2,373
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues (S000): 151
(304) 342-2721

41
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WEST VIRGINIA (WV) (cont'd)

Kimball Light and Water Company Customers: 443
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 4,894
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues (S000): 298
(304) 342-2721

Monongahela Power Company (AYE) Customers: 328,606
(operates as Allegheny Power) Sales (MWh): 9,140,592
1310 Fairmont Avenue Revenues ($000): 497,613
Fairmont,WV 26555-1392
(304) 366-3000

Also serves in OH
Company Totals: Customers: 357,198

Sales: 10,794,563
Revenues: 561,175

Potomac Edison Company, The (AYE) Customers: 103,154
(operates as Allegheny Power) Sales (MWh): 2.322,121
See MD Revenues ($000): 146,607

Union Power Company Customers: 1,337
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 16,437
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues ($000): 990
(304) 342-2721

United Light & Power Company Customers: 1,169
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 16,011
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues ($000): 1,027
(304) 342-2721

UtiliCorp United Inc. Customers: 28,199
(Operates as West Virginia Power) Sales (MWh): 396.147
See MO Revenues ($000): 26,886

War Light & Power Company Customers: 1,027
P.O. Box 2109 Sales (MWh): 13,116
Charleston, WV 25328 Revenues ($000): 815
(304) 342-2721

Wheeling Power Company (AEP) Customers: 41,546
(operates as American Electric Power) Sales (MWh): 1,798,846
51 16' Street Revenues ($000): 83,899
Wheeling, WV 26003
(800) 852-6942

otaS es^1dCopyrigh 0 2000 EL Au RW i

Effective Jtnury 4, 2000, Afegbeny Power, a subsidiary of Allegheny Energy, Inc. purchasd West ViDinia Power,
division of ULliCorp United Inc.
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WISCONSIN (WI)

Alliant Energy/Wisconsin Power and Light Company (LNT) Customers: 395,652
222 West Washington Avenue Sales (MWh): 9,504,473
Madison, WI 53703-2719 Revenues ($000): 494,473
(608) 252-3311

Consolidated Water Power Company Customers: 1,045
P.O. Box 8050 Sales (MWh): 1,376,263
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495-8050 Revenues ($000): 39,038
(715) 422-2582

Dahlberg Light and Power Company Customers: 9,653
P.O. Box 300 Sales (MWh): 84,303
Solon Springs, WI 54873 Revenues ($000): 6,882
(715) 378-2205

Madison Gas and Electric Company Customers: 125,566
133 South Blair Street Sales (MWh): 2,916,533
Madison, WI 53703-3471 Revenues ($000): 179,844
(608) 252-7000

North Central Power Company, Inc. Customers: 3,897
104 South Pine Street Sales (MWh): 28,454
Grantsburg, WI 54840 Revenues ($000): 2,260
(715) 463-5371

Northern States Power Company - WI (XEL) Customers: 212,868
1414 West Hamilton Avenue Sales (MWh): 5,295,629
EauClair, WI 54701 Revenues ($000): 308.752
(715) 839-2621

Also serves in MI
Company Totals: Customers: 222,138

Sales: 5,433,618
Revenues: 317,648

Northwestern Wisconsin Electric Company Customers: 11,332
104 S. Pine Street, Box 9 Sales (MWh): 143,729
Grantsburg, WI 54840 Revenues (S000): 10,647
(715) 463-5371

Also Serves in MN
Company Totals: Customers: 11,429

Sales: 144,232
Revenues: 10,691

Pioneer Power and Light Company Customers: 1,839
104 N. Main Street Sales (MWh): 13,971
Westfield, WI 53964 Revenues ($000): 1,034
(608) 296-2149

South Beloit Water, Gas and Electric Company (LNT) Customers: -0-
222 West Washington Avenue Sales (MWh): -0-
Madison, WI 53703-2793 Revenues ($000): -0-
(608) 252-3311

Serves in IL
Company Totals: Customers: 7.650

Sales: 210,734
Revenues: 10,527

New Ccnaty Enegis, Inc. and its subsidiarics, Cheyenne Light, Fuel and Power Company, Public Service Company of
Colorado and Southwesern Public Service Company, merged with Northern Staes Power Company (MN) and iu subsidiary,
Northrn Stalcs Power Company (I), under a new holding company, Xcd Energy Inc
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WISCONSIN (WI) (cont'd)

Superior Water, Light and Power Company (ALE) Customers: 14,104
2915 Hill Avenue Sales (MWh): 532,336
Superior, WI 54880-1524 Revenues ($000): 23,171
(715) 394-2200

Westfield Electric Company Customers: 697
204 N. Main Street Sales (MWh): 12,487
Westfield, WI 53964 Revenues ($000): 813
(608) 296-2149

Wisconsin Electric Power Company (WEC) Customers: 970,409
231 West Michigan Street Sales (MWh): 23,953,896
Milwaukee, WI 53203 Revenues (S000): 1,445,845
(414) 221-2345

Also serves in MI
Company Totals: Customers: 995,876

Sales: 26,877,397
Revenues: 1,550,536

Wisconsin Public Service Corporation (WPS) Customers: 375,771
700 North Adams Street Sales (MWb): 9,656,015
Green Bay, WI 54301-5173 Revenues (S000): 453,458
(920) 433-4901

Also serves in MI
Company Totals: Customers: 384,465

Sales: 9,971,356
Revenues: 466,297

Wisconsin River Power Company ( 11) Wholesale
P.O. Box 8050 Only
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54495-8050
(715)422-3144

WYOMING (WY)

Black Hills Corporation Customers: 2,387
See SD Sales (MWb): 126.010

Revenues ($000): 7,560

* Cheyenne Light, Fuel and Power Company (XEL) Customers: 35,596
108 West 18th Street Sales (MWb): 864.079
Cheyenne, WY 82001-4521 Revenues ($000): 40,725
(307) 638-3361

Pleasc see footnote for Northern States Power Co. (WI) on previous page.
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WyOMING (WY) (cont'd)

MDU Resources Group, Inc. Customers: 12,940
See ND Sales (MWh): 221,907

Revenues ($000): 14,258

Montana Power Company, The Customers: 438
See MT Sales (MWh): 25,623

Revenues (S000): 2,792

PacifiCorp (SPI) Customers: 119,251
See OR Sales (MWh): 7,250,318

Revenues ($000): 273,205

W*m ;otk 95
.-- ~axn..4 iaro ''Sta C'Vz4''.... ....... ..
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Catalogue of lavetor-Own ed Elctric Utilities, 2000 Edison Eectric Inrtitett

1999 AVERAGE NUMBER OF ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS 1/
Ranked in Descending Order by Company

Rank Crio N.mpN Cnuin Rank Cnmmpanymc Can

I Pcilic Gas & Electric Compmy 4,535,909 51 ndian Michiz Powe Company 556.9

2 Soushern Califoia EdisonCompny 4,213,562 52 Pennsylvani Electric Company 52,

3 Frida Power & Ligbt Comny 3,756,012 53 Tampa Elecric Cap 54361
4 Coummnwcath Edion Company 3,475.519 54 Ceal Maine Power Compy 536,64
5 Consoidatd Edison Copany of New York Inc. 3,054.693 55 Soui Cuol Electric & Gas Company5220

6 TXU Eletric & Gs 2,537,010 56 Dayton Power & Light Compy 49 1

7 Detroit Edion Compny The 2,078,607 57 Atatic City lectric CoCooectiv 491,35

8 Vii Elecric & Power Company 2.047938 58 Public Service Com y of Oklahon 49055

9 Duke Energy Copoatn 2 22,022J35 59 llinois Power Compy 4,79
10 Public Saic Eectrc A G Company 1.991.609 60 Knicky Utilities Compny 48,039

11 Georgi Power Company 1.S4,311 61 Duquese U Copy 46.494

12 Cons. Enery 1,651,437 62 M opolio Edison Copy 460,014

13 Re iantHL P 1.645552 63 Dehmnrva Power & L /Cm ecuv 459.30

14 N ngan Mobawk Powr Corporaon 1.579.090 64 Kansas Chy Powr A Lih Copy 457,207

15 PacifiCop 1,449,207 65 Imldi oais Powr & Uit Company 430,

16 Florida PoweCporaon 1,371,188 66 Public SevicCompny ofNew Hmpshire 427,661

17 Abbn PowrCompny 1.303,541 67 Northaen b ia Public ServiceCompay 423,114

18 Northrn Statm Power Conpy 1281,491 68 Soubwestn Electric PPwer Compy 421 .9

19 PECO Engy C y 12a561.56 69 Afl Emry.'Wiscousin Powe & Ligh Co. 395.65

20 PPL Utitis 1214,301 70 PotoDmcEso Company.c he394,515

21 CrolirPow & LightCoqmpny 1199.456 71 EntrgyMiWppi. lnc 392,76

22 Publc Servic C py of Colorado 1,194,847 72 Wscosin Pubtic Service Coporaion 384,465

23 San Diego Gas &E ric Copny 1,184.844 73 Sondtwestmn Public Scmce Co ypm 3S2520

24 AmrenUE 1,164,127 74 Idaho Power Compny 37,402

25 Bahimore G & Elcic Compny 1,126,035 75 Utiicop Unid Inc. 374,631

26 Connectict Liga & Powr Compy, The 1,120,116 76 Loivlle Gs & Ekctric Compny 365,149

27 Wisonsi Ecic Power Compny 995,76 77 Public Service Copny ofNewc Mxco 361,34

28 IJcrcy Central Power & Lig Coany 989,126 78 Gulf Powr Cmpay 360,111

29 Ohio Edo Compny 982,772 79 Moaongahtl Power Conany 357,198

30 Masbcusem Elcric Company 981,469 80 Rodetae -ts & lectric Cporation 344.37

31 Pug Sod En gy 899g92 81 Alliant Ena y/IES Utities Inc 342,636

32 Appalchin Power Compy 892,748 82 Wcsrn Reces, Ic. 340,989

33 New York State Ecc & Gas Crporain 813.137 83 Nrant Eleric Company, Thc 335,2

34 Arizoa Public Srvie Copany 806,569 84 Tucson Eecic Power Compny 329,771

35 aeveland Electric Iumh tin Company. The 742,357 85 Common lt Electric Compny 325,389

36 Pordtn GCael Eectic Conmany 714.130 86 AmemCPS 319339
37 OG&E Elecui Services 697.939 87 United I ing Copany. Tbc 315,674
38 PSI Entry,. n 696330 88 wshington Wate Powr Compny 306,527

39 Pepco 696,243 89 Toledo Edison Compny, Te 300,75

40 OhioPower Company 68577 90 Siena Piic Power Comp ny 291504

41 Bose Ediso Company 676915 91 EPsoElctric Company 294,811

42 Eno y Gulf State. Inc. 664.043 92 Kansa Gas & Ecric Company 286.714

43 West Pnn Powr Compy 662,551 93 Monta Power Company. The 28497

44 Cent Power & Litk Company 661,105 94 Hawian Electric Company. . 273,96

45 MidAmcirn Enegy Comnpay 658,165 95 Cenrl Hudsoa Gas & Elecsic Corportin 278.847

46 Columbas Souar Power Compqay 645,491 96 Cco Utlity Group 250,135

47 EntrgyArlans,Inc. 637244 97 Teas-New Mxco Power Company 231.432

48 Enxy Louism, Inc. 634,997 98 Nora States Poer Compny -WI 222J38

49 Cicinmti Gas & Eetric Compy 632,452 99 Orange & Rockhnd Uti Inc. 202,947

50 Nevada Powr Compny 566.675 100 Centra Iinois L h Conpany 198.091

See footnote as cad of tabk
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^ of It.veor-Owred Electric Utilities, 2000 Edison Electric Institute

eoOr'd

Customer Bank Cmnpv Nzam Cuim

nMasrachuscats Electric Compay 197,996 142 Edison Sault lcctic Company 21,469

Edison Company 195,760 143 Southern California Watr Company 20,988

6jgtppiK Power Company 189,558 144 Alpcna Powel Co mpa16,538

Newfw Orean, tInc. 189,477 145 Alaska Electric ight & Power Co. 14443

Wjtst Tcu Utiliti Company 189,004 146 SuperiorWater. Light & Powr Company 14.104

'gnxcky Power Conmpny 170,130 147 Norwtcsrn Wisconsi Electric Compay 11.429

Af Ait EncrXy/Intcrmtc Power Copany 166,780 148 Conncut Valley Electric Company, Inc. 10.457

Empl rcDistrt Electric Company, The 145,846 149 Nantucket lectric Copany 10,298

Centml Vermont Public Service Cpooration 141,103 150 Dahlberg light & Pow Compay' 9,653

p sylania Power CompTay 139.142 151 Soth Beloit Watr, Gas & Eectric Company 7.650

Swvmh EsBcmric A Power Company 127,844 152 Citirn Electric Company 6,459

E Minasota Power 126,195 153 Lockhart Power Comny 6,102

P OftlurTail Power Company 125,952 154 Mt Carmld Publie Ulity Compny 5,629

I Mdin Gas & oeric Co ny 125.566 155 Wellboro Eectc Company 5,628

tj solterO Indian Gas &'Electric Company 125,185 156 Alaska Powe & Tdc hone Co.. Ic. 5,269

i6 BanorHydnoElecic Company 122.773 157 Bran CollegeUtlitis 4.485

1 Union Light,Heat &PowerCompany 121,514 158 Pit CoutyLight &PowerCompany 4.199

18 zns Utilities Company 116,055 159 Norh Central PowerCompanyI. 3.897

119 MDU Resoures Gop. Inc 114,653 160 Bethel Utilies Corporatio Inc. 2279

120 Blacbont Valky Eec3tc Cotmy 92,069 161 Piooer Power & LigbtCompany 1,839

121 Gree Montain S Powr CoipoTta0on 83989 162 ElkPower Company 1,756

122 Rockland Ekcic Company 68,504 163 Black Diamond Power Company 1752

123 Uppe Pcninsula Power Company 62.709 164 Block Island Power Compny 1,514

124 StlJoscph Light & Power Co y 62,495 165 Union PowerCompany 1337

125 Hawaii Elcic Ligh Company. Inc. 61,795 166 Uitd Light Power Cmpany 1,169

126 UGI Utilitis, Inc. 58,472 167 Consolidted Watr Power Company 1.045

127 Black Hills Corporation 57,456 168 War Light & Powr Comp y 1,027

128 Northweern Corpation 56,44 169 Aman Society Sevi Compny 847

'29 Maui Electric Company. Lid 55,787 170 Rochester Elcic Light & Power Company 01

10 Cambridge Electric Light Company 45,749 171 Fishers Iland Eecnc Corportion The 728

31 Kingsport Power Company 44,208 172 WstfiddEl ric Copay 697

132 Southwsrn Electrc Srvicc Company 42.542 173 Kimball Ligt & W Company 443

133 Wbeling Power Company 41,546 174 West Haris Gas Electric Company 384

134 Excar Hampton Electric Company 40,256 175 anaca Power & Light Company 365

135 Granitc Stale Elctric Company 37,031 176 McGrah Light Power 23

136 Maine Public Service Company 35.606 177 rElkor Public Srvic Company 206

137 Chyenne Light, Fuel & Powe Company 35,596 178 Pelican Utility Compy 201

138 Newport lectric Corporaon 34966 179 Holyoke Water Power Cmpany 32

139 Concord Eectric Company 27358 180 Electric Energy, nc.1

140 Fitchburg Gs & Electric Ligh Cmpany 25.179 181 Ohio Valley Electric Corpraion 1

141 Fkrid" Public Utlities Company 24,640 182 New England Power Compy 1

Toal United State: 92,389.604

1/ Ranings may not idclde al cutDs mr i stat with deregulated ctc . Please see page 52 for sate agpgrgated resa data for those t

with deregulated market.
2/ Includes data for Nantahala Power Light Compny, a subidiary of Duke Power.
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Catalogu« oflnv«vsor-0wn€d Flectric Utilji.n 2000 Eduon Elert

1999 SALES TO ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS I1
Ranked in Desceading Order by CoMpiAy

(Mpg-awttboun)l

RAMk CnMpRIkmAC Sala lAnk C&MOMuA

TXU Eleric & Gas 95.927.336 51 Tapa Electric ComanpLy 15.

2 Florida Powr & Lit Cay 84,450,082 52 MassachotElec c. Company 15 67

3 Commiiaweo Edison Co mpm y 83.500.597 53 Nori br unia Public Sevice Coma y 15.627'.S51

4 Duke Enery Coxporaa 2/ 74.109.763 54 Public Scrvic COCpy of Olhom 15,61S.95
5 Georgi Pow Compy 70.972.000 55 NCada Powr Compn I.37

6 Pacif Gas & Eeuic CeaWay 70.186.749 56 Smn Dieo Gas A Elecr Company 14,711

7 RalatfHLAP 69374.552 57 Soulwen Public Savice Coany 14,434,2

Soudher California Ed Con y 67.206.530 $8 Dayton Pow & Libgt Conmpny

9 Virinia Elecric Poe Compny 65.86.104 59 Indianapoli Pow t Lh Coap y 13.4.624 2

10 AlbamnPowCompay 50.157204 60 IdahoPower Compmy 13.76 S

II DaomEdiSooCmpeCoap Tlyc 491.240 61 KnIs CityPow& Li toCompny I.342.51

12 PsifiCorp 46605.155 62N York SoeS Etr &Gic asCor aon 13.192.379
13 Public Sri Elctric AGU Cm y 40,289.444 63 Boso Edio Co ny 172.164.155

14 Caroli Por & Lghi Company 40,217,290 64. Potoac EFo Cn y, TbCe 12o35m

15 Consmur Eery 35,754.796 65 Eermy Mrisipp i. n .17A45

16 Ennrgy Gulf St .I34.347913 66 Ddtharva Powe & LiL o 31236,713
17 Niagaa Moawk Pow Copo atio33.756.106 67 ouisvlle GuC & Elecric 11Co203.916

18 AmncUE 33,565.723 68 Mooongalh Pow Comany 10.794,53

19 Florida Power Cporio 33,441,029 69 Auiat Enary/IES Uiles Inc. 10,454,140

20 Conolidated Edison Compay of NewYork, I. 32,630.506 70 Wasconan Public Srvic e Copoin 9971,356

21 OhioPower Co ay 31.98289 71 Toledo Cdion y, Te 9.6,345

22 Noitfrm St Pw Company 31.645.6S 72 hio Vlcaly Elncrc Copor 9.a05.59

23 Bala Guas Eleric Compay 29264.078 73 Gulf Pw Cor D 9.559.1t3

24 E=ry Louiaia, Inc. 29,095.658 74 Misipi Power Cpan y9.543.133

25 Appalschim Pow Comany 27,933.324 75 Allam E cy/Wscomin Power Ligh Co. 9.504.473

26 Waconsin EBci Porr Copy 26,77.397 76 Tca-New Mx co Power Compny 9248.016

27 PSI Energ, Ic. 26.080.752 77C i CoM n Power Copany 9.144.308

28 Oio Ediox Compny 24.946.704 78 Wean Rsoa ot IB. 996,335

29 Ppo 24,209,242 79 Duquner Light Com y 8925,000

30 IECO Er y Coapny 23,593.639 80 Aantic CityE ic Coa onccv ,L81,1691

31 PTLUulirics 23.397,070 81KaI as & Feuc Comany 8,607.403

32 Public Srric Compy of Colado 23,337.6c 7 12 Amenr PS 8,531,572

33 Coaecct Ligt & Power Company. The 22,315.405 83 Sirra Pific Pow Compay 8,432,466

34 OG&EE Slcric 2vis.916,854 84 )mrnreco Power 429,549

35 Ctral lPower&LightCopny 21,303,608 115 P nsyt a Elecic Company ,1190.632

36 Pget Sound Engy 21,292.035 86 Wahingon Wtr Po0 r Compny 8 15 .926

37 ArizonPublicService Co y 20,961.836 87 Ulmp Unitedb b.121,35

38 C 'mnm Gas & Elcric oay 20,070,826 8 cle Utiliy GTCou 1.099.438

39 Ckleeltad Electric W intin C pny, Th 20.021.621 89 Tnaon Eloczric Pow C ropany 7,789.068

40 Porand Gael E1ic Compa 19,258.992 90 Eleoic Energy, b 7.013,929

41 Jcray Ce rl Poer Lia FCompa 1y 181.186 91 H iian Elcic Compay. b- 6,997936

42 Soth Carolin Eloctric Gra Comny 18J78.812 92 Public Service Compny of New H.azmhir 6,957.064

43 Eatery Aj a, hIc. 18,663.671 93 Mtropolitan Ediso Compay 6.832,063

44 IndiaMichi Power Compay 18,339.B92 94 Public Scri Copany of New Mico 6,803.5

45s Ilois Powe Compny 18,215.452 95 Kctucky Powr Compay 6.491.087

46 WeaPe Power Co pay17.28.530 96 Rochestr Gas & ctic Corpot 6,296.112

47 Cozmbubs Sourbcn Powr Compny 16.435.078 97 Ceaml Illinois Li Company 5910,714

41 Knucy Utlikiec Coiny 1607,546 98 Eatery cw Orl . Inc. 5.896,732

49 Soudstcrn eeari: PoaConpany 16.049,294 99 El Pao Eecric Coapcy 5,866.168

50 MidAjio Enary Ca.p-y 16.007,300 ' I00 United Imu in Comany. The 5.652.050

See formots B cad of table
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Catalogue of lovertor-Omwed Electric Ubtiliti, 2000 Edooa Elecric lntitute

19 Sski. coML'd

NBSk C 
S mg sNjM sae Ball Csml iwLA SA

101 Northern S-a Power Comly- WI 5,433.618 142 Exctr Hanipton Elcri CoCuny 558.048

102 Motao* Power Conny. The 5,326.478 143 Supeior War. Light Power Company 532,336

103 AlimS Enerly/lbatc Po C.opy 5.31192 144 Cncord Elec Cmpy 516.61S

104 Sobru bidia Gs & Eleric Coany 5, 110.45 145 Maie Public Seryie Copan 511.361

o10 West Texa Utlitis Company 4,837,210 146 Fichburg Ga & Elecic UL Coampoy 502,612

106 Narrnsa Elecic Company. The 4.692.777 147 Alpea nPo Cow pny 310.111

107 Cenutal Hdaoao Cm Elecric Corrati 4.562.393 148 Alaska Electric Ligigt & P C. 298,983

0lt Western MadBm, El aricCoompy 3,85.392 149 Lockhart Pow Coipany 224327

109 Enmpre Dioia Elecic Co ny, Ti 33,59.166 150 Sour Bdoit Water, Gas & Elcric CQ py 210.734

110 Savnab Electic & PoweCovr 3,712.902 151 Coaone Valley Elcri Compay Inc. 167,643

111 Unmor Light Hat & FPe CcOPny 3.711,701 152 Citiuns Ectric Compay 154.521

112 Commo. walth Elanri Company 3665.492 153 Norm twes'n Wicooin Electric Compny 144.232

113 Oatt & Rociklnd UtilitiM. In 3509.66 154 Mt Carme Putic Uolity Compay 139,512

114 OwTailPowoComTmny 3393.160 155 Soutbr CAlian Waer Comny 127.135

115 PPc rytvia Poe Co y 3.306,062 156 BrBe Collge Utilies 126.141

116 Madio 0as &E cric Cmpany 2,916.533 157 Namtu EletricCoampay 109,409

117 Eastern Ediso Compay 2,27205 158 Welsbor oEaic Compm y 109,154

II Cenml Vermont rublic Sec Copraim 2,172,798 159 Hoyoke Waer Powr Cm mpy 95.M3

1 9 MDU Raotroc roup, Inc. 2,075,446 160 Amx Socity Seryri Copny 922

120 Grn MXo;tin Powr Corpoat 1901,783 161 D[hlberg ig & Powr Cma n 1403

121 Kigpot PowaCom py 1.804.152 162 Pe County Light & Powe CompaT 59.687

122 Citiwa Ulatica Copay 1.03.847 163 Alaskr Powe Telcc CA. Inc. 51.910

123 Wheeling Power Campy 1.798,846 164 BIetd Utiliti Coarpo . Inc. 36.472

124 Baor Hydro-Elecic Compny 1,766,395 165 Nonr Ccntra Powa CCmpy, Inc. 2,454

125 SLJoseph h & Pow* Comnpwy 1,667.937 166 Elk Power Cmpny 11.157

126 Black Hills Corpoio 1,501808 167 Black Diamd Pow Company l,051

127 Rockad Elctric Company 1,432.604 168 Union Pow Campny 16.437

128 CniE Electric Ligh Copy 1.377503 169 Unitd Liglt Power Comny 16.011

129 Couoinabd War Power CanIy 1.376.263 170 Pioneer Power igUh Company 13.971

130 Bltckse Valley Electric Coimpy 1J40, 17 171 Wmr Ligh Pow r C y 13.116

131 Nordhwestern Crpeoion 1.111,721 172 Wetsfild Elbcic iCo y 11,487

132 Mad Eleri Company. Lz. 1.064,739 173 Block Islad Posr Cony 8.975

133 Sa rwsn ecvc Servic Company 1.058507 174 We Hrristo Gas & Elecric Company 7.242

134 H ii Electric Lih Campny, Ic. 922,352 175 Rocbstr Elric Liit & Powr Compny 6,109

135 Cheyec gta. Fud & Poe Cmpy 864.079 176 Pmaca Pow & Ui Company 6.064

136 VUG1 tiits. sn 52,790 177 KimbU LiSht A Water py 4.894

137 Orait Sum Elearic CompCny 754.121 171 Fishrs snd BcEri Copi-ai.C The 4.860

138 Upper Penimsua Por Compay 73872n 179 Nwc Eznmd Pwe Compay 4.509

139 FloridA Public Utlitia Co ny 719.070 Io MCdhc lJ&igl Pow 2.861

140 Edaiso Samk Elic Campany 646.408 181 Elorn Public Srice Conpay 2.373
141 Nepan Elaetric Corponao 570,679 182 Psica Utoaity Coimpny 2.

Total UtSed States: 2_390.69820

1/ Rmnkigs may nao incdu alD MWb sae immn srit th dergfued maLtc Pklae at page 52 for stm gre axtd ntu dza for txoe se

wit dctpgulaed nAtets.
2/ bcluds dma for Nanaala Power & Lih Company, a ridiary of Duke Powr.
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Catilogue of Investor-Owned lectric Utilities 2000 Edison Electric Instute

1999 REVENUES FROM SALES TO ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS 1/
Ranked in Desceldig Order by Company

botuads of Dollrs)

Be«k Cn.rp.Im. Rvme n aa a C m EA nnpy ame

I Pacific Gas & Elctric Company $6.785.994 51 MidAnrican Enrgy Copany 1.024.652

2 Southen California Edison Copany 6,692.164 52 Norther Indian Public Service Company 1.000.390

3 Comntwealth Edison Compny 6,175,861 53 ortand General Electric Co ny 973326

4 TXU Electric & Gas 5,51,857 54 Dayton Power & Ligh Con y 964329

5 Florida Power & Light Conny 5,830,116 55 Atlantic City Electric CoXCa ctiv 936,227

6 Consolidated EdioCompany of New York nc. 4,500.992 56 NevadaPowr Cor pany 935,3111

7 RcliantULP 4,247,269 57 Wes Pnn Power C pany 931,763

8 Georgia Power Compny 4,129.088 58 Dchlanra Powe & LighnCone 94,277

9 Duke Energy Crporation 2/ 4.093,115 59 Centrl Maine Power Company 892,792

10 Virgini Electric Powr Company 3989,073 60 Public Savie Company of New Hamn re 353.654

11 Public Service E ic & Gs Conany 3,373.93 61 rana City Powa Light Conpny 838,641

12 Detrot Edioo Conmny, The 3.791.116 62 Duquese Light Conany 782,274

13 Ni ar Mohluak PoweCorpotation 3.043.028 63 Sothwst El tric Power Conmny 776,476

14 Alrba PowerConpsy 2,811,117 64 Tokldo EdixonCompany,The 762.405

15 Carolina Powr & Light Corpany 2519,48 65 Indiuaolis Power & Light Conany 74,570

16 Conmners Energy 2,498266 66 Entcy Misssripipnc. I737,120
17 Florid Power Corpotion 236148 67 Hawaiian ElectricCo y. Inc. 29.357

8 Connecticut Light & Pow Copny. Te 2.190.13 68 Potome Edison Company. The 715,280

19 Pacifi p 2.172.555 69 Public Sevice Cornoy of Oklahoma 691,685

20 Baltimre Gs & Elecic Conpany 2.118,45 70 United Dhuninating Conray. The 639,596

21 Ohio Edison Conany 2.093.478 71 Kentucky Utilities Co any 638.959

22 PECO Energ Company 2,066J33 72 Tuson Blcric Powa Conny 629901

23 AnernUE 2,036,63 73 Pemsylnis Electri Company 612,166

24 krty Central Power t Lghl Copany 2.010,735 74 Rochr Gs & Elcric Corporatioo 608,628

25 Nortn States Pow Conpny 1922.997 75 Southwesern Public Scrvice Company 600729

26 Entrgy Gulf Statc nc. 1,7g8,538 76 Alliant En y/IES Utilities b. 593,690

27 Pcpco 1.788,040 77 Metopolitan Edion Company 573,978

28 PPL Utities 1.761.778 78 Monongahla PowerCoeapry 561,175

29 Ceveland Electric Dhminating Con y,. Tbc 1,743.148 79 Louisville Gas & Elctric Co y 559,791

30 Arimm Public Srvice Coiny 1,716.236 80 Kasas Gas & Eectric Company 558,734

31 Entergy Louisianat , I. ,686,442 81 Sierrn Pacific Power Co ny 548,507

32 Wisconrin Elecric PowConany 1.550,536 82 AmetTCIPS 544,132

33 Nw York Sae Eloic Gctr Corporti on 1.492.381 83 Tcxs-Ncw Mcxio Po w Corrpay 535,664

34 San Dio Gas & Elecric Corny 1,415,141 84 Public Scrvicc Co y of Ncw Mexico 522.523

35 OhioPowe Coaany 1,393,498 5 Idaho PowerCopany 516,151

36 Public Serie Co y of Colorado 1.375.599 86 Guf PowerCorpany 512,760

37 Boston Edn Com ny 1.338.479 87 Utlicorp United 505,765

38 Central Powr & Light Company 1306,971 88 Alliant Eergy/Wsooin Pow & Light Co. 494,473

39 Appalacan PowerCopany 1.292.237 89 El Pso Electric C pny 486,193

40 Pugt Sound Enegy 1269,286 90 Mititippi Power Compy 469,434

41 Cincinnati G & Electric Company 1.59.63 91 Cleco Utlity Group 468.169

42 Mashuwtu Electric Company 1.259.428 92 Wcstan Rso s Inc. 466.374

43 PSI Eergy nc. 1,251,012 93 Wisconsin Public Service Copotion 466.297

44 OGE Eectric Services 1,191,079 94 Nangagm et Elecic tCc p any, The 413.925

45 Enry Ainas. nc- 1,172.352 95 Entergy New Orkas nX. 393928

46 Illinois PowCopmny 1.138.822 96 Cormnowcadit Elcctric Company 391,027

47 South Carolin Electric & Gs Company 1,124,176 97 Centrl Hudson Gas & ElBcric Corporation 387836

48 Tampa Electric Copany 1,100,103 98 Washington Water Power Comany 384,546

49 Colubus Southrn Powr Corpany 1.062,454 99 Wcstnm Msschu ais ElectricCorn ny 358.434

50 Indiana Michign PowerCompany 1039.934 100 Minmsota Poer 354.497

See footnots at end of able.
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C»tloet of nvestor-Owed Electric Utilities, 2000 ZEdio Electric Institute

\199 Rvenua, eoat'd

gafk Cmpw. m Rzyt.na Rak CEmps Nm ]lrRta

101 Cental llinois Light Conr 347.075 143 Chcyenne LUgt, Fuel & Power Compny 40,725

102 Monana Power Com ny, Thb 332.304 144 Coalidatd Water Powe Copany 39,038

103 Orange & Rockhd Utilitie Inc 332,249 145 lorida Public Uilities Company 3,377

104 Nothrn States Power Conrai y - WI 317,648 146 Edison Salt Bctric Coapany 33.505

105 West Tcus Utilites Compay 300,148 147 Alba Elecric Ligt & Power Co. 24.934

106 Kntucky Powr Coqnpy 266,855 148 Supcricr Wat, Light & Power Comrly 23,171

107 Aiant Esroi/ltcrrntc P owrCo ny 261,799 149 Alpna Power Cor any 19,904

10 Central Veront PublicSeviceCorpon ioe 251540 150 ConcCticut Vally Elctic Company. Ic19,817

109 Eastrn Edison Conny 243,928 151 Sourn Caiforna Wae Compay 13275

110 Sotn indinm Gs Electric Cc mpny 242.317 152 Natcket Eectric Corpyany 12,949

111 Pnnsyhmn Pow Conpmy 240,158 153 Lockhrt Power Cor ny 11,n770

112 Savamauh Electic & Poer Cormpmy 238304 154 NortIwctrn Wisonsin Ecric Company 10,691

113 Enpr Ditrict Ecitric CCom ny, The 219,512 155 South Bloit Water, Gas Eecic Compnyany 10.527

114 Union, Light, Het & Power CoTntny 204,559 156 Mt Cmncl Public Utility Copy 9,474

115 Cidzns Utili'cs ConCany , 199,947 157 Cituiens Eleric Copany 8,689

116 OhioValky ElctuicCrpo iatin 197,77 158 Bcthcl Utlitias Corra nc. 7,136

117 agor HydoElectric CorrVny 184,267 159 Alasa Power A Telepbone Co., Ic. 7,067

118 Or Ttl Power Compay . 183.478 160 Dahlbrg Light & Power Copay 6,882
119 Mad Gas&ElectriCompany 179,444 161 Wcltboro ecric Compry 6,516

120 Grco Mountain Power Corportio 179,641 162 lolyokt WAcr Power Con 5,97

121 1Hawasi Electric ih Corpay, e. 158,962 163 cr College Utliti 5,725

122 MauiEectricConpayLtd. 156808 164 Pa Comuty Light &PowerConmpyy 5.50

123 Roldxnd Electric Con n 139,148 165 Aanra Soe'ty Sevice Copany 4,423

124 Electric Ery, nc 136.75 166 Black Iand Power Cor ny2344

125 MDU RCsoun Goup, In 130.932 167 Non Central Poer Corpany.nc. 2,260

126 Blackstne Valley Eecic Copny 120.728 168 Elk Power Copny 1.250

127 Caridge Ectric igt Compcny 104801 169 Ftsber lsad Electric Corporation, Tc 1.133

128 Black sHfCorprtn 102,204 170 McGratLighti&Powe 1,126
129 St Josph Light & Powr Company 87,028 171 Black Diursod Power Conny 1,061

130 Wbeling Power Conpay 83.899 172 Pioner Powr & Light Conany 1,034

131 Khippo Power Company 79,404 173 United Light Powr Conpy 1,27
132 Nortewcrst Corporatin 76,434 174 Union Power Cor ny 990
133 UGIUtlitit, Inc. 70.381 175 WarLight & PowConany 815

134 Graite Stat Electric Co ly 59,02 176 Wstficld Elecic Co nyy 13

135 Newport Ectric Corponl 59,336 177 Rocster Eecric Liht & Powr Conpny 737
136 Upper Pcinsu PIrwr Compq.y 56.032 178 Wet Hniron Gas & Eccric Co ny 560

137 Souhwestn Electric Servic Conpany 54.129 179 Pasz Power & Light Coumay 377
138 Main Public Scrvicc Compny 53.015 180 New EnlSnd Power Conpry 324

139 Fitchibur Gas & Elctric Light Co5poy 52,118 18 KinrrJl l ight & Water Coniy 298
140 x & i A Har p<c Eectric COnpazy 50095 112 Pelican Vm ity Co ny 296
141 Coocd Electric Copany 45,428 183 Elm Public Service Crnpany 151

Total Uited Stis 51 63,496,703

I/ Rakg t nay not include aI revenua in staes with dcrsgula d marketL Plcas sec pag 52 for stte aggc- tcd retil dar for ose stares
with dreeuluted Uwkrts.

2/ Includes dat for Nostal Power A Light Conay. a ueiday of Duke Powr.
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CSt.-lof of lvestor-OwDtd Electric Utilitie, 000 Edion Electric Inrtitutt

Retail Electricity Service to Ultimate Customers by Investor-Owned

Electric Utility Affilites and Other Energy Service Providers in States with

Full or Partial Deregulated Electricity Markets

Ultimate MWh Sales to MWh Sales per Revenues from Sales

State Customers Ultimate Customer to Ultimate Customers
Customers (000's)

California 141,510 22,849,739 162 $748,661

Delaware 14 58,865 4,205 1,944

Idaho 1 876,000 876,000 13,558

Illinois 1,620 444,690 275 9,929

Massachusetts 673 1,586,664 2,358 57,094

Michigan 18 501,329 27,852 14,048

Missouri 1 69,318 69,318 1,668

Montana 5 1,149,744 229,949 25,902

New Hampshire 4,201 165,209 39 4,848

New Jersey 4,60 121,473 27 4,580

New Mexico 501 43,800 87 1,186

New York 60,494 9,543,250 158 365,274

Ohio 5 168 34 254

Oregon 16 547,341 34,209 9,654

Pennsylvania 487,901 32,859,903 67 1,280,101

Rhode Island 890 495,561 557 16,632

Washington 10 4,874,988 487,499 108,851

Total from states 702,420 76,188,042 109 2,664,184

fully or partially
deregulated

Sourc: Departmnt of Energy, Enegy Information Adminisraion, EIA-861
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Catalogue of Investor-Owned Elktric Utilities 2000 Eauon Ekctic

ELECTRIC OPERATING COMPANIES SERVING ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS

Alabama Power Company Kansas Ga and Electric Company
Alaska Electric Light and Power Company Kentucky Power Company
Alpcna Power Company Kentucky Utilities Company
Amma Society Service Company Kimball Light and Water Company
AmrenUE Kingsport Power Company

Appalachian Power Company Lockhart Power Company
Arizona Public Service Company Maine Public Service Company
Atlantic City Electric CompanyConectiv Massacusets Electric Company
Bangor Hydro-Electric Company Maui Electric Company. Ltd
Berea College Utilities McGrath Light and Power
Bethel Utilities Corporation, Inc. Mcropolitan Edison Company
Black Diamond Power Company Minnesota Power
Black Hills Corporation Mississippi Power Company'
Block Island Power Company Monongacela Power Company
Boston Edison Company Nantahala Power & Light Company
Cambridge Electric Light Company Nantucket Electric Company
Carolina Power & Light Company Narraganstt Electric Company, The
Ccntrl Maine Power Company Nevada Power Company
Central Power and Light Company New England Power Company
Cental Vermont Public Svice Corporation Newport Electric Corporation
Citizes Electric Company North Central Power Company. Inc.
Cleco Utility Grop, Inc. Northwestern Wscosin Electric Company
Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, The Ohio Edison Company
Columbus Southern Power Company Ohio Power Company
Commonweath Edison Company Ohio Valley Electric Corporation
Commonwealth Electric Company OG&E Electric Services
Coocord Electric Company Oat Tail Power Company
Connecticut Light and Power Company, The PacifCorp
Connecticut Valley Electric Company, Inc. Panaca Power and Light Company
Consolidated Water Power Company Pelican Utility Company
Dahlbcrg Light and Power Company Pensylvania Electric Company
Detroit Edison Company. The Pennsylvania Power Company
Duke Power Pioocr Power and Light Company
Duquesne Light Company Portland General Electric Company
Edison Sauh Electric Company Potomac Edison Company, The
El Paso Electric Company Potomac Electric Power Company
Elctic Eocrgy, Inc. PPL Utilities
Elk Power Company PSI Enrgy, Inc.
Elkhorn Public Service Company Public Service Company of New Hampshir
Empire District EJlctric Company, The Public Service Company of Oklahoma
Entergy Arkansas, Inc. Reliant Energy HLtP
Entcrgy Gulf Staes, Inc. Rochester Elecric Light & Power Company
Entrgy Louisiana Inc. Rockland Electric Company
Entergy Mississippi. Inc. Savannah Electric and Power Company
Exeter & Hampton Elecric Company Soutern California Edison Company
Fishers Island Electric Corporation, The Southern California Water Company
Florida Power Corporation Southwestn lectric Power Company
Florida Power & Light Company Southwestern Electric Service Company
Georgia Power Company Southweste Public Service Company
Granite Sate Elecric Company Tampa Electric Company
Green Mountain Power Corporation Texas-New Mexico Power Company
Gulf Power Company Toledo Edison Company The
Hawaii Electric Light Company. Inc. Tucson Electric Power Company
Hawaiian Electric Company, Inc Union Power Company
Holyoke Water Power Company United Illuminatig Company, The
Idaho Power Company United Light & Power Company
Indiana Michigan Power Company Upper Peninsula Power Company
Indianapolis Power & Light Company Virginia Electric and Power Company
Jersey Central Power & Light War Light & Power Company
Kansas City Power & Light Company Weltsboro Electric Company
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C Itrloguc of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities. 2000 _Edison Electric Institte

ELECTRIC COMPANIES, cont'd

West Harrison Gas & Electric Company Western Massachusetts Electric Company

West Penn Power Company Westfield Electric Company

West Texas Utilities Company Weeling Power Company
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Catlogue of nvestor-Owned Eectric Utilities, 2000 Edison Ekctic astit t

COMBINATION OPERATING COMPANIES SERVING ULTIMATE CUSTOMERS

Cormpany Name Type of Service
Alaska Power and Telephone Company, Inc. Electric, Telephone
Allint Energy/lES Utilities Inc. Electric, Gas, Steam
Alliant Energy/Interstat Power Company Electric, Gas
Alliant Energy/Wiconsin Power & Light Company Electric, Gas
AmacrnCIPS Electric, Gas
Avista Corp. Electric, Gas
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company Electric, Gas
Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation Eectric, Gas
Central Illinois Light Compay Electric, Gas
Cheyenne Light, Fuel and Power Company Electric. Gas
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company, The Electric, Gas
Citinzns Utilities Company Electric Gas
Consolidated Edison Company of New York, Inc. Electric, Steam
Consumers Energy Electric, Gas
Dayton Power and Light Company, The Electric, Gas, Steam
Ddmarva Power & Light Compay/Contiv Electric, Gas, Stan
Entcrgy New Orleans, Inc Electric, Gas
Fitchburg Gas and Elecric Company Electric, Gas
Florida Public Utilities Company Electric, Gas, Water
Illnois Power Company Electric, Gas
KeySpan Corporation Electric, Gas
Louisvilk Gas and Elecic Company Electric, Gas
Madison Gas and Elctric Company Electric, Gas
MDU Resources Group, Inc. Electric, Gas
MidAmrican Energy Company Electric, Gas
Montana Power Company, The Electric, Gas
Mt Carmnnel Public Utility Company Electric, Gas
New York Stat Electric & Gas Corporation Electric, Gas
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporaion Electic, Gas
Northdrn Indiana Public Service Company Electric Gas
Northern States Power Company Electric, Gas, Telephone
Northern Staes Power Company - WI Electric, Gas
Nornhwestcrn Coqportion Electric, Gas
Orange and Rockdnmd Utilities, Inc. Ectric, Gas
Pcific Gas and Elecic Company Electric, Gas, Steam, Water
PECO Energy Company Electric, Gas
Pie County Light & Power Company Electric Gas
Puget Sound Energy Electric, Gas
Public Service Company of Colorado Electric, Gas Steam
Public Service Company of New Mexico Electric, Gas, Water
Public Service Electric and Gas Company Electric, Gas
Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation Electric, Gas
St Joseph ight & Power Company Electric, Gas, Steam
San Diego Gas & Electric Company Electric, Gas, Steam
Sierra Pacific Power Company Electric, Gas, Water
South Beloit Water, Gas and Electric Company Electic, Gas, Water
South Carolina Electric & Gas Company Electric, Gas, Transit
Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company Electric, Gas
Superior Water, Light and Power Compny Electric, Gas, Water
TXU Electric & Gas Electric, Gas
UGI Utilities, Inc. Elctric, Gas
Union Light, Heat & Power Company Electric, Gas
UtiliCorp United Inc. Electric, Gas
West Harrison Gas & Electric Company Electric Gas
Wcstrn Rcsourcs Inc. Electric. Gas. Steam
Wisconsin Electric Power Company Electric, Steam
Wisconsin Public Service Corporation Electric, Gas
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C.talogue of Investor-Owned Electric Utilities 2000 Edison Electric lutitte

POWER MARKETING AFFILIATES OF INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITIES

Investor-Owned Eectric Utility I/ Power Marketer

AES Corporation AES Alamitos, LLC
AES Creative Resources, LP
AES Eastern Energy, LP
AES Huntington Beach, LLC
AES Londonderry, LLC
AES Placeit, Inc.
AES Power Inc.
AES Redondo Beach, LLC
Northcm/AES Energy LLC
QST Energy Trading Inc.

Allegheny Energy, Inc. Allegheny Energy Supply Company

AYP Energy, Inc.
Aliant Energy Corpoation Aliant Energy Indstrialnn Scrvice, Inc

Cargill-Alliant LLC
Amrn Corp. Amcrn Enrgy

American Electic Power Company, Inc. AEP Power Marketing. Inc.
CSW Energy Services, Inc.
CSW Power Marketing Inc
Denver City Energy Associaes, LP
c prime, inc.
Front Range Energy Associates, LLC
Texas-Ohio Poer Marketing Inc.

Avisa Corporation Avista Eergy, Inc.
Avista Turbine Power, Inc.
Riathn= Power, LLC
Spokn Energy, LLC
Vitol Gas and Eectric LLC

Bangor Hydro-Electric Company Bangor Energy Resale, Inc

Black Hills Corportion Blac Hills Energy Resources, Inc

Ensrco Energy Inc
Indcdk Colorado, LLC

Carolina Power & Light Company Monroe Power Company

CH Energy Gronp Inc. Central Hudson Enterpris Corporation
CH Resourcs Inc.

Cinagy Corp. CiCap IV, LLC
CinCap V. LLC
CioCapVI,LLC
CinCap VL, LLC
CinCap VII LLC
CinCp vm. llC ·
Cinaegy Capital & Trading, Inc
Duke Energy Madison, LLC
Duke Energy Vamillion, LLC

Cleco Corporation CLECO Energy, LLC
Cleco Evangeline LLC
Cleco Trading & Marketing LLC

CMS Energy Corporation CMS Dismtbuted Power, LLC
CMS Generation Michigan Power, LLC
CMS Marketing. Servcs and Trading Company

Gcnese Power Station Limited Partship
Grayling Genrating Station Limited Partnership

Lakewood Cogencratio Limited Ptrship

Sec footnote on page 62
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Catalogue of Investor-Owoed Ilectric Utilities 2000 Edison Elctri Inrtit t

livestor-OwBed Electrk Utility 1/ Power Marketer

CMS Energy Corporation (cont'd) PanEnrgy Lake Charles Genaion
Concciv CoCoctiv Energy Supply. c
Consolidated Edison, Inc. Consolidated Edison Energy Massachusetts Inc.

Consolidated Edison Solutions, Inc.
.________________________ Inventory Manament and Distibution Company, Inc.

Constcllatioo Energy Group, Inc. Astoria Generating Company, LP
Calvert Cliffs Inc.
Car Street Geerating Station, LP
Constellation Generation, Inc.
Constellation Power Sourc, Inc.

Erie Boulevard Hydropower, LP
______________________ Orion Power MidWcs LLC

Dominion Rsources, Inc. Elwood Energy LLC
Ehwood Marketing LLC
Kincaid Genration, LLC

DPL Inc. DPL Energy, Inc.
DQE Monmouth Energy, Inc.
DTE Energy Company DTE Edison America, Inc.

DTE Eocrgy Marketin Inc.
DT Energy Trading. Inc.
DTE Georgetown, LLC
DTE River Rouge No. 1, LLC

Duke Energy Coporation Bridgeport Energy LLC
Casco Bay Energy Company, LLC
CinCap V, LLC
Duke Energy Madison, LLC
Duke Energy Marketing Corporation
Duke Energy Merchants, LLC
Duke Energy Mono Bay LLC
Duke Energy Moss Landing LLC
Duke Energy New Smyrna Beach Power Company Ltd, LLP
Duke Energy Oakland LLC
Duke Energy South Bay LLC
Duke Energy St Francis LLC
Duke Energy St Luci, LLC
Duke Energy Trading and Markcting LLC
Duke Energy Trnton, LLC
Duke Energy Vcrmillion, LLC
DukeSolutios, Inc.
Lowell Cognccratioa Company Limited Partnership
UAE Lowell Power LLC
United American Ergy Corp.

Dynegy 1nlinova Energy Parmrs, Inc.
Ilinova Power Marketing, Inc.

Tanaska Frontier Paners, Ltd.
Edison Intenaional Brooklyn Navy Yard Cogeneration Parns, LP

Edison Mission Marketing & Trading, nc.
Edison Source
EME Homer City Generation. LP
Harbor Cogeneration Company
Midwest Generation. LLC

Energy East Corporation Carthage Energy LLC
NGE Generation. Inc.
NYSEG Solutions, Inc.
South Glens Falls Energy. LLC
XENERGY Inc.

Enron Corp. Clinton Encrgy Management Services Inc.
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CJtlogat of Investor-Owed Ekctric Utilities, 2000 Edison Electric lortitt

Investor-Owned Elctric Utility 1/ Power Marketer

Enron Corp. (cont'd) Des Plaines Gren Land Development, LLC

EGC 1999 Holding Company, LP
Enron Energy Services Inc.
Enron Power Marketing, Ic.

Glcason Power 1, LLC
Green Power Partners I LLC
Minnesota Agri-Power, LLC
Storm Lake Power Panners 1, LLC
West Fork Land Developmnt Company, LLC

Entargy Corporation Entcrgy Nuclear FitzPsrick, LLC
Entcrgy Nuclear Generation Company
Entergy Nuclear Indian Point 3. LLC

_________________________ Entergy Power Marketing Corp.
FirstEry Corp. FirstEncry Trading Services, Inc.

Florida Power Corporation Progrss Power Markting Inc.
FPL Group. Inc. Doswdl Limited Partnaship

FPL Encrgy AVEC LLC
FPL Energy Maine Hydro LLC
FPL Energy Mason LLC
FPL Energy MH50, LP
FPL Energy Powe Marketing, Inc
FPL Energy Services Inc.
FPL Energy Wyman IV LLC
FPL Energy Wyman LLC
Lamar Power Partners, LP

GPU, Inc. GPU Advanced Resourcs, Inc

_ Ononda Cogeneration Limied Parmrship
Kanas City Power Light Compay Sratgic Energy, LLC
KeySpan Enrgy Corpoua KeySp-Ravenswood, Inc. .

LG&E Energy Corporation LG&E Capital Corporation
LG&E Energy Marketing Inc.
LG&E-Wcsmorland Ressdacr
Wcstrn Kcntucky Corp.

Maine Public Service Company Ergy Atlantic, LLC
MidAmcrican Energy Holdings Company Cordova Enrgy Company LLC

IntcrCoast Power Marketing Company
Montana Power Compcmy Teaska Frontier Partns, Ld.

TbC Montana Power Trading & Marketing Company
National Grid USA AJlEncry Marketing Company, LLC
Niagaa Mohawk Holdings Inc. Niagara Mohawk Eneroy Markcin Inc.
NiSourcC, Inc. Bay Stam GPE, Inc.

NESI Power Marketing,
Northeast Utilities Norteast Gcraion Company

Select Energy, Inc.
Northwestern Corporation CornerSone Propane, LP
OGE Energy Corp. OGE Energy Resours Inc.
PaifCorp PacifiCorp Power Marketing Inc.

PPM One LLC
PPM Two LLC
PPM Three LLC
PPM Four LLC
PPM Five LLC
PPM Six LLC

PECO Energy Company AmcrGcn Energy Company, LLC
AmcrGn Vermont, LLC
Exelon Enrgy

Pepco Pcpco Services, Inc.
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Catalogme of Imvestor-Owed Eectric Utilities, 2000 Edisoo Electric Institute

Iavestor-Owed Electric Utility I/ Power Marketer

PG&E Corporation Athens Generating Company, LP
La PaJoma Generating Company, LLC
Lake Road Generating Company, LP
Liberty Generating Company, LLC
Logan Gnrating Company
Madison Windpower, LLC
Mantua Creek Generating Company, LP
Millennium Power Paners, LP
Okeechobee Generating Company, LLC
PG&E Dispersed Gnerating Company, LLC
PG&E Energy Services Coorqtion
PG&E Energy Trading -Power, LP
Pittficld Generating Compay. LP
USGcn New England, Inc.

PPL Corporation Pcnobscot Hydro, LLC
PP&L Colsrip m, LLC
PP&L EergyPlus Co, LLC
PP&L Grat Works, LLC
PP&L Montana LLC
PPL Bnmnr Island, LLC
PPL Homwood, LLC
PPL Marins Creek. LLC
PPL Montour, LLC
PPL SqurChna, LLC

Public Service Enterprise Group, Inc. PSEG Energy Technologis Inc.
Rliant Energy, Inc. El Dorado Energy, LLC

Reliant Energy Coohwat, LLC
Reliant Energy Desert Basin. LLC
Reliant Enrgy EUwod, LLC
Reliant Energy Etiwanda. LLC
Reliant Energy Indian River LLC
Reliant Energy Mandaliy. LLC
Reliant Energy Maryland Holdings LLC
Reliant Energy New Jscy Holdings LLC
Reliant Energy Ormond Bcac, LLC
Reliant Energy Osceola LLC
Reliant Energy Pennsylvania Holdings LLC
Reliant Energy Services, Inc.
Reliant Energy Shelby County. LP
Sithe Blossburg LLC
Sitbh Connmaugh LLC
Sithe Forked River LLC
Sithe Gilbert LLC
Sithe Glen Gardnr LLC
Sithe Hamihto LLC
Sithe Huntertown LLC
Sithe Keystone LC
Sithe Mountain LLC
Sithe Orrtanna LLC
Sithe Piney LLC
Sithe Portland LLC
Sithe Sayrville LLC
Sithe Seward LLC
Sithe Shawnte LLC
Sitbe Shawville LLC
Sithe Tirus LLC
Sitbe Toln LLC
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Cataloguc of Incstor-Owued Electric Utilitics, 200__Edison Elcrtric lortitute

Invator-Owned Electric Utility I/ Power Marketer

Reliant Energy, Inc. (cont'd) Sithc Warren LLC

Sithe Wayne LLC
Sithc Wcmcr LLC
York Haven Power Company

RGS Energy Group Inc. Enegetix, Inc.
SCANA Corporation SCANA Energy Marketing Inc.

Sanpra Energy El Dorado Enrgy, LLC
Enova Energy. Inc.
MEG Marketng LLC

__________________________________ Sempra Energy Trading Corp.
Southern Company Mobile Energy Services Company, LLC

SEI Wisconsin, LLC
Southern Company Energy Marketing LP
Southrn Energy Bowline, LLC
Southern Energy California, LLC
Soutbrn Energy Canl, LLC
Soutern Energy Delta, LLC
Southern Energy Kendall, LLC
Southan Energy Lovtt, LLC
Southern Energy New England, LLC
Southern Energy NY-GEN, LLC
Southern Energy Potroo, LLC
Southem Energy Retail Trading and Marketing. Inc.

___________________________ Stale Line Energy LLC
TECO Energy, Inc. Commonwealth Chesapeake Company, LLC

Hardee Power Prtners Limited

E TCO EnergySource Inc.
TXU Corp. TXU Eney Trading Company

UGI Corporation UGI Development Company
UGI Power Supply, Inc.

UIL Holdings Corporation Bridgepon Energy LLC
Unicom Corporation Unicom Energy. Inc

Unicorn Power Marteting. Inc.
UNrTIL Corporation Unitil Power Corp.

Unitil Resources Inc.
UtiliCorp United Inc. Aquila Energy Marketing Corporation

MEP Investments, LLC
MEP Pleasant Hill. LLC
Pleasant Hill Marketing. LLC

Vectrn. Inc. SIGCORP Enery Services. LLC
Wisconsin Energy Corporation Griffin Energy Mareting. LLC

Mincrgy Necah. LLC
Wiscvst-Connecticut, LLC

WPS Resources Crpoation Mid-American Power LLC
PDI Canada Inc.
PDI New England, Inc.
Sunbury Generation, LLC
WPS Energy Services, Inc
WPS Power Development, Inc.

Xccl Energy Inc. Arthur Kill Power LLC
Astoria Power LLC
B.L. England Power LLC
Cabrillo Power I LLC
Cabrillo Power II LLC
Cadillac Renewable Energy LLC
Conanaugh Power LLC
Connecticut let Power LLC
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Catlogue of Invetor-Owed Electric Utiltis, 2000 Edoo Elecric ntit

Invetor-Owned Electric Utility I/ Power Markletr

Xccl Energy Inc (cont'd) Dccpwalr Power LLC
Dcavcr City Eanrgy Associatcs, LP
Devon Power LLC
Dunkirk Power LLC

prime, inc.
El Segundo Power, LLC
Front Range Eaergy Associates, LLC
Huntley Power LLC
Indian River Power LLC
Keystone Power LLC
Long Beac Generation LUC
Louisiana Geneating LLC
Middlctown Power LLC
Montille Power LLC

Northbrook New York, LLC
Norwalk Power LLC
NRG Energy Ccnter Paxton, Inc
NRG Power Marketing Inc.
Oswcgo Harbor Power LLC
Rocky Road Power, LLC
Somerset Power LLC
Texas-Ohio Power Marketing. Inc.
Vienna Power LLC

1/ Company listed is cithr the holding company ofinvstor-owncd electric utility subisidiarics or when no holding company
stucture xists, the investor-owned utility operating company is listed

Source: EEI Power Markting Databas, updated through June 15, 2000. Scc page ii for more information.
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Catalogue of Investor-Owoed Electric Utilities, 2000 Ediso Electric Institute

COMPLETED MERGERS AND ACQUISITIONS
MAJOR INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILITIES

August 1999 thru 10/15/00

Merrer/Acauisition Effective Date

Unicom Corp. and its subsidiaries Commoowcalth Edison Co. and Commonwealth Edison Co. of 10/20/00
Indiana merged with PECO Energy Co. and its subsidiaries, PECO Energy Power Co, Susquchanna
Electric Co. and Susquehanna Power Co. under a new holding company, Exelon Corp.

CMP Group, Inc. and its subsidiary, Central Maine Power Company, merged with Energy East 09/01/00
Corporation and its subsidiary, New York State Electric & Gas Corporation. Certral Maine Power
Company is a wbolly-owned subsidiary of Energy East Corporation.

New Century Energies, Inc. and its subsidiaries. Cbcycnne Light, Fuel and Power Company. Public 08/17/00
Service Company of Colorado and Southwestern Public Service Company. merged with Northern
Sates Power Company (MN) and its subsidiary. Norhern Sates Power Company (WI), unde a new
holding company. Xcel Energy Inc.

Central and South West Corporation and it subsidiaries, Central Power & Light Public Service 06/15/00
Company of Oklahoma, Southwestern Electric Power Company and West Texas Utilities Company,
merged with American Electric Power, Inc. and its nine investor-owned electric utility subsidiaries
The former Central and South West subsidiaries arc wholly-owned subsidiaries of American Electric
Power, Inc.

National Grid USA and its subsidiaries, Granite State Electric Company, Massachustts Electric 04/19/00
Company, Narrgansett Electric Company, and Nantuctet Electric Company, merged with Easern
Utilities Associates and its subsidiaries. Blackston Valley Electric Company Eastern Edison
Company. and Newport Elctric Corporation. Under terms of the merger. Eastern Edison Company
is part of Massacusetts Electric Company while Blacksone Valley Electric Compay and Newport
Electric Corporation ae pan of Narragans Electric Company.

SIGCORP, Inc. and its subsidiary. Southern Indian Gas & Electric Company, merged with Indiana 03/31/00
Energy and formed a new holding company, Vectren Corp.'

New England Electric System (NEES) and its subsidiaries, Granite State Electric Company. 03/22/00
Massachusets Electric Company, Narragansct Electric Company, and Nantucket Electric Company,
merged with National Grid Group pic (National Grid). NEES has been rnamed National Grid USA.

SCANA Corporation and its subsidiary, South Carolina Electric & Gas Company, merged with 02/10/00
Public Service Company of North Carolina, Inc. As terms of the agrcement. Public Service
Company of North Carolina, Inc. will operate as a wholly-owned subsidiary of SCANA Corporation.

llinova Corp. and its subsidiary, Illinois Power, merged with Dynegy Inc. Illinois Power is a 02/01/00
regulated subsidiary of the holding company Dyegy, Inc.

Dominion Resources Inc and its subsidiaries, Virginia Power and North Carolina Power, merged 01/28/00
with Consolidated Natural Gas Company (CNG). CNG is a direct subsidiry of Dominion
Rsources, Inc. *

Allegheny Power, a subsidiary of Allegheny Energy, Inc. purchased West Virginia Power, a division 01/04/00
of UtiliCorp United Inc.

PacifiCorp was acquired by and became a subsidiary of ScottishPower Group. 11/30/99

CILCORP, Inc. and its subsidiary, Central Illinois Light Company, merged with the AES 10/ 1/99
Corporaion. Central Illinois Light Co. is a wholly-owned subsidiary of AES Corp.

Convergence merger. Whether the companies involved appear in other areas of the Cataloguc depends upon the post-mrger
ucturc of the company.
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Cs.talogue of Investor-Owaed Elecric Utiliies, 2000 Edio Electric Istitte

INVESTOR-OWNED ELECTRIC UTILTES
NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE

1965-ctobcr 2000

Compsan Name Merred Into/Name Chanee* Date

Adams Elcktric Light Co, Inc. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. 0825167
Albia Light and Railway Co. Sbeaton Valley Electric Coop. 10/01/89
Allegheny Power Sysem. Inc Allegheny Energy Inc. 08/07/97
Altiani Corporation Aliant Energy Corp. 0511999
Alliant Utilite/lES Utilities Inc. Aliant Ener/lES Utilities Inc 05/19/99
Alliant Urltries/lntrrste Powe Co. Aliant Enrgy/ntztate Power Co. 05/19/99
Alliant Utilities/Wisconsin Power & Light Co. Alliant Energy/uconsin Power & Light Co. 05119/99
Allied Power and Light Co. Central Vermont Public Service Corp. 03/91
Arkansas-Misuri Power Co. Arkansas Power & Light Co. 01/01/81
Arkasas Power & Light Co. EnrergyArlanas, Inc. 1996
Atlntic Energy, Inc. Conectiv 03/019
Austin Light & Power Sierra Pacific Power Co. 05/0376

Bay Point Light & Power Co. Pacific Gas and Elctric Co. 12/31/83
BEC Enegy NSTAR 08/25/99
Bells Light & Water Co. Gibson County EMC 07/0170
Berea College Electric Utility Beea College Utilits 1990
tBlatltoae Valley Electric Co. Narragansett Electric Co. 4/19/00

Boston Gas Co. (Elec. Operations) Boston Edin Co. 12/2872
Bozrah Light and Power Co. City of Groon, CT 05/05/95
Bridgcwatcr Elccic Co. Central Vermont Public Scrv. Corp. 11/01/71

CMP Group, Inc. Energy East Corp. 09/01/00
CP National Corp. (AZ) City of Fredonia 0101/O 7
CP National Corp. (CA) Lass Municpal Utility District 05 0/8
CP National Corp. (NV) Nevada Power Co. 01/01/87
CP National Corp. (OR) Oregon Trail Electric Consurs Coop. 10/01/88
Canton Elctric Light & Power Co. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. 02/18/69
Cape & Vineyard Electric Co. New Bedford Gas & Edison Light Co. 01/1/72
Canrabasset Light & Power Co. Central Maine Power Co. 12/D1/81
Casco Bay Light & Power Co. Central Maine Power Co. 12/01/65
Cedar Point Light & Water Co. llinois Power Co. 03/29/85
Ccntel Corporation (Electic Operations) UtiliCorp United. Ic. 09/30/91
Central and SobthWet Corp. American Electric Power Co, In. 06/15/00
Central Dlinois Elc. & Gas Co. Commonwcalth Edison Co. 12/66
Central llinois Pblic Servic Co. AmertnCIPS 12/31/97
Cntral Kansas Power Co, Inc. Central Kansas Electric Coop. 05/1 5/79
Central Louiiana Electric Co. Cleco Corporation 04/24/98
CILCORP Inc. AES Corporatio 10/18/99
Chcsapcake Light & Power Co. Appalachian Power Co. 1 2/288
Chcsta own Ekle Let & Pwr. Co. Dlmarva Power & Light Co. 1/23/76
CIPSCO Inc Ameren Corporatio 12/31/97
Citizens Light & Power Co. Arkansa Power & Light Co. . 1977
Cleco Corporation Clco Utility Grop, Inc. 1999
Cochran Power & Light Co. Southwestern Public Service Co. 11/01/82
Commonwealth Energy System NSTAR 08/2599
Community Light & Power Co. Central Vrmont Public Svc. Corp. 01/01/69
Conowingo Power Co. Delmarva Power & Light Co. 06/19/95
Consmers Power Co Connsuers Enery 01/01/97
Cornish Kczar Falls Lgt. Pwr. Co. Maine Power Co. 07/01/65
Crisp Power Co. Edgecombc-Martin County EMC 02/83
Coss Plains Electric Light Co. Madison Gas and Electric Co. 07122/
Crossett Electric Co. Middle South Utilities, Inc. 0266

Dallas Power & Light Co. TU Electric 01/0/14
Davenport Light & Power Co. Edgecombo-Martin County EMC 01/01/69
Dclmarva Power & Light Co, of MD Delmarva Power & Light Co. 01/01/80
Dcelrava Power & Light Co, of VA Dchmarva Power & Light Co. 01/01/S0
Domestic Elctric Scvic Inc. Carolina Power & Light Co. 0523/78

Italics indicate company name change only. Bold denotes company changes that have occurred since September 1999.
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UTILITIES NO LONGER IN EXISENCE, cout'd

Company Name Mcrted Into/Name Cblane' Date
Eastern Edison Co. Mscbsetts Electric Co. 04/19/00
Easter Utilities Assoeiate National Grid USA 04/19/00
Electric Co. Inc., The Duke Power Co. 09/212
Elkland Electric Co. Pennsylvania Electric Co. 12/23/87
Ellecville Electric Co. Central Hudson Gas & Elctric Corp. 02/67
Ellicotrville Electric Light Co. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp 04/21/69
Ely Light & Power Co. Mt Wbeeler Power Inc. 02/19/0
Enova Corporation Sempra Energy 07/01/98
ESELCO, Inc. Wisconsin Energy Corp. 05/31/98
Eureka Light & Power Co. Mt Wheeler Power Inc. 0726/72

Fall River Electric Light Co. Eastern Edison Co. 07/31/9
Fanrmr_ Electric Co. Iowa Public Service Co. 05/26/67
Fletcher Electric Light Co. Connecticut Light and Power Co., The 1027/92
Franconia Paper Corp. Inc. New Hampshire Electric Coop. 1971
Franklin Electric Light Co. Citizens Utilities Co. 08/10/93
Franklin Power & Light Co. Mid Tennessee EMC 03/71

Gideon-Anderson Lumber Co. Arkansas-Missouri Power Co. 07/24/78
Gildcrsiccvc, JR Estat Appalachian Power Co. 03/01/70
Gibnan Electic Light & Power Co. Central Vermont Public Service Corp. 08/01/68
Graben Light & Power Co. Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. 03/13/70
Greenville Electric Lighting Co. Public Service Co, of New Hampshire 06/15/1
Gi ulf Stao Utilitie Co. Euergy Glf Sates. Inc 1996

Haines Light & Power Co, Inc Alaska Electric Light & Power Co. 12/29/98
Hamdcn Newburgh Light & Power Co. Bangor Hytro-Electric Co. 12/66
Hartford Electric Light Co, 7Te Connecticut Light & Power Co. The 07/01/82
Harvys Lake Light Co. UGI Corp. 09/67
Heath Springs Light & Power Co. Lynches River Elctric Coop. 12/31/86
Hershey Electric Co. Pennsylvania Power & Light Co. 03/01/80
Home Electric Co. Pennsylvania Electric Co. 06/66
Home Light & Power Co, CO Public Service Co. of Colorado 11/01/86
Home Light & Power Co., MN Northern Staes Power Co. 06/18/86
Horton Power Co. Arizona Public Service Co. 06/01/65
Houston Indusriu. Inc. Reliant Energylnc. 02/0/99
Houston Lighing & Power Co. Rliant Energy H P 02/08/99
Huntingoo Electric Light Co. Western Massacusetts Electric Co. 07/31/1

IES Utiliriers c. Allint UtilitiIES Utilitie Inc 04/21/98
Ilinoa Corporation. Dye 02/01/00
Indian Valley Light & Power Co. Padfie Gas & Electric Co. 05/66
International Electric Co. Vermont Electric Coop. 1970
Intertae Energy Corporion Alliant Energy Corporation 05/299
Interstate Power Company Alliat Utiluticeslnrjtate Power Co 04/21/98
owa Elctc Light and Power Co. IES Utilities Inc.1231/93

low-lUinois Gas and Eloctric Co. MidAmcrican Enrg Company 07/01S95
Iowa Power and Light Co. Iow Power Inc 1990
Iowa Power Inc. Midwest Power Systems Inc 07/22/92
Iowa Public Service Co. Midwest Power Systems Inc 07/2292
Iowa Southn Utilitics Co. IES Utilitics Inc. , 12/31/93

Joanna Community Corp. Laurns Eltric Coop. 08/66

KU Enrgy Corporation LG&E Energy Corp. 05/04/98
Kansas Power and Light Co, The Western Rcsources Inc. 013 192
Kcrshaw Power & Light Co. Duke Power Co. 08/17/70
Kitay Electric Light Co. Public Service Co. of Nc Hampshire 10/01165

Lahaina Light & Power Co., Ltd Maui Electric Co., Ltd. 10/13/67
Lakc Elcctric Corp. Frmklin Electric Light Co. 01/01/80
Lake Superior District Power Co. Northrn States Power Co, WI 12 /31/86
Laona Public Service Co. Wisconsin Public Service Corp. 09/21/n76
Laurel Hill Electic Co., Inc Pee Dec Electric Membership Corp 02/01/5
LaValic Electic Co. Oakdale Electric Coop 10/0170

Italics indicat company name change only. Bold denotes company changes that have occurred since September 1999.
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UInLTIES NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE, eooL'd

Company Name Merred Into/Name Cbnege* Date
Lawrence Park Heat, Light & Power Co, The Consolidated Edison Co. of NY, Inc. 06/30/86
Lincoln Service Corp. Utah Power & Light Co. 01/01/81
Lloyd. WA, Inc. Rangclcy Power Co. 1966
Long Island Lighting Company MarketSpan Corporation 05/28/98
Louisiana Power & Light Co. Entrgy Louisian Inc. 1996

Maine Consolidated Power Co. Maine Power Co. 10/66
Manchester Electric Co. Massachusetts Elecric Co. 07/01/83
Marietta Electic Co. Monongahela Power Co. 01/66
MarketSpan Corporation KeySpan Enrgy Corporaton 09/10/98
Medicine Bow Electric Co. Hotsprings County REA, Inc.
Michigan Power Co. Indiana Michigan Power Co. 02/29/92
Middle South Utilities Inc. Enttrgy Corp. 05/19/9
Midwest Power Systems Inc. MidAmerican Energy Company 07/01/95
Minnsota Power, Inc.ALLETE 091051
Missisippi Power & Light Co. Entery Mississippi Inc. 1996
Missouri Edison Co. Union Electric Co. 12/30/83
Missoui Power & Light Co. Union Electric Co. 12/30/3
Missouri Public Service Co. UtiliCorp United Inc. 05/0185
Missouri Utilities Co. Union Electric Co. 12/30/83
Molokai Electric Co, Ltd Hawaiian Electric Co, Inc. 08/89
Montana Light and Power Co. The City of Troy, MT 12/0487
Montercy Utilities Corp., The Potomac Edison Co., The 05/31/74

Newport Eletri Co. Nrragansett Electric Co. 04/19/00
New Century Energies Xcel Energy Ie. 08/21/00
New England Elecrtri Syste (NEES) National Grid USA 03/2200
New Jersey Power & Light Co Jersey Ccntral Power & Light Co. 0801/73
New Mexico Electric Service Co. Southwstern Public Service Co. 05/013
New Orleans Public Service, Inc Energy New Oeans. Inc. 1996
NIPSCO Industies. Inc. NiSounr Inc 03/99
North Caroina Power Co. Dominion North Crolina Power 0828100
Northern Commercial Unknown 1980
Northwestern Public Servicehwest Co. No rn Coporaion 05/07/98

Old Dominion Power Co. Kentucky Utilities Co. 12/01/91
Oklahoma Gas and Electric Co. OG&E Electric Services 1995

Pacific Power & Light Co. PaifiCorp 01/9/89
Paul Electric Co. Rural Electric Co. 07/66
Paul Smith's Elec. Light & Pwr. Railroad Co. Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. 02/66
Peach Lake Utilities Inc. New York Stae Electric & Gas Corp. 10/31/80
Pecos Light & Power Co., Inc. Mora-San Miguel Electric Coop, Inc. 04/01/68
Pcabcrton Light & Water Co. Appalachian Power Ca 03/01/74
Pcnnsylvania Power & Light Company PP&L, Inc. 09/97
Peoples Utilitie, Inc. Louisiana Power & Light Co. IQ/66
Pcrkinsvillc Service Corp. Cental Vermont Public Service Corp. 05/28/71
Philadelphia Electric Co. PECO Energy Co. 1994
Philadelphia Electric Power Co. PECO Energ Power Co. 1994
Phillips Electric Light & Powr Co. Cental Maine Power Co. 10/66
Pincdalc Power & Light Co, The Unknown 1974
Pineurst Inc. Carolina Power & Light Co. 1981
Pioche Power & Light Co. Pioche Public Utilities 07/01/71
Plymouth County Electric Co. New Bedford Gas & Electric Co. 01/66
Portland General Corporation Enron Corp. . 07/01/97
Potomac Edison Co. of PA, Tbe Potomac Edison Co, The 05/3174
Potomac Edison Co. of VA The Potomac Edison Co, The 05/3174
Potomac Edison Co. of WVj The Potomac Edisoo Co, The 5/31/74
PP&L Resources, Inc PPL Corportin 02/14/00
PP&, Inc. PPL Utlides 02/14/00
Preson Electric Co. Monongahcla Power Co. 0101/88
Prudec Island Utilities Corp, Elec. Div. Newport Electric Corp. 05/15/68
PSI Resources. Inc. Cingy Corp. 1994
Public Service Ca ofIndiana PSI Energy. Inc 1990
Puget Sound Power & Light Co. Puget Sound Enrgy 04/21/97

Italics indicate company came change only. Bold denotes company changes that have occurred since September 1999.
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UTLrITES NO LONGER IN EXISTENCE, cont'd

Company Name Merged Into/Name Csange* Date
Rainey River Improvement Co. Minnesota Power 01/01/8l
Rangclcy Power Co. Central Maine Power Co. 06/30/76
Reody Creek Utilitis Co., Inc. Reedy Creek Improvement District (Municipal) 1990
Rocky Mount Mills Rocky Mount, NC Municipal 10/15169
Roger City Power Co. Consumers Power Co. 09/67

SCEcorp Edison International 1996
Sewell Valley Utilities Co. Appalachian Power Co. 0/31/72
Sbcrrard Power System lowa-llinois Gas nd Electric Co. 10/01/86
Shcrrill-Kcnwood Papra & Light Co, The The City of Shcrrill, NY 01/0177
SICCORP, Inc. Vectre Corporation 03/3100
Siler Light Plant Northern Indiana Public Service Co. 10116/72
South Shore Utility Co. Combined Locks WI Municipal
St Regis Paper Co. PUD Goldcndalc, WA 1977
Stockton Light & Power Co. Delmarva Power & Light Co 06/06/74
Stonington & Deer Isle Power Co. Bangor Hydro-Electric Co. 11/23/87
Svilar Light A Power Co., Inc. Pacific Power & Light Co. 02186

Tallahassee Utility Co. Alabama Power Co. 02/68
Texas Electric Service Co. TU Electric 01/01/84
Texas Hydro Electric Co. Guadalupe-Blanco River Authority 03/27/64
Texas Power & Light Co. TU Electric 01/01/84
Texas Power Corp. Guadalup-Blaoco River Authority 03/27/64
Thrasher, J1. Power Co. Sierra Pacific Power Co. 1966
Tigerton Electric Co. Cntral Wisconsin Electric Coop. 09/01/71
Tongas Power & Light Co. British Columbia Hydro 05/31/65
Teras Utilities Comparny T Corp. 05/14/99
vT Electric 7UElectric & Ga 05/14/99

Unkomi Corporation Exelon Corporation 10/2O/O0
Union Eectric Co. AmernUE 12/31197
Upper Peninsula Energy Corporation WPS Rsour Cororation 09/29/9
Utah Power & Light Co. PacifiCorp 01/09/89
Utilicorp United Inc. (West Virginia Power) Allegbey Power 014/00

Valley Power Co. Southern California Edison Co. 06/66
Vinalhaven Light & Power Co. Fox Island Electric Coop. 1/75
Virginia Electric and Power Co. Domninio Virginia Power 08/2d/00

WPL Holdings Inc. Alliant .04/21/91
Wapello Light & Gas Co. Iowa Southern Utilities Co. 01/0170
Washington Mills Co. Duke Power Co. 11/0167
Wa'shington Water Power Company ALsa Corp. 01/01199
Wtcrford Electric Light Co Pennsylvania Electric Co. 12/31/76
West Dunkirk Electric Line Co. Stoughton, W Municipal 10/06/69
Western Colorado Power Co. Westrn Colorado Power Energy 05/0/75
West Maryland Power Co. Monongahela Power Co. 01/66
West Virginia Power Co. UtiliCorp United Inc 05/01/85
Windber Electric Corp. Pennsylvania Electric Co 12/01/78
Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Electric Co. 01l/017
Wirconrin Power & Light Co. Alliant Utilit/Wicorui Power & Light Co. 04/1/98
Woodland Water & Electric Co. Eastern Maine Electric Coop. i2/14/76

* Italics indicate company name change only. Bold denotes company name changes that have occurred since Scptember 1999.
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-F- (cont'd) -M- (cont'd)
Florida Public Utilities Co ....................... I I Monongabela Power Co .................. 1, 6, 31, 42
FPL Group, Inc ......... . ............. 3 Montana Power Co .......................... 25, 45

Montaup Elctric Co ........................ 6, 21
-C- Mt Carmcl Public Utility Co ..................... 14
Georgia Power Co ......................... 4, 6, 12
GPU, Inc. ..................................... 3 -N-
Granite State Electric Co ...................... 3, 26 Nantahala Power & Light Co .................. 2, 29
Green Mountain Power Corp ................... 6, 39 Nantucket Electric Co . ................ 3, 21
Gulf Power Co .............................. 4, 11 Narragansen Electric Co ...................... 3. 35

National Grid Group pic .......................... 3
-H- National Grid USA .............................. 3
Hawaii Electric Light Co, Inc .................. 3,12 Nevada Power Co . ........................... 4, 25
Hawaiian Electric Co., Inc ..................... 3, 12 New England Electric Transmission Corp ......... 3, 26
Hawaiian Electric Industries, Inc ................... 3 New England Hydro-Transmission Corp .......... 3, 27
Holyoke Power and Electric Co ................. 4, 20 New England Hydro-Tranmission Elec. Co ....... 3, 21
Holyoke Water Power Co ...................... 4, 20 New England Power Co .............. 3, 6, 21,26, 39

New York State Eklctric & Gas Corp ............. 2, 28
-I- Newport Electric Corp ........................ 3, 35
IDACORP, Inc. ................................ 3 Niagara Mohawk Holdings Inc. .................. 4
Idaho Power Co ....................... 3, 13,25, 32 Niagara Mohawk Power Corp .................. 4, 29
Illinois Power Co .......................... 2, 6, 14 NISourc, Inc .................................. 4
Indiana Michigan Power Co ................. 1,14, 22 North Central Power Co.,Inc ..................... 43
lndiana-Kentucky Electric Corp ................... 31 North Counties Hydro-Electric Co ................. 14
Indianapolis Power & Light Co ................. 3, 15 Northeast Utilities .............................. 4
IPALCO Enterprises. Inc. ........................ 3 Northern Indiana Public Service Co .............. 4. 15

Northern States Power Co. - MN .......... 5, 23.30, 36
-J- Northern States Power Co. - WI ............ 5, 22, 43
Jersey Central Power & Light Co ................ 3, 27 Northwestern Corporation ................. .... 36

Northwestern Wisconsin Electric Co ............ 23, 43
-K- NSTAR ....................................... 4
Kansas City Power & Light Co .............. 6, 16, 24
Kansas Electric Power Cooperative Inc .............. 6 -0-
Kansas Gas and Electric Co .................... 5, 16 OG&E Electric Services ..................... 4, 8, 32
Kentucky Power Co .......................... 1, 17 OG&E Energy Corp. ............................ 4
Kentucky Utilities Co ................. 3,6, 17,37, 40 Ohio Edison Co ........................... 3,6, 31
KeySpan Corporation ......................... 3, 28 Ohio Power Co .............................. 1, 31
KcySpan Generation LLC ........................ 3 Ohio Valley Electric Corp ..................... 6, 31
Kimball Light and Water Co ..................... 42 Orange and Rocddnd Utilities, Inc .............. 2, 29
Kingsport Power Co .......................... 1.37 Otter Tail Power Co ...................... 23, 30, 36

-L- -P-
LG&E Energy Corp ........................... 3 Pacific Gas and Electric Co ..................... 4, 9
Lockhat Power Co ............................ 35 PacifiCorp ................ 4, 9, 13, 25, 32, 39, 41, 45
Long Sault, Inc ................................ 28 Panaca Power and Light Co ................. 2... 25
Louisville Gas and Electric Co ................ 3, 6, 17 PECO Energy Power Co ...................... 3, 33

Pelican Utility Co ........................ ....... 7
-Mb'- P u-Pennsylvania Electric Co ............. ;..... 3, 29. 33
Madison Gas and Electric Co ..................... 43 Pennsylvania Power Co ....................... 3, 33
Maine Electric Power Co, Inc .................. 6, 19 PG&E Corporation .............................. 4
Maine Public Service Co ...................... 6, 19 Pike County Light & Power Co ................. 2, 33
Maine Yankee Atomic Power Co ................ 6, 19 Pinnacle West Capital Corp ....................... 4
Massachusetts Electric Co ................. 3.. 3, 21 Pioneer Power and Light Co ..................... 43
Maui Electric Co, Ltd ........................ 3, 12 Portland General Electric Co .................. 2, 32
McGrath Light and Power ........................ 7 Potomac Edison Co .................. 1.6.19,40,42
MDU Resources Group, Inc ............. 25,30.36,45 Potomac Electric Power Co ................... 11, 20
Metropolitan Edison Co ....................... 3.33 PPL Corporation. ............................... 4
Miami Power Corp ........................... 1,31 PPL Utilities .............................. 4,6,34
Mid-State Service Co ........................... 22 PSI Energy, Inc ............................. 1,15
MidAmcrican Energy Co ................ 3, 14, 16,36 Public Service Co. of Colorado .................. 5, 9
MidAmerican Energy Holdings Co ................. 3 Public Svc. Co. of Ncw Hampshire ............ 4, 6, 27
Minnesota Power ............................ 1, 23 Public Service Co. of New Merico ................ 28
Mississippi Power Co ......... 4.. ...... 4, 23 Public Service Co. of Oklahoma ................ 1, 32
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-P- (cot'd) -V-
Public Service Electric and Gas Co .............. 4, 27 Vectrm, In .................... ............. 5
Public Service Entprise Group, Inc ................ 4 Vermont Electic Power Co., Inc ................ 6, 39
Pugct Sound Eergy ............................ 41 Vermont Electric Transmission Co, Inc ............ 39

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp ............ 6, 40

-R-

Reliant Energy HLP ........................ 4, 3 -W-
Reliant Energy, Inc. ............................. 4 Wa Light & Power Co ........................ 42
RGS Energy Group, Inc ......................... 4 Wellsboro Electric Co .......................... 34
Rochester Electric Light & Power Co .............. 39 West Hrison Gas & Electric Co ............. 1, 15,31
Rocester Gas and Elecric Corp ................ 4. 29 West Penn Power Co ....................... 1, 6. 34
Rockland Electric Co ......................... 2, 27 West Texas Utilites Co ....................... 1,38

Western Massahusetts Electric Co ............ 4,6,21
.-S-. Western Resourc Inc ..................... 5,6, 16

Safe Harbor Wter Power Corp ................. 6. 34 Wstfild Electric Co .......................... 44
San Diego Gas & Electric Co .................... 4,9 Wheeling Power Co .......................... 1,42
Savnnah Electric and Power Co ............... 4, 12 Wisconsin Elecric Power Co ............ 5. 5,22, 44
SCANA Corp ................................. 4 Wisconsin Energy Corp .......................... 5
ScottishPower .................................. 4 Wisconsin Public Service Corp ............ 5, 6, 2244
Sanpra Energy ................................ 4 Wiconsin River Powr Co ................... 6,44
Sirra Pacific Power Co ..................... 4, 9, 26 Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corp ............. 6, 17
Sirra Pacific Rsourcs .......................... 4 Wolvarie Power Co .......................... 22
SIGCORP, Inc ................................. 4 WPS Resources Corp ............................ 5
South Beloit Watr, Gas and Electric Co ....... 1, 14, 43
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co ............... 4, 36 -X-
South Carolina Generating Co, Inc .............. 4,36 Xcd Energy Inc ................................ 5
Southern California Edison Co .................. 2, 9
Southern California Wate Co ................... 1, 9 -Y-
Southern Co ............................... 4 Yankee Atomic Electric Co .................... 6, 21
Southen Electric Generting Co ............... 4, 6, 7 York Haven Power Co ........................ 3, 34
Southern Indiana Gas mad Elctric Co .......... 5,6, 15
Southwestern Electric Power Co ........... 1, 8, 1, 38
Southwestern Electric Service Co ............... 5, 38
Southwestern Public Service Co ....... 5,16, 28,32,38
St. Joseph Light & Power Co ..................... 24
Superior Water, Light and Power Co ............. 1,44
Susquehanna Electric Co ...................... 3, 34
Susquehanna Power Co ....................... 3, 34
System Energy Resources, Inc .................. 3.23

-T-
Tampa Electric Co ......................... 5. 11
TECO Energy. Inc .............................. 5
Texas-New Mexico Power Co ............... 5, 27, 38
TNP Enterpriss, Ic ........................... 5
Tolado Edison Co .......................... 3,6,31
Tucson Electric Power Co ...................... 5, 8
TU Corp. .................................... 5
TXU Electric & Gas ..................... '... 5,38

-U-
UGI Corp ..................................... 5
UGI Utiities, Inc ............................ 5,34
Union Light, Heat & Power Co ................. 1,17
Union Power Co .............................. 42
UniSorce Energy Corp .......................... 5
United lHluminating Co .... ,................. 5,6,10
United Light & Power Co ..................... 42
UNrlM Corp .................................. 5
Upper Peniula Power Co .................... 5, 22
UtiliCorp United Inc ............. :..... 9,16, 24,42
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the summers of 1998, 1999, and 2000, electric system reliability problems were regular
front-page news. The reliability of the power system, however, should not be viewed as only a
short-term, summertime issue. In much of the country, electricity use (particularly peak demand)
is expected to grow rapidly, and power supplies will probably be strained for many years to
come.

A range of solutions have been proposed to address electric system reliability problems and
reduce the likelihood of power outages. These solutions include constructing new power plants,
expanding the transmission and distribution system, implementing load control programs,
improving energy efficiency, and investing in distributed generation resources (e.g., combined
heat and power systems [CHP]). An approach limited to only supply-side solutions would create
additional pollution as well as political opposition to siting these new facilities. Energy
efficiency, on the other hand, offers a low-cost alternative that reduces the need for additional
central station generation and distribution capacity while reducing pollutant emissions and
saving consumers and businesses billions of dollars. In this report, we discuss how demand-side
efficiency could make a substantial and cost-effective contribution to addressing power
reliability problems.

With reliability problems occurring in the short term and likely to persist for awhile, utility
companies (or other appropriate program administrators) should design and implement programs
that will have a substantial impact on peak demand within the next 1-5 years. In order to achieve
this objective, the programs must:

* Save energy at peak hours.
* Have enough impact on dominant loads that massive savings would result;
* Use technologies and practices that are already proven and in the market; and
* Build upon program designs that have been demonstrated to be successful.

Based on these criteria, three areas jump out as having the most potential: efficient heating,
ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment; proper installation, maintenance, and use
of HVAC and other building systems; and commercial sector lighting.

In the following sections we recommend six programs that could cover these end-uses. The
six programs are:

1. new and replacement residential cooling systems;
2. residential cooling systems tune-up and repair;
3. commercial and industrial HVAC equipment;
4. commercial building retrocommissioning and maintenance;

iii
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5. commercial and industrial lighting retrofit acceleration; and
6. commercial and industrial lighting design enhancement.

Next, we discuss information on these suggested programs, including data on estimated
program costs and impacts. Overall we find that each of these programs would likely be cost-
effective relative to other peak demand supply or peak demand reduction options, particularly
when the value of both energy and peak demand savings are included in the analysis. Further
details on each program, including suggestions for program planning, and savings and cost-
effectiveness analysis, are provided in Appendix C.

Overall, the six recommended programs could reduce peak electrical demand in 2010 by
about 64,000 megawatts (MW). These savings would negate about 40%° of the growth in peak
demand predicted over the next decade. About 45% of the savings would be due to the new
residential air conditioner program. The commercial retrocommissioning program and the
commercial lighting upgrade programs would each account for about 15% of the savings, while
the other three programs would account for 11% (residential air conditioning repair), 8%
(commercial lighting design), and 6% (commercial HVAC equipment).

In order to capture the peak demand savings possible from energy efficiency, we recommend
the following actions.

* Policy-makers should consider efficiency programs as an essential complement to
supply-side programs and load management in efforts to assure system reliability.

* Utility companies (orother appropriate program administrators) should begin developing
and implementing major peak reduction programs as soon as possible so that programs
would start by the end of 2000, and also should undertake sufficient installations so that
they begin to have an impact on the 2001 summer peak.

* State utility commissions should encourage, or even require, utilities or other
organizations under their jurisdiction to develop and implement energy efficiency
programs targeted at reducing peak demand.

* The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) should provide technical assistance to states,
utilities, and other program sponsors to help them develop and implement energy
efficiency and other programs targeting peak demand.

* States should adopt funding mechanisms for energy efficiency and other public benefit
fund (PBF) programs. In addition, as part of federal restructuring legislation, the federal
government should encourage states to set up and expand PBFs by establishing a national
fund to match state PBF expenditures.

iv
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Congress should also consider pending tax credits on high-efficiency residential air
conditioners and energy-saving new commercial buildings as a complement to the
programs listed here.

v
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THE PROBLEM: GROWING RELIABILITY PROBLEMS

In the summers of 1998, 1999, and 2000, electric system reliability problems were regular
firont-page news. In 1998 there were power interruptions, brownouts, and requests for voluntary
curtailments in Chicago, Colorado, Michigan, and New York (Cowart 1999). In 1999, blackouts
occurred in New York City, Chicago, Long Island, New Jersey, the Delmarva Peninsula, and the
South-Central States (DOE 2000a). In June 2000, rolling blackouts occurred in California and
there were close calls in several other regions (e.g., Pennsylvania/New Jersey and New England)
(Howe 2000; Norr 2000; Penn Future 2000). During this past summer, supplies were extremely
tight in New England, New York, California, and the Southwest (NERC 2000a); if had not been
a cool summer in much of the country, reliability problems could have been much worse.

The summer months are particularly taxing on the electric system. Soaring temperatures lead
to increased peak demand as consumers and businesses crank up their air conditioners to stay
cool. The greatest demand for air conditioning generally occurs in the mid-afternoon hours,
coinciding with the highest demand for other electricity uses such as for lighting businesses and
powering factories. High temperatures also negatively impact the performance of electricity
generation, transmission, and distribution equipment, reducing the availability of generation and
transmission capacity and increasing the likelihood of distribution system failures. As a result,
the electricity system is called on to meet the highest demand at the time when its components
are most prone to problems.

Electric reliability problems tend to be of two types - regional and local. Regional problems
occur throughout a utility service area, oroften throughout a regional power pool, when available
generating capacity is unable to meet peak demand. For example, on July 23, 1999, Entergy, a
major utility serving parts of Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, and Mississippi, needed 900 MW of
additional power to meet customer demand. To make up this shortfall, Entergy had to resort to
"rolling blackouts" in which it shut off power to thousands of customers at a time, then after
20-30 minutes, restored power to these customers and shut off power to another group of
customers (DOE 2000a). Local problems occur in more geographically limited areas and can be
due to a shortage of adequate transmission or distribution capacity to get power into a particular
local area (as was the cause of the rolling blackouts in San Francisco on June 14, 2000) or can
be due to failure of distribution equipment such as transformers or switches that are most prone
to fail when high demand and high temperatures coincide (as was the cause of the 1999
blackouts in Chicago and New York City). The distinction between regional and local problems
is far from absolute; some reliability problems are due to a combination of factors and lie in
between these two categories. For example, on July 5-8, 1999, a heat wave in the New
Jersey/Delaware area caused both a regional shortage of power and localized cable and
switchgear problems, leading to the failure of several substations and rotating blackouts in a
portion of the region (DOE 2000a).
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The reliability of the power system should not be viewed as only a short-term issue. In much
of the country, electricity use (particularly peak demand) is expected to grow rapidly, and power
supplies will probably be strained for many years to come. For example, the California
Independent System Operator expects peak demand to grow about 1,000 MW annually through
the end of their forecast period (CEC 1999). Likewise, a March 2000 reliability study on the
Northwest power system concluded that "the probability of a generation shortfall reaches
approximately 24% by 2003." The study recommended that in order to reduce this probability
to 5% (the traditional utility planning target), about 3,000 MW of new resources (generating
capacity and voluntary load reductions) will be needed (NPPC 2000). Nationwide, the North
American Electric Reliability Council (comprised of most of the power generating and
distribution companies in the United States) predicts that peak demand will grow an average of
1.8% annually over the next 9 years. Projected growth in summer peak in the different regions
of the country totals 128,000 MW over this period (NERC 2000a).

A range of solutions have been proposed to address electric system reliability problems and
reduce the likelihood of power outages, including constructing new powerplants, expanding the
transmission and distribution system, implementing load control programs, improving energy
efficiency, and investing in distributed generation resources (e.g., combined heat and power
systems). Building additional generation, transmission, and distribution capacity can be very
expensive, particularly when the power is only needed for a limited number of hours each year.
For example, a recent analysis found that:

In Florida, 15% of the capacity in the system is needed less than 1% of the hours
in a year. For the sake of analysis assume it is 0.5% of the hours in a year.
Therefore, a new combined cycle turbine generator built to run only 43.5 hours
a year would need a price of more than $1,260/MWh [$1.26/kWh] during those
hours to be profitable (Energy Insight 1998).

Upgrading transmission systems can also be costly. For example, the Long Island Power
Authorityjust completed a $65 million project to build a new transmission line to serve portions
of eastern Long Island. The line has a capacity of about 120 MW (i.e., $542/kilowatt [kW]) but
with $7 million additional investment, the capacity could be doubled (i.e., a total cost of
$300/kW) (Milhous 1999; PII 2000). Moreover, transmission upgrades are often only a short-
term solution to reliability problems because with continued growth in peak demand, in many
regions peak demand will soon exceed available generation capacity. And heat waves often
extend across power pools, meaning that power is not available to transmit from one region to
another, even if transmission capacity is available. For example, on July 5-8, 1999, heat waves
hit the New England, New York, and Pennsylvania/Jersey/Maryland (PJM) power pools
simultaneously, causing brownouts and blackouts across the region. Furthermore, additional
power generation imposes costs to the environment and public health - electricity generation
is a leading source of the air pollution that contributes to global warming and increases the

2
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incidence and severity of iLoad Control, Distributed Generation, and Fuel Switching
asthma and other respiratory

and cardiopulmonary diseases. Load control, meaning shifting some loads from peak periods to off-

These environmental and peak periods, could make a significant contribution to reducing peak

health issues, along with demand. Many utilities (as well as some non-utility organizations) pay
con s a t te customers to participate in programs under which the utility installs

C o n c e r n s a b o u t t h e radio-controlled switches to turn air conditioners and water heaters off
disappearance of open space during peak demand periods. Programs also give large customers
and added noise, are driving Idiscount rates for "interruptible loads" that the utility can shut off on

community opposition to i short notice. And some experinental progrars are allowing customers

power plants and transmission to participate in regional power bidding pools, but instead of bidding
to supply power, customers can bid to interrupt power to their facilities

line construction across the (CAISO 2000). In 1998 (the last year for which complete data are
country. available), load control programs reduced peak demand by 13,640

MW (EIA 1999a). Given the substantial contributions to date of load

In contrast, energy control programs, it is unclear how much more these programs could
efficiency offers a low-cost save but clearly there is some additional potential.

alternative. that could reducealternative that coulDistributed generation includes renewable generation technologies
the need for additional central (e.g,. wind and biomass) as well as on-site generation systems. One
station generation and type of on-site system that is receiving a lot of attention is combined

distribution capacity while heat and power systems, which produce both electricity and thermal
reducing pollutant emissions energy, resulting in the capture of up to 80% of the energy contained

in the fuel. A major initiative is now underway in the United States to
and saving consumers and & double CHP capacity over the next 10 years. This goal is ambitious
businesses billions of dollars. and would require about 50,000 MW of new capacity by 2010; given
In the following sections we the need for a ramp-up period, perhaps 10,000-20,000 MW of
discuss how demand-side additional capacity could result over the next 5 years (Ellion 2000). To

efficiency could make a this total, projections indicate that on the order of 3,000 MW ofefficiency could make a I
substantial and cost-effective renewable generation capacity is likely to be added over the next 5

substantial and cost-effective| years EIA 1999b)years (EIA 1999b).
contribution to addressing
power reliability problems. Another approach for reducing peak demand would be to switch
Load control and distributed some electric loads to other energy sources such as natural gas. Since
generation could also help air conditioning is a major driver of peak demand, air conditioning is

reduce peak demand and are a particularly attractive load for fuel switching. Over the last decade,
discussed in the sidebar. much progress has been made in developing improved gas cooling

equipment including many new chillers and unitary air conditioners,
However, given projected | which use a natural gas engine in lieu of an electric motor to drive the
growth in peak demand of compressor. The American Gas Cooling Ccntcr estimated that units
more than 100,000 MW, load with a total cooling capacity of 20-30 million tons have been installed,

control and distributed including annual installations of about 0.2 million tons. and current
targets are to increase annual additions by 0.5 million tons in 5 years

generation would be only part (Occhionero 2000). If we roughly assume that this equipment displaces
of the solution to reliability electric air conditioners and chillers with an average efficiency of 0.8
problems - additional steps kW/ton, total peak capacity savings could be on the order of 2,000
would also be needed. MW over the next 5 years if these targets are met

3
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REDUCING PEAK DEMAND THROUGH ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Since increased peak demand is the heart of reliability problems, efforts designed to reduce
peak demand must be an important part of any strategy to improve electric system reliability.
The difference in load between a normal day and a peak day is primarily driven by air
conditioning, and thus strategies to reduce cooling loads and improve the efficiency of cooling
systems must be a central part of any strategy to reduce peak loads. In addition, commercial
lighting loads are
generally substantialgenerally substantial Figure 1. Distribution of Summer Peak Demand
during weekday by End-Use for New Jersey
afternoons when peak
demand generally Industrial .,oe
occurs. Key loads on a 14%
typical peak demand Reigeraton 19% B Residential

Figure I. /s o

Economics I 2.9% Refrigeraion
23% Usc.

1.0% Water Heating

Energy efficiency Commercil A% Lightng

programs directed at s3%
reducing peak demand
can often be cheaper per
kW saved than the cost Source: XENERGY Inc. 1999.
of alternative power
supply and power
reduction strategies. For example, a recent Commonwealth Edison pilot project in Chicago
commissioned (checked and reset controls and other system components) the cooling systems
in 11 large commercial buildings. The work reduced peak demand by about 2 MW, reducing
demand at an average cost to the utility of $132/kW saved (Kessler et al. 1999). Assuming an
average measure life of 7 years (as discussed in Appendix C), this works out to $24/kW-year (the
standard index of the cost of electric generation capacity), substantially less than the typical
$47/kW-year capital cost of a new peaking power plant (see Appendix A). Similarly, the
incremental cost of a high-efficiency commercial chiller or packaged cooling system relative to
standard equipment is on the order of $31-44/kW-year (see Table 1 below). In other cases,
efficiency investments may cost a little more per kW-year but would still be cost-effective
because power plants have significant operating costs while efficient equipment has lower
operating costs than standard-efficiency equipment. For example, while a residential air
conditioning tune-up costs nearly $100/kW-year, due to the substantial energy savings, it costs

4
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on the order of $0.07 per kilowatt-hour (kWh) saved,' significantly less than the cost of
summertime power in most regions of the United States. Similarly, advanced lighting design
costs more than $100/kW-year, but on an annual basis the energy savings work out to
approximately $0.03/kWh, significantly less than the average annual electric rate paid by most
commercial 'customers. 2 Table 1 compares the approximate costs of a variety of peak demand-
reduction and power supply strategies.

Table 1. Cost/kW for Different Demand Reduction and Power Supply Strategies

Option Cost/Peak kW-vear

Supply-Side
Peaking power plant (capital only) $47
Peaking power (including operating costs) $55
Transmission upgrade (e.g., S. Fork of Long Island) $22
Local distribution upgrades $20-60

Note: In many cases both new power plants and transmission/distribution upgrades would be needed - doing
one without the other would go only part of the way in addressing some reliability problems.

Demand-Side
More efficient chiller $44
More efficient packaged commercial cooling system $31
More efficient residential air conditioners $62
Residential cooling system tune-up $98
Commissioning of existing commercial buildings $58
Commercial lighting upgrade $25
Commercial lighting design $125
Residential air conditioning load control $53
Residential water heater load control S92
Commercial & industrial interruptible rates S44

Note: Demand-side measures also save cnergy, when the value of these energy savings is considered, even
measures costing $100/kW-year or more would be cost-effective. Details on these calculations are provided in
Appendix A.

In addition to being cost-effective from a direct economic point of view, efficiency
investments often produce indirect benefits as well, such as better lighting, more effective
cooling, improved worker productivity, and the health care savings and environmental benefits
associated with reduced emissions from power plants.

Measure costs, life, and discount rate per-Appendix A. Energy savings based on Appendix C and a
national average energy use for residential central air conditioners of 2,109 kWh/year (ELA 1999c).

2 Calculation based on data in Appendix A and further assuming that lights operate an average of 4,000
hours/year.
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Historic Experience

Energy efficiency is already contributing substantially to reducing peak demand. Since the
1980s, many utilities have operated energy efficiency and load management programs.
Nationwide, these programs have yielded significant peak demand savings. As shown in Figure
2, actual demand savings climbed steadily from 1992 to1995, with 1995 savings of 29,600 MW,
which was 4.8% of
sunmmer peak demand in Figure 2. Actual Peak Load Reductions from Energy Efficiency
that year.' and Load Management Programs, 1992-1998

Unfortunately, in the 356. .oo --------------------------------------
mid-1990s, as electric

30.000o ---------------------------------------
industry restructuring
began, many utilities cut 2.-000 ----- ...... _

back spending on their 20.000 - - '

energy efficiency and s i
] 2s.ooo I:_ i '-'.- ;.- "..%: m*c* -"~ : *:i.-::- ':

rates. As a result, peak Yea
demand savings began
to fall in absolute terms Source: ACEEE analysis of Energy Information Administration reports and
(e.g., actual nationwide Form 861 data
demand reductions in
1997 were 14% lower
than in 1996). Furthermore, available 4 nationwide peak reductions fell even more relative to

previous utility power supply plans. For example, available peak reductions in 1998 were 24%
lower than plans for 1998 made in 1993 (see Figure 3). 5 Thus, cutbacks in energy efficiency and

load management programs have contributed to rising peak demand, and by extension, to our
current reliability problems.

Calculation based on summer peak demand in 1995 of 620249 MW (NERC 2000b).

"Available" demand reductions include actual reductions plus load management reductions that are under
contract but are not caled upon

n In 19936. utiliesprojectd available peak loadreductions in 1998of55163 MW (EIA 1995). In i998,
available peak load reductions were only 41.430 MW(EIA 1999a).

6available pe
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New Opportunities

It is time to reverse these recent trends and reinvigorate energy efficiency programs. Past
programs illustrate the magnitude of savings that can be achieved, but significantly greater
savings would be possible by focusing on new technologies and services that were not readily
available in the mid-1990s. In the sections below we discuss some of the most prominent of
these opportunities.

Furthermore, programs targeting peak demand could be be a useful complement to other
energy efficiency strategies now being pursued. In several regions of the country, utilities and
regional organizations are operating market transformation programs that seek to make specific

energy-saving goods and

Figure 3. Projected vs. Actual services normal practice
Available Peak Reductions for 1998 by addressing market

barriers that impede their

c 60000 - 1993 Projected Available. Among the meases
o 50000 being pursued in this
o6 50000
X 400S - - =- g X phorf manner are proper air

_ 40000 .- < conditioner installation
g n30000 J Actual Available
X; and maintenance,

ov 20000. .. .o 20000 building commissioning,
=* 10000 and advanced lighting
. o --- 1---- design practices.

1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Programs to promote

Year these measures in the
short term in order to

Source: ACEEE analysis of Energy Information Administration reports and reduce peak demand
Form 861 dam could help to accelerate

long-term market
transformation. Likewise,

these longer-term market transformation efforts could build on the momentum generated by
short-term peak reduction programs in order to continue to reduce peak demand in the longer
term.

KEY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM OPTIONS

With reliability problems occurring in the short term and likely to persist for awhile, utility
companies (or other appropriate program administrators) should design and implement programs
that will have a substantial impact on peak demand within the next 1-5 years. In order to achieve
this objective, the programs must:

7
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* Save energy at peak hours;
* Have enough impact on dominant loads that massive savings will result;
* Use technologies and practices that are already proven and in the market; and
* Build upon program designs that have been demonstrated to be successful.

Based on these criteria, three areas jump out as having the most potential: efficient HVAC
equipment; proper installation, maintenance, and use of HVAC and other building systems; and
commercial sector lighting.

Within each of these areas are an array of activities to save energy and reduce peak demand.
For most, a complex of actions oriented at vendors, designers, and service providers would be
required to achieve the largest possible savings. This brings out an important point. Big savings
could be achieved through efficiency in a relatively modest time, but only if the sponsor commits
to managing a small family of initiatives, each of which would require some technical and
market sophistication. The days where utilities could gamer 70% of the available savings
through simple lighting rebates are over. As we note in the lighting section, the simplest
initiatives may result in the fastest savings, but these would diminish quickly in comparison to
what would happen without the program.

These areas of opportunity include systems in the residential, commercial, and industrial
sectors. Given large differences in how equipment and services are provided to the residential
and commercial/industrial sectors, separate programs should be organized to serve these sectors.

In the following sections we describe six specific recommended programs. Additional details
on these suggested programs, including information on estimated program costs and impacts,
are provided in Appendix C. The six programs are:

1. new and replacement residential cooling systems;
2. residential cooling systems tune-up and repair,
3. commercial and industrial HVAC equipment;
4. commercial building retrocommissioning and maintenance;
5. commercial and industrial lighting retrofit acceleration; and
6. commercial and industrial lighting design enhancement

New and Replacement Residential Cooling Systems Program

In most regions of the country, central cooling dominates the residential contribution to peak
demands. In New Jersey, for example, residential customers are estimated to represent
approximately one-third of system peak demands and central air conditioners are estimated to

8
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represent 52% of that contribution (XENERGY Inc. 1999). 6 The operating efficiency of the
equipment has a major bearing on the magnitude of that contribution. Operating efficiency is
itself a function of two major factors: the nameplate efficiency of the equipment itself and the
way it is installed and maintained.

Over 6 million residential-sized central air conditioners and heat pumps are sold annually in
the United States. Unfortunately, fewer than 4% of all new units sold in the United States have
efficiency ratings of seasonal energy efficiency ratio (SEER) 13 or higher; roughly three-quarters
are rated at or near SEER 10, the lowest efficiency rating available on the market (ARI 1998).
In addition, numerous studies from around the country suggest that new central air conditioners
and heat pumps arc oversized by an average of 1 ton of capacity. The same studies also suggest
that roughly 70% of all new systems have inadequate airflow, incorrect levels of refrigerant, or
both (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999). The savings potential from addressing both of these
opportunities - combined energy savings of 40-50% and combined peak demand savings of
25-40% - would be substantial.

We designed our recommendations in Appendix C to address both ofthese opportunities. We
model our recommendation program after similar programs in New Jersey. The program's goal
would be to transform the market to one in which quality installations of high-efficiency
equipment become common practice. It would accomplish that goal through a combination of
interrelated strategies:

* Incentives for the sale orpurchaseofhigh-efficiency equipment for which documentation
of proper sizing and installation would be provided;

* Training of HVAC technicians on key elements of quality installations;
* Sales training for contractors (i.e., how to sell efficiency);
* Direct marketing to HVAC distributors and contractors through "circuit niders;"
* Promotion of HVAC technician certification; and
* Aggressive consumer marketing/education campaign on key elements and benefits of

efficiency.

6 Note that central air conditioning represents 63% of single family homes' contribution to the New Jersey
system peak demand (XENERGY Inc.1999). Note also that the saturation of central air conditioning is growing, in
part because the saturation in new construction is much higher (almost universal) than in existing homes. Thus, the
contribution of residential HVAC systems to utility system peaks would also be higher in states with a larger share
of single-family homes and a younger housing stock, as well as in states with warmer climates, higher saturations
of central cooling, and below average presence of heavy industry.

9
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Residential Cooling Systems Tune-Up and Repair Program

As noted above, central air conditioners and heat pumps dominate the residential contribution
to utility peak demand. They are also usually installed incorrectly, with improper refrigerant
charging and inadequate airflow over the coil having particularly adverse impacts on equipment-
operating efficiency. These problems persist throughout the life of the equipment. In addition,
most central air conditioners and heat pumps are connected to ducted distribution systems that
are very leaky, with 20% or more of the air flowing through them leaking to or from the
outdoors.' Treating both charge/airflow and duct leakage problems on a retrofit basis could save
an average of 24% of the energy and 14% of the contribution to peak demand made by the
average central air conditioner or heat pump (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999). Moreover, such
treatments should improve comfort in the home, reduce maintenance costs, and extend
equipment life.

Unfortunately, many HVAC technicians have neither the training nor the tools necessary to
diagnose and treat refrigerant charge and airflow problems. Moreover, precious few of the
technicians who do have the ability to identify and treat these problems routinely do so. The
situation is even worse with respect to leaky duct systems. In most of the country, there are at
best a handful of specialists capable of effectively treating duct leakage problems.

We designed our recommendations in Appendix C to address the market barriers to realizing
the substantial savings possible from improving the operating efficiency of existing central air
conditioners and heat pumps. We model the program after a similar program currently being
implemented by Proctor Engineering for San Diego Gas and Electric (SDG&E). The program's
long-term goal is to transform the market to one in which there are a number of HVAC
technicians capable of diagnosing and treating HVAC efficiency problems working for HVAC
firms that see sales of such services as a core part of their business. The program would
accomplish that goal through a combination of interrelated strategies:

Modest consumer incentives for both assessment of HVAC systems and treatment of any
problems identified;

* Aggressive consumer marketing campaign to promote the hiring of qualified HVAC
contractors to assess and treat operating efficiency problems;

' The average leakage rate from 19 differentstudies from across the country was 270 CFM, (CFM=cubic
feet per minute) (Neme, Proctor. & Nadel 1999). CFMU is commonly used as a metric for duct leakage because
the pressures created when an air handler is "on" typically average about 25 pascals. A typical 3 ton central air
conditioner should have an airflow rate of 1,200 CFM. Thus, duct leakage of 270 CFM, represents roughly 22%
of system airflow.

10
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* Direct marketing to HVAC contractors (through "circuit riders") to encourage them to
participate in the program;

* Providing interested contractors with: (1) easy-to-use software for guiding diagnosis and
treatment of key HVAC operating-efficiency problems; and (2) the training on how to
use such software;

* A quality control mechanism to ensure both that any remedial work performed on HVAC
systems would be done properly and that any contractors submitting fraudulent data
would be identified and removed from the program; and

* A mechanism for referring interested customers to qualified HVAC contractors.

Commercial and Industrial HVAC Equipment Program

Commercial and industrial (C&I) heating, ventilating and air conditioning is probably the
single largest contributor to summer peak demand. Yet the HVAC systems on the market today
vary substantially in energy efficiency. Peak air conditioning demand could be reduced by an
average of about 20% if purchasers chose the most efficient models, rather than average
performers. In commercial applications, the high-efficiency systems typically save enough in
operating costs to pay back in 3 to 5 years.

The goal of this program is to assure the efficient selection and installation of cooling and
air distribution systems in the commercial and industrial sectors. There are two primary
components - chiller system efficiency and packaged HVAC system efficiency. In each case,
"system efficiency" incorporates efficient equipment, and proper specification, design, and
installation. Utilities (or otherprogram sponsors) could significantly reduce peak demand simply
by assuring selection of efficient systems, but could save much more through influencing design
and installation practices.

There are two major ways to capture the savings from high-efficiency cooling equipment:
voluntary programs such as the Consortium for Energy Efficiency's (CEE) packaged equipment
standards, and mandatory standards. Both approaches are needed to help reduce demand.

While consumers and commercial buildings could save money by choosing efficient systems,
many unitary systems are purchased by building contractors who have no concern with operating
cost. Here, mandatory standards would provide the best long-term payoffbut voluntary programs
would help pave the way. Standards for small commercial systems (expected by 2001) will likely
increase performance 10-20%. Setting a strong new federal standard for small commercial air
conditioning and heat pump systems could eliminate the need for approximately 4,500 MW of
peak generating capacity-by 2010, and nearly triple that by 2020 (Thorne, Kubo, & Nadel
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2000b). Additional savings would be available from larger systems and also from promotion and
incentive programs on small commercial equipment.

For packaged equipment, the proposed program focuses on marketing higher-efficiency units
not only to achieve direct effects, but to influence federal standard-setting procedures; high near-
term penetration would help support a nearer-term and more stringent standard. The program
would also help accelerate acceptance and state and local adoption of the chiller efficiency levels
in the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.
(ASHRAE) 90.1-1999 standard.

However, there are savings on chiller efficiency available beyond the ASHRAE standard.
Furthermore, savings from system design and installation will largely be influenced by market
forces because these elements are difficult to incorporate into standards. For these reasons, and
also to help increase the political and market receptivity to standards, the program should offer
a system of rebates, vendor and customer marketing, technical assistance, and training designed
to build market demand for efficient equipment, and good systems design and installation, while
also assuring that contractors will be able to meet this demand.

Program success would require a close working relationship with key vendors as well as
customers. Implementors must be encouraged to work with customers and to ascend a ladder of
sophistication in HVAC system design, as described below:

Step 1. Select efficient equipment.
Step 2. Properly size equipment
Step 3. Design efficiency into chiller distribution systems and packaged system ducts.
Step 4. Reduce heat-producing loads (e.g., lighting and computers) before sizing and

designing large systems.
Step 5. Employ efficient installation and commissioning practices.

While each of these elements adds complexity to the program, the program administrator
should add them incrementally as capability is added, and customers should access the program
at the level of their own motivation and capability.

Commercial Building Retrocommissioning and Maintenance Program

In most regions of the United States, commercial buildings account for a larger portion of
peak demand than any other sector. But very few of the complex cooling, electrical, and
distribution systems in these facilities are properly tuned. That's why so many workspaces are
either too hot or too cold. Often, the systems were installed improperly; in other cases, they have
fallen out of synch as control settings and building uses change. Retrocommissioning such
buildings - optimizing their energy-using systems - could significantly cut energy use.

12
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Instituting good operations and maintenance procedures could add to the savings, as well as help
to ensure that savings are maintained over time.

As noted above, a recent Commonwealth Edison pilot project commissioned 11 large
commercial buildings in Chicago, reducing peak demand by about 2 MW. Total annual savings
were more than 6 million kWh, and nearly half a million dollars. The average cost to the utility
per kW saved was $132 (Kessler et al. 1999). Another study found average energy savings of
nearly 20% in 44 building commissioning projects on existing commercial buildings. The
majority paid for themselves in less than a year (Gregerson 1997). A 1998 study estimated that
by 2010, programs to commission existing buildings could reduce U.S. energy use by about 60
billion kWh (Suozzo and Nadel 1998). In addition to saving energy, these improvements would
result in substantial peak demand reductions.

One impediment is the limited number of qualified commissioning engineers. And building
owners are often unaware of the services commissioning engineers can provide. Both problems
could readily be addressed. For example, Oregon's Portland General Electric is promoting
commissioning to building owners and paying half the cost of commissioning services for local
buildings, along with part of the costs to implement the recommendations (Peterson and Findlay
1999). In New York State, a pilot program to retrocommission chiller systems and reduce peak
demand was started in June 2000 and by August 2000 more than 130 participants had signed up.
These retrocommissioning projects were implemented in August and September and a report
summarizing the program's results is scheduled for completion in late 2000 (Henderson 2000).

Building on these results, we recommend that utilities and other local program implementers
operate programs with the goal of promoting widespread retrocommissioning (commissioning
of existing buildings) and proper maintenance of large commercial buildings. Key program
components should include:

* Local market research, to understand the current state of commissioning knowledge and
skills among potential commissioning customers and providers and to explore proposed
intervention strategies with these audiences;

* Education for building owners and facility managers to familiarize these decision-makers
with the opportunities and benefits of commissioning and to provide information on how
to obtain quality services;

* Local demonstration projects and case studies to help promote retrocommissioning
locally;
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Establishing a benchmarking system to help building owners assess the performance of
their buildings relative to other buildings. Such a system could inspire owners of
inefficient buildings to explore strategies to improve building performance;

* Active marketing efforts to encourage building owners and managers to retrocommission
their buildings;

* Commissioning service provider training and technical assistance to help local engineers
gain the skills and experience to provide commissioning services;

* Maintenance staff training and certification to help staff gain skills to improve systems
operation including helping to keep buildings in tune afterthey have been commissioned;
and

· Financial incentives to reduce the cost of commissioning services.

Commercial and Industrial Lighting Retrofit Acceleration Program

Overall, lighting accounts for about 25% of summer peak demand in the commercial sector,
the second largest share after air conditioning. Lighting energy use could be cut by 30-50% in
buildings that have never improved their lighting systems through use of "first wave"
technologies that conservation programs have already popularized in new construction (e.g., T-8
lamps, electronic ballasts, compact fluorescent lamps, and metal halide lighting) as well as more
advanced measures (e.g., high-quality fixtures, high-intensity fluorescent lamps, improved
lighting controls, and good design) (EPA 1999). A study for the California Energy Commission
estimated that savings of roughly 33% are available in new buildings, beyond California's
stringent building codes, with higher savings (on the order of 48%) available in existing
buildings (Heschong-Mahone Group 1997).

Nevertheless, more than halfofexisting commercial building floor area does not yet use the
"first-wave" measures. Efficient lighting designs are used in only a small minority of spaces, and
control systems that maximize the use of daylight are even less common.

No comprehensive studies of potential overall peak load reduction from more efficient
commercial lighting exist. However, estimates discussed below suggest that savings by 2010
could be more than 10,000 MW.

We designed our recommended program to increase the saturation of efficient lighting
among existing commercial and industrial buildings. The program would accelerate and broaden
the efforts already underway by customers and a wide array of contractors to replace obsolete
lighting systems with the more efficient systems that have become common practice for most
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new construction. This program would be complemented by a separate but related effort to
enhance the quality and efficiency of common practice for lighting design, as described below.

Of these two programs, the retrofit acceleration one would likely provide the most peak
savings in the 1-3 year time horizon because the hardware for this program would already be
available in volume, installation would be relatively easy, and contractors and customers would
already be familiar with the measures. However, much of the savings that this program would
provide would occur with or without this program progressively in the next 15 years or so as
buildings are remodeled and renovated and as equipment wears out. Many of the measures
common in to a lighting retrofit program are also now common practice for renovation and
remodeling. This means that perhaps a third of the first-year savings might be achieved with or
without the program by year 5.8 In contrast, the design enhancement program discussed below
would likely have modest early savings, but would increase in significance after 3 years.

We designed the retrofit acceleration program after the model of established programs that
are highly successful, have evolved over more than a decade, and are relatively easy to
implement. Key components would be as follows:

* Customers must be provided with a range of technical assistance suitable to the scope of
each project.

* Prescriptive and customized rebates must be provided (only for retrofits, not for new
construction or major renovations).

* Higher rebate levels, and an optional separate procurement process, must be included to
address the additional market barriers that face small businesses (<100 kW). The small
business component would provide a minority of the savings and may require higher
expenditures per kWh, but would likely have the greatest impacts after 5 years. This is
because smaller businesses are less prone to adopt new technology on their own.

* The program must be promoted directlyby the utility or other program administrator, but
also must be designed to make use of the efforts of energy service companies and other
proactive marketers of efficiency.

Commercial and Industrial Lighting Design Enhancement Program

One review of recently constructed and renovated New Jersey buildings estimated cost-
effective lighting savings in individual buildings ranging from 5-35% beyond common practice

' Long-tcrm savings are likely to be largest m markets where remodeling and replacing light fixtures are
clss common, such as in small buildings and institutions.
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for new construction. The additional savings comes from additional design and equipment
improvements (Sardinsky 2000). While these estimates were for energy savings, most of the
proposed measures would deliver on-peak savings as well. Even higher savings may be possible
with new technologies such as individualized user-controlled addressable light fixtures and
design for daylighting.

We designed this program to capture these savings by increasing the quality and efficiency
of lighting design in new commercial and industrial construction, renovation, and remodels. This
program would provide relatively modest savings in the next 3 years because it would largely
influence new and replacement systems, and could only influence the building stock as fast as
it grows or equipment turns over. However, the benefits would grow significantly as the
proportion of the building stock that is constructed, renovated, or remodeled cumulates over
several years. As detailed in Appendix C, in a region with significant growth, its market could
be as big as 40% of the building stock within 5 years.

This program would support and be enhanced by efforts to achieve state-level adoption and
enforcement of the lighting standards in the new ASHRAE standard 90.1-1999. It also would
encourage efficiency beyond that standard. The program design would leverage offofefforts by
pioneering utilities to develop specific tools to work with the design community.

The central structure of the program is a series of prescriptive and custom rebates, supported
by a program of technical assistance. The rebates are similar to those in the retrofit acceleration
program described above except that: (1) they are keyed to improvements beyond current
practice and codes; (2) the customized rebate takes a larger role; and (3) rebates are based on a
portion of the incremental cost to exceed current practice and codes.

For smaller and contractor-designed buildings, lighting design tends to be simple and
standardized; contractors rarely analyze lighting system energy use or light output For these
buildings, as a complement to rebates, the program would provide lighting design guidelines as
a tool to both train contractors and to build demand for better lighting among owners, managers,
and renters. The guidelines also would create a template for distributors, manufacturers, and
other "contractor helpers" to specify efficient, high-quality layouts.
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SUMMARY OF SAVINGS POTENTIAL FROM THESE PROGRAMS

Overall, the six programs recommended in this report could reduce peak electrical demand
in 2010 by about 64,000 MW. About 45% of the savings would be due to the new residential air
conditioner program. The commercial retrocommissioning program and the commercial lighting
upgrade programs would each account for about 15% of the savings. The other three programs
would account for 11% (residential air conditioning repair), 8% (commercial lighting design),
and 6% (commercial HVAC equipment). Savings estimates by program are summarized in Table
2. Additional details on these calculations are provided in Appendix B.

Table 2. Summary of Savings Potential from Peak Reduction Programs

Program Available Peak Savings in 2010
(MW)

New and replacement residential cooling systems 28,777

Residential cooling system tune-up and repair 6,900
Commercial and industrial HVAC equipment 3,900
Commercial building retrocommissioning and maintenance 11,000
Commercial and industrial lighting retrofit acceleration 9.200
Commercial and industrial lighting design enhancement 4,900

TOTAL 63,900
(includes adjustment to eliminate double-

counting between programs)

According to the North American Electric Reliability Council, summer peak electrical
demand is projected to grow by about 160,000 MW from 1999-2010. 9 Thus, the energy
efficiency ideas discussed here, if aggressively pursued, could address approximately 40% of
expected demand growth over the decade, contributing substantially to addressing peak demand-
related reliability problems. Additional savings could be achieved from load management
programs and other energy efficiency programs not discussed here.

In addition to reducing shortages in generating capacity, by reducing demand in districts with
overtaxed distribution systems, these peak reduction programs could also reduce the incidence
of distribution-related reliability problems (such as happened last year in New York City,
Chicago, New Jersey, and Long Island). Furthermore, by decreasing energy use, these programs
would have additional benefits such as reduced energy costs for customers and less emissions
from power plants. Also, as described in detail in Nadel et al. (1997), energy efficiency
investments have positive effects on jobs and the economy.

9 NERC (2000a) projects growth of 128,000 MW through 2008. We extend this to 2010 using NERC's
projected 1.8% annual growth rate.
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However, achieving these savings would require actions by many people. The alternative is
either continued reliability problems, or the higher costs and greater environmental problems
associated with supply-side-only solutions.

RECOMMENDATIONS

In order to capture the peak demand savings possible from energy efficiency, we recommend
the following actions:

* Policy-makers should consider efficiency programs as an essential complement to
supply-side programs and load management in efforts to assure system reliability.
Efficiency can be effective, low in cost, and provide economic savings directly to
ratepayers.

* Utilities (or other appropriate program administrators) should begin developing and
implementing majorpeak reduction programs as soon as possible so that programs would
start by the end of 2000, and also should undertake sufficient installations so that they
begin to have an impact on the 2001 summer peak. For example, HVAC distributors
typically order equipment for the next cooling season around October - to ensure that
these orders contain sufficient high-efficiency equipment, distributors would have to be
briefed on program plans before these orders are placed. As these programs "ramp up"
over several years, peak demand savings would steadily increase. All too often utilities
do not begin summer peak planning until the spring, leaving inadequate time to take
demand-side actions.

State utility commissions should encourage, or even require, utilities or other
organizations under their jurisdiction to develop and implement energy efficiency
programs targeted at reducing peak demand. In states that have restructured, this
responsibility (or at least funding) would generally fall on distribution utilities since they
remain regulated monopolies, are the service provider of last resort, and commonly
operate other energy efficiency programs. For example, the California Public Service
Commission (CPUC) recently ordered utilities in the state to issue a request for proposals
to solicit proposals for accelerated programs to reduce demand in the summer of 2001.
The CPUC then reviewed the proposals and accepted 15 for implementation, with a total
budget of $72 million (CPUC 2000). Likewise, the New York State Public Service
Commission recently proposed a set of expanded programs to reduce peak demand in the
state (NYDPS 2000). As state commissions consider steps along these lines, they will
also need to consider ways to provide utilities with adequate incentives and resources to
implement these programs (Moskovitz 2000). Alternatively, other organizations could
operate programs such as state governments or Independent System Operators (ISOs).
For example, the California legislature recently appropriated funds for the California
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Energy Commission to operate some programs (California Legislature 2000) and in New
York State, a state "Authority" (a semi-independent state agency) will operate the
programs.

* DOE should provide technical assistance to states, utilities, and other program sponsors
to help them develop and implement energy efficiency and other programs targeting peak
demand. During the early 1990's, DOE provided extensive technical assistance to states
and utilities on efficiency and related issues, but due to budget cutbacks these efforts
have been scaled back dramatically in recent years. DOE and Congress should increase
funding for the DOE Electricity Restructuring Program so that DOE can expand the
amount of assistance it can provide.

* States should adopt funding mechanisms for energy efficiency and other public benefit
programs. To date, twenty states have established a public benefit fund of some type,
supported by a small surcharge on distribution service, to fund programs in the broad
public interest including energy efficiency, low income, renewable energy, and public
interest research and design. These programs have traditionally been funded through
electric rates; a PBF is a competitively neutral mechanism for continuing these programs
following restructuring (Nadel & Kushler 2000). States that do not presently have a PBF
should enact them; states with minimal PBFs should expand their programs. In addition,
as part of federal restructuring legislation, the federal government should encourage
states to set up and expand PBFs by establishing a national fund to match state PBF
expenditures. Several bills with such a mechanism have been introduced in Congress.'o

* Congress should also adopt pending tax credits on high-efficiency residential air
conditioners and energy-saving new commercial buildings as a complement to the
programs proposed in this report. Several bills havebeen introduced in Congress that call
for a 10% tax credit on residential central air conditioners and heat pumps with a SEER
of 13.5 or more, and a 20% tax-credit on systems with a SEER of 15 or more. The
proposed commercial building tax would provide incentives of up to $2.25 per square
foot for buildings that realize energy savings of 30-50% relative to current model energy
codes."

'° Bills with a PBF introduced in the 106th Congress include bills drafted by Senator JcfTords (S. 1369).
Rep. Pallone (H.R. 2569), Rep. Kucinich (H.R 2645), and the Clinton Adrninistration (S. 1047 and H.R. 1828).

" In the 106 ' Congress, bills with provisions along these lines include bills drafted by Rep. Matsui (H.R.
2380), Scnator Smith (S. 2718), and Senator Roth (S. 3152).
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APPENDIX A: ECONOMIC COMPARISON OF DEMAND-SIDE AND SUPPLY-SIDE

OPTIONS FOR ADDRESSING PEAK DEMAND

Incremental ,,,,„ . Life $/kW-
Measure Incremental Saved e yr Notes

I Cost (years) yr
Supply-Side Options

Peaking power 30 $47 NWPPC figures from Eckman
plant (capital) _ _ _2000.

Peaking power Assumes operation 3% of year,
plant (capital and $55 heat rate of 9847 Btu/kWh, and
operating) S3/Mbtu for gas.
Transmission Varies widely; example given is
upgrade $72,000,000 240,000 30 $22 for S. Fork on LI as noted in

textL
Local distribution $20- NWPPC figures from Eckman
upgrades 60 2000.

Energy Efficiency Options
High-efficiency$60 . Figures are per ton of capacity

S60 0.1 30 $ 44
chillers from XENERGY Inc. et al. 1996.
High-efficiency Figures for improving a 7.5-ton
commercial 51.71 15 1 unit from 9.1 to 11 EER; from
package air NEEP 1998.
conditioner
Efficient Figures for improving a 3-ton
residential air $550 0.83 18 $62 unit from 10 to 13 SEER; from
conditioner Thorne, Kubo, & Nadel 2000b.

Cost from Appendix C.

Residential air $375 0.39 15 $9 Based on figures in Appendix
conditioner tune-up C.
Commercial Figures per sq. ft. and based on
retrocommissioning $0.20 0.0006154 7 558 data in Suozzo & Nadel 1998

and Appendix C.
Commercial Figures for T8 lamps and
lighting upgrade electronic ballasts from Suozzo

$4 0.01404 20 $22 & Nadel 1998 and assuming
78% of lights on at peak (per
Appendix C).

Commercial Figures per sq. ft. from Suozzo
lighting design $0.40 .0.000312 20 5112 & Nadel 1998 and assuming

78% of lights on at peak.
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Incremental Life $rkW-
Measure kW Saved Notes

Cost (years) yr

Load Management Options
Residential air Fixed costs of -$200 for
conditioner load $250 + 097 switch, installation, and
control S26/yr marketing plus $50/point for

the central system.
Residential water $250 + Same as above.
heater load control $26/yr 06 1
C&I interruptible Average for 1994 programs
rate __from EPRI 1995.

Note: S/kW-year is the value of one kW of generating capacity or its equivalent for a 1-year period. This
measure is commonly used in power markets. We calculate this value by assuming the incremental cost is
financed with a loan at a 6% real interest rate for a term equal to the measure life, and then dividing the resulting
annual loan payments by the kW savings.
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APPENDIX B: ESTIMATED PEAK DEMAND SAVINGS FROM PROPOSED
PROGRAMS

1 aec 1se a J ,Eligible Penetra- Peak_ Basecase - . Savings/Program BseUcat Savings nit Units/ tion Rate Savings
Area 2001-10 in 2010

((KW) 1/) ()(1000 /kW)o) (MW
units)

New residential air conditioner' 2.75 30% 0.825 63,147 55% 28,700
Residential air conditioner 2.75 14% 0.385 60,172 30% 6,900
repair**
Commercial HVAC equipment

Packaged systems 10.2 18% 1.8 3.150 55% 3.200
Chillers 108.8 .15% 16 70 . 70% 800

;a s. if/o)_ ____ (million
(Watts) (%)| (Watts) q(m fl l io ) ( _ (MW)

Commercial retrocommissioning NA 10% 0.77 28,498 500/% 11.000
Commercial lighting upgrades 1.404 30% 0.42 43,667 50% 9,200
Commercial lighting design 1,014 20% 0.20 48,750 50% 4.900

TOTAL 64,700

*= Includes mandatory standard effective 2006.
* = -1 0% of these savings overlap w/program above.

'* = Includes mandatory standard effective 2007.
**** = Includes building code standard effective 2006.

Key assumptions for the calculations include the following.

New residential air conditioning: basecase use and savings from Appendix C. Number of
eligible units based on annual sales of air-source air conditioners and heat pumps less than
65,000 Btu/hour in 1999 (from ARI 2000) times 10 years. Penetration rate assumes 50% average
penetration rate for good installation practices over 10 years plus average 25% penetration rate
for efficient equipment during the first 5 years due to incentive programs and average 100%
penetration rate during the second 5 years due to government standards.

Residential air conditioner repair: basecase use and savings from Appendix C. Number of
eligible units based on number of homes in 1997 with central air conditioning or heat pumps
(from EIA 1999c) plus a 3% annual growth rate through 2005 (from Neme, Proctor, &
Nadel 1999). Penetration rate also from Neme, Proctor, & Nadel (1999).

Commercial HVA C equipment: Basecase packaged unit is a 9 ton unit - weighted average in
1998 based on analysis of Census Bureau Current Industrial Report data (Thore, Kubo, & Nadel
2000b) - with an energy efficiency rating (EER) of 9.2 (modestly above 8.9 minimum
standard). Savings assumes 11.2 EER (modestly above CEE Tier 2). Peak savings assumes 85%
of units on at time of peak, as discussed in Appendix C. Number of eligible units based on
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number of units sold in 1998 from Current Industrial Reports (BoC 1999) times 10 years.
Penetration rate assumes 25% average participation for first 6 years due to incentive programs
and 100% participation in final 4 years due to minimum standards.

Basecase chiller is a 200 ton unit with an efficiency of 0.64 kW/ton. Savings based on an
efficiency of 0.54 kW/ton. These figures are all authors' estimates. Peak savings assumes 85%
of units on at time of peak, as discussed in Appendix C. Number of eligible units based on sales
in past decade from Air Conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration News (1999). Penetration rate
from Appendix C for first 5 years and assumes 100% penetration in final 5 years due to energy
code requirements.

Commercial retrocommissioning: 10% savings from Appendix C. kW savings based on
average kWh/sq. ft. for commercial buildings above 50,000 sq. ft. (from EIA 1998) times 10%
savings divided by 1,950 kWh/kW (from Appendix C). Number of eligible units based on
CBECS data from 1995 for buildings over 50,000 sq. ft. (EIA 1998) times an 8-year growth from
EIA's Annual Energy Outlook (EIA 1999b). Penetration rate is the authors' estimate.

Commercial lighting upgrades: basecase assumes 1.8 W/sq. ft. for buildings that have not yet
upgraded their lighting (authors' estimate) times 78% of lights on at peak (from Appendix C).
Savings also from Appendix C. Eligible units based on projected commercial building floor area
in 2005 (from EIA 1999b) times 0.66, where the latter is the authors' estimate of the proportion
of floor area that does not presently use T8 lamps and electronic ballasts (1999 California data
indicates a somewhat lower percentage [PG&E 2000b] but California has been aggressively
promoting efficient lighting for more than a decade). Penetration rate based on most successful
programs, as discussed in Appendix C.

Commercial lighting design: basecase assumes 1.3 W/sq. ft. for new buildings (authors'
estimate) times 78% of lights on at peak (from Appendix C). Savings also from Appendix C.
Eligible units based on projected annual commercial floor area growth (from EIA 1999b) times
10 years. To this we added 50% of the existing floor area in 2005 (also from EIA 1999b) based
on assumption that half of the floor area has its lighting changed each decade (per discussion in
Appendix C). Penetration rate based on most successful commercial new construction programs,
as discussed in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C: DETAILED PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

1. New and Replacement Residential Cooling Systems Program

Overview

This program aims to improve the efficiency of new central air conditioners and heat pumps.
It promotes both the sale of high-efficiency equipment and improvements in sizing and
installation practices that affect operating efficiency and peak demand. It is modeled on a similar
initiative currently being implemented in a coordinated fashion by the three large investor-owned
utilities in New Jersey (Public Service Electric and Gas, GPU Energy, and Conectiv Power
Delivery). The long-term goal is to transform the market to one in which quality installations of
high-efficiency equipment are commonplace. The program employs several key strategies to
achieve this goal:

* Incentives for the sale orpurchase ofhigh-efficiency equipment for which documentation
of proper sizing and installation is provided;
Training of HVAC technicians on key elements of quality installations;

* Sales training for contractors (i.e., how to sell efficiency);
* Direct marketing to HVAC distributors and contractors through "circuit riders";
* Promotion of HVAC technician certification; and
* Aggressive consumer marketing/education campaign on key elements and benefits of

efficiency.

The success of these strategies would be enhanced significantly if they were jointly
implemented by utilities with adjoining service territories or if programs were implemented by
other state or regional organizations. This would ensure that clear and consistent messages were
sent to market actors that serve large geographic areas that often encompass more than one utility
service territory (e.g., HVAC distributors). It would also enable more efficient use of program
resources by spreading the costs of developing marketing and other program materials across
multiple parties.

Target Market

The program targets all residential dwellings for which a new central air conditioneror heat
pump is being purchased, including both existing homes and new construction. In the case of
new construction, efforts to promote proper installation of high-efficiency equipment could be
coupled with efforts to promote improvements in the efficiency of the thermal envelope of the
building, providing even greater savings. Utilities and other program sponsors offering such
comprehensive new construction programs could offer builders the option of participating in the
HVAC equipment installation program or the more comprehensive program (with sufficient
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incentive offered to encourage as many builders as possible to choose the more comprehensive
option).

Efficiency Measures

The program promotes two efficiency tiers for central air conditioners and heat pumps:

(heat pumps only)
Efficiency Level Minimum SEER Minimum EER Minimum HSPF

Tier 1 13.0 11.0 8.0
Tier 2 14.0 12.0 8.5

To be eligible for an incentive or any other promotion, a central air conditioner would have
to meet both the minimum SEER (a measure of average efficiency over the entire cooling
season) and the minimum EER (a measure of efficiency at higher temperatures typical of those
experienced during utility peak demand periods in many parts of the country) for a given
efficiency tier. The minimum EER requirements would be particularly important to any effort
designed to substantially reduce peak demand because efficiency at high temperatures can vary
significantly among equipment with the same SEER. In particular, equipment with two-speed
or multiple speed operation (common at SEER 15 or above and sometimes found in SEER 14
models) generally does not produce the same savings at peak conditions as at milder
temperatures. A heat pump would have to meet the minimum HSPF standard (a measure of
average efficiency over the course of the entire heating season) as well as the minimum SEER
and EER standards.

In addition (i.e., under either efficiency tier), documentation of proper sizing and installation
of qualifying high-efficiency equipment would have to be submitted. This would include
submission of Manual J load calculations, documentation of proper refrigerant levels in the
system, and documentation that airflow over the coil is within the range recommended by
manufacturers (i.e., between 350 and 450 CFM/ton ofcapacity). Documentation ofproper charge
and airflow could be provided through a form similar to the one at the end of this program
description. An alternative could be using charge and airflow software tools similar to those
currently in use in parts of California.

This additional requirement could be implemented either from the start or in the second year
of the program. Many HVAC contractors would find the proper sizing and installation
requirements to represent a significant departure from how they currently do business. Indeed,
many would not know how to meet them. Deferring the requirements to the second year would
allow the market to begin reacting to the offer of incentives, making contractors reluctant to stop
participating once the proper sizing and installation requirements go into effect. It would also
enable the program administrator to "warn" contractors of the new requirements, offer training
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on key requirements so contractors understand and are ready to meet them, and begin educating
consumers on their benefits. Deferments could be particularly helpful in areas where utilities
have had relatively little demand-side management activity in the residential HVAC market,
where market shares for high-efficiency equipment are low, and where HVAC contractor use of
key techniques for proper sizing and installation are low.

Program Strategies

The residential HVAC business is currently a low-bid business, where investment decisions
are usually driven by a desire to minimize first cost. As a result, investments in both efficiency
and quality - including high-efficiency equipment, proper sizing and installation, and duct
repair - are the exception rather than the rule. This reality is itself a function of a variety of
ubiquitous and formidable market barriers. These are summarized in Table C- 1.

Table C-l. Market Barriers to High-Efficiency Residential HVAC Systems
Market Barrier Key Issues

Customer Access * Customers often do not know that a large majority of central air conditioner or
to Information heat pump installations are improperly sized and installed. Because systems are

complex, most consumers are incapable of knowing whether they got a good
installation.

* Some customers lack information on the energy savings that would result from
installation of an efficient HVAC system.

* Customers are usually unaware of the comfort, maintenance, and equipment life
costs associated with improper installations.

Customer Inability * Many customers do not have unbiased sources of information. Certification
to Identify Quality programs for HVAC technicians are very new and the public is unaware that they
Contractors exist Very few technicians have taken certification tests.

Certification programs test only "book knowledge." Some good technicians may
notpass and some may pass without having good "hands-on" technique..

Lack of Well- * Many HVAC contractors lack the sales skills necessary to "sell" efficiency.
Trained * HVAC technicians often do not have adequate training on key elements of proper
Contractors and sizing and installation.
Technicians · No training/certification is required to operate an HVAC business.
Lack of Program * Different utility program standards or incentives within the same state or region
Consistency often creates confusion in the market about the definition of efficiency.

* Distributors and contractors that serve more than one utility service territory
endure hassle of ordering different equipment and/or learning different
procedures for customers in each region.

Additional Cost Some customers do not have the capital necessary to pay the incremental cost for
efficient equipment and efficient/quality installation.

Split Incentives * In new construction and rental housing, the person making the investment
decision (i.e., builder or landlord) will not be paying the energy bills.

To be successful, the program will need to address all of these barriers. Given the diverse
nature of the barriers, the program will need to have several different components.
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Financial Incentives

The program offers rebates for the purchase and proper sizing and installation of high-
efficiency central air conditioners and heat pumps. The incentives need to be large enough to
both attract consumer interest and persuade HVAC contractors to "try" proper sizing and
installation techniques. Recommended incentive levels are:

Efficiency Tier 1: $300 to $400
Efficiency Tier 2: $500 to $600

These incentive amounts are consistent with those currently offered by similar programs in
New Jersey and Long Island, where utilities are having considerable success in promoting both
the sale-of high-efficiency equipment and the use of proper sizing and installation techniques.
The incentive amounts are designed to cover approximately two-thirds of the incremental
equipment cost at Tier 1, with somewhat higher portions of incremental cost being covered at
Tier 2. This progressive structure has proven to be effective in steering customers towards the
highest equipment efficiency levels. For example, in New Jersey, nearly half of the more than
16,000 rebates processed in 1999 were for central air conditioners with Tier 2 efficiency
characteristics.

Over time, as consumers become conditioned to ask and more willing to pay for high-
efficiency equipment, HVAC contractors become more accustomed to selling this equipment,
and sales volumes for efficient installations grow, it should be possible to reduce incentive
levels.'

Inspections would be necessary to ensure that program standards for proper sizing and
installation are met. However, every effort should be made to also use inspections as an
opportunity to further educate contractors and technicians on quality installation procedures and
standards.

HVAC Technician Training

The program includes a series of HVAC technician training sessions on key elements of
proper equipment installation, including ACCA Manual J-based sizing, proper refrigerant
charging, and ensuring proper airflow. Additional training could also be offered on duct design
(ACCA Manual D) and duct sealing/repair. Efforts should be made to work with HVAC

' For example, between 1992 and 1997 the Potomac Electric Power Company (PEPCO) reduced the rebate
it offered for SEER 13 air conditioners in Maryland by nearly 50% (PEPCO 1998). Over the same period of time,
the number of Maryland program participants nearly doubled (from 4,712 to 9,114 central air conditioners and heat
pumps) (PEPCO 1994, 1998). Moreover, the percent of participants at the SEER 13 level increased from 8% in
1992 to 100% in 1997 (PEPCO 1994, 1998).
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distributors, vo-tech programs, ACCA, RSES and other potentially important trade groups in
both developing the curricula and providing the training. This would create some critical "buy-
in" for the program. Experience in New Jersey suggests that contractors are much more likely
to register for training courses if they are promoted and co-sponsored by their distributors.

HVAC technicians (or their firms) would be required to pay fees for the training. However,
the program administrator could offer some inducements to complete courses. For example, it
could be useful to offer discounts on sizing software and/or other key tools.2

Sales Training

As noted above, few HVAC contractors appear to have the sales skills necessary to sell
prospective customers on buying high-efficiency equipment orpaying for the extra time required
to do a job right. The program offers training designed to help interested contractors to improve
their sales skills. EPA's ENERGY STAR" program has developed and offers a curriculum and
related materials for such sales training. Although the ENERGY STAR standard for central air
conditioners and heat pumps (minimum SEER 12, no minimum EER) is lower than the
minimum efficiency standard promoted by this program, ENERGY STAR'S sales training concepts
are applicable to any efficiency standard. Other utilities have developed and are using their own
sales training curricula.

Circuit Riders

One of the common attributes of successful HVAC programs has been extensive outreach
to and communication with HVAC contractors (Neme, Peters, & Rouleau 1998). Outreach and
communication are even more important for the program described here because of the
requirements for proper sizing and installation that many contractors would not understand and
others would resent. Therefore, the program should employ individuals whose sole job would
be to regularly call on HVAC distributors and contractors. Their purpose would be to explain
program requirements, recruit technicians for training classes, provide rebate forms and other
program materials, encourage contractors to actively participate in the program, and give
contractors an outlet for expressing concerns about the program. These circuit riders would be
individuals who have extensive HVAC expertise so that they could address technical questions
and issues raised by the trade allies with whom they are interacting.

2 The New Jersey utilities currently offer a free magnehelic gauge to technicians who complete their two-
evening course on refrigcrant charge and airflow. Magnchelic gauges can be used to measure pressure drops across
the coil, which, in tur, can be used to estimate airflow. Surveys of trainees suggested that few had such tools.
Offering them to technicians who complete the class ensures that they leave with both the knowledge and the tools
necessary to do the job right
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Technician/Contractor Certification

One of the longer-term strategies of the program is to develop and support a mechanism for
helping customers identify quality contractors. This certification mechanism should have several
components:

* A certification standard that addresses key elements of efficient installations, is
administered by an independent 3' party,3 and is likely to have credibility with the
HVAC industry;4

* A means for consumers to easily identify contractors that have met the standard (i.e., a
registry of firms that have a pre-requisite number of certified technicians and meet other
business requirements);

* Assistance to technicians and contractors interested in getting certified (e.g., sponsorship
of and perhaps partial subsidization of training courses and certification tests);

* Quality control procedures to ensure both that contractors do not advertise themselves
as certified if they are not and that certified contractors maintain relatively high standards
in their work; and

* Marketing (or co-marketing) of certified contractors to consumers.

Development of an effective certification standard will be perhaps the most critical element
of this effort Program operators should work with the North American Technician Excellence
(NATE) program - together with other utilities, states, and CEE - to enhance the current
NATE tests so that they adequately assesses technicians' understanding of key installation
procedures that affect equipment operating efficiency. Program administrators could also want
to establish a "hands-on" component (or option) to the current NATE written exam, with
technicians required to pass the hands-on test as a condition for being on a program's "preferred
contractor" list. Finally, program sponsors would likely want to add business requirements, such

3 This could be best done by a local nonprofit organization that has ties to the HVAC industry and a strong
interest in promoting "best practices." Alternatively, such a nonprofit organization could be created to serve this
need. In either case, program administrators should support these organizations financially and otherwise in the
early years of program operation, with the hope that they could gradually transition to becoming self-supporting
(e.g., through contractor membership dues).

' Any certification program must start by certifying individual technicians. However, it will also be
important to certify contractor fiums for which they work. This could be done, for example, by placing an HVAC
contractor firm on a certification registry if at least 50% of their technicians are certified.
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as adequate insurance and/or good standing with the Better Business Bureau, to the conditions
they establish for being on the certification registry they make available to the public.

Consumer Marketing/Education Campaign

One of the most important factors underlying the "low-bid" nature of the residential HVAC
business is that contractors do not feel consumers are demanding or willing to pay for higher-
efficiency equipment or work. This, in turn, is related to consumers' lack of knowledge on both
what to ask for and why they should ask for it. Therefore, efforts to educate consumers would
be essential to the success of this program. The ultimate goal of the marketing/education
campaign is to establish the link between energy efficiency and quality (comfort, durability, etc.)
in most consumers' minds.

To begin with, the program would develop consumer education materials that summarize the
benefits of efficiency (both energy costs savings and non-energy benefits such as improved
comfort), explain the key elements of an efficiency system, and provide guidance on how to
select a quality contractor. These materials could take several forms, including both written
pieces and a brief educational video. They could also include a quality installation specification
that customers could ask contractors to incorporate into their bids. These materials would be
distributed as widely as possible, both to consumers who would request them and to quality
contractors who would be interested in using them to help sell their services.

A variety of different marketing vehicles would be used to both alert consumers to the
availability of educational materials and deliver shorter, complementary messages to consumers.
The precise nature and mix of those vehicles would depend on a variety of local conditions,
including customer demographics and local costs (e.g., of media placements). The options to
consider would include direct mail to consumers likely to be in the market for a new central air
conditioner (e.g., those living in homes built 10-15 years ago), Yellow Page ads, a dedicated
internet Web site, billboards, newspaper ads, and other forms of mass media advertising.

Relationship of Program Strategies to Market Barriers

Table C-2 shows how these program strategies address each of the key market barriers to
efficiency investments in the HVAC replacement market.

Relationship to Minimum Efficiency Standards

Residential central air conditioners and heat pumps are covered by minimum-efficiency
standards set by DOE. The current standard, which mandates that equipment must have an
efficiency rating of at least SEER 10, took effect in 1992. As of this writing, DOE is completing
a rulemaking for a new standard that will likely take effect in 2006. The standard will likely be
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in the range of SEER 12-13 and may include EER requirements. Promotion and incentive
programs could encourage purchase of efficient units before the new standard takes effect and
could also be used to promote units more efficient than the standard after the new standard takes
effect.

Table C-2. Intervention Strategies' Impacts on Market Barriers

Market Barrier [ Intervention Strategy

Customer Access * Develop and distribute educational materials on benefits of efficient
to Information equipment/quality installations, how to select both equipment and contractors, and

information customers should ask their contractors to provide to document quality
work.

* Provide both sales and technical training to HVAC contractors interested in
providing quality service so that they could help educate consumers.

Customer Inability * Develop and promote technician/contractor certification.
to Identify Quality * Promote sales training to enable quality contractors to differentiate themselves
Contractors when meeting with consumers.
Lack of Well- Work with trade allies to design and offer high-quality training on sizing and other
Trained elements of proper installation that require documentation as part of incentive
Contractors and applications.
Technicians Provide sales training to contractors (possibly through ENERGY STAR program).

· Circuit riders to encourage contractors to participate in program and help address
issues and questions that contractors have, particularly m early years.

* Substantial incentives for efficient equipment and quality installations help
encourage some contractors to "try" different approach.

Lack of Program * Jointly develop efficiency standards, incentive levels, training offerings, marketing
Consistency .plans, and other key program elements with neighboring utilities/sponsors.
Additional cost * Offer incentives designed to cover a substantial portion of incremental cost

* Education of and marketing to consumers, encouraging them to recognize and
consider life-cycle costs of investment decisions.

Split Incentives Offer incentives designed to cover a substantial portion of incremental cost.

Key Indicators of Success

A number of different indicators should be used to gauge program success. Key among these
are:

* The percent market share ofhigh-efficiency (i.e., minimum SEER 13 and minimum EER
11.0) central air conditioners and heat pumps;

* Reductions in the average over-sizing of new central air conditioners and heat pumps;
* Increases in the percentage of new central air conditioners and heat pumps with both

proper refrigerant charge and adequate airflow;
· Increase in consumer awareness of high-efficiency HVAC equipment and services;
* Number of HVAC technicians trained in key elements of equipment installation; and
* The number of certified HVAC technicians and/or contractors.
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Costs and Savings Assumptions

Savings

Increasing equipment efficiency and improving sizing and installation practices that affect
actual operating efficiency are the two major components of the program that would produce
energy and peak demand savings. Together, these two components could reduce central air
conditioner energy consumption by 35-45% and peak demand by 25-35%. The two sources of
these savings each provide roughly half of the savings.' Savings for SEER 13 would generally
be at the lower end of this range and savings for SEER 14 towards the upper end of this range.
The baseline energy use to which these saving percentages would apply would vary considerably
from region to region. The baseline peak demand could also vary. However, it is not likely to
vary as much. On average, baseline coincident peak demand is likely to be on the order of 2.75
kW.6Thus a 25-35% peak demand savings would translate to approximately 0.7-1.0 kW savings
per home.

Costs

The incremental cost of a SEER 13 central air conditioner is estimated to be on the order of
$530-610, while a SEER 14 is approximately $640-765 (ECW 1997). There is also an
incremental cost associated with the extra time contractors must take to properly size central air
conditioners and perform the tasks to ensure that there is proper charge and adequate airflow.
However, those costs are more than offset by the cost savings associated with not over-sizing
equipment. Therefore, the incremental cost of proper sizing and installation can be considered
$0.

s Proper sizing, charge, and airflow would save approximately 20-25% of energy use and 10-15% of peak
demand, depending on whether the installation would be in an existing home or new construction (Neme, Proctor,
& Nadel 1999). Increasing equipment nameplate SEER from 10 to 13 or 14 would produce energy savings of
23-29%. Increasing equipment nameplate EER to 11 or 12 would produce peak demand savings of 16-23%
(assuming baseline EER of 9.2). Note that the savings from these two components are not additive (i.e., there are
interactive effects).

6 A 3 ton central air conditioner will draw 3.91 kW if it has an EER of 9.2 [kW = (Btuh(EER 1000))].
An EER of 9.2 is typical fora SEER of 10.0. A recent study of six different utility service territories suggested that,
on average, 15% of units were constantly off during the hour of system peak, 60% of units were cycling (largely
due to over-sizing), and 25% of units were running constantly (Petersen & Proctor 1998). If the average duty cycle
of the 60% that were cycling was 75%, the average coincidence factor for the entire population would be 70%
[(0.60-0.75)+0.251. A 70% average coincidence factor applied to an average full load draw of 3.91 kW yields an
average coincident kW of 2.74.
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Non-Energy Benefits

There are substantial non-energy benefits associated with efforts to promote proper sizing
and installation. Chief among these are improved comfort in the home, reduced maintenance
costs, and longer equipment life.

For example, a properly sized air conditioner will operate for longer periods of time -
with fewer "ons" and "offs" - than an oversized unit. That improves humidity control during
moderately hot days because it allows the indoor coil to get cold enough to remove moisture
from the air. It also reduces stress on the compressor.

Proper airflow and proper charging are also essential to maintaining comfort. Both are
necessary to permit proper humidity control. If airflow or.refrigerant levels are too low, the
capacity of the equipment is reduced since not enough heat transfer can occur between the coils
and the air in the duct system. This can compromise the ability of the system to cool a home,
particularly on very hot days. Very low airflow or too much refrigerant can lead to icing of the
coils, refrigerant floodback, and even compressor failure (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999; Parker
et al. 1997).

Measure Life

The savings are expected to last for the life of the new central air conditioner or heat pump.
That life was estimated by DOE (2000b) to be 18 years.

Possible Market Penetration Rates

Market penetration rates will likely vary to some degree depending on location. The key
market barriers are likely to be more severe in some states than in others. As a result, the baseline
market share for high efficiency varies from state to state. This is often at least partly a function
of historical utility attempts to influence the market For states where utilities or other
organizations have previously promoted high-efficiency equipment (very few have also
promoted proper sizing and installation) but where no substantial efforts currently exist,
participation rates can be expected to grow as follows:

Year 1: 15% (assumes no sizing and installation requirements)
Year 2: 15% (assumes sizing and installation requirements begin)
Year 3: 20%
Year 4: 30%
Year 5: 40%
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These participation rates are necessarily uncertain projections as the few program
administrators that are currently operating similar programs are in only their first or second year
of operation. At least one utility was able to achieve a 50% market penetration rate for SEER 13
equipment within 5 years of program operation (Neme, Peters, & Roulcau 1998). However, that
was achieved without proper sizing and installation requirements.
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Residential Central Air Conditioner and Heat Pump Rebate Program
Airflow & Charging Documentation Form
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Residential Central Air Conditioner and Heat Pump Rebate Program
Airflow & Charging Documentation Form
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2. Residential Cooling Systems Tune-Up and Repair Program

Overview

This program aims to improve the efficiency of existing central air conditioners and heat
pumps. It promotes the retrofit treatment of common operating problems that adversely affect
operating efficiency-particularly improper levels ofrefrigerant charge, inadequate airflow, and
substantial duct leakage - by specially trained and equipped HVAC technicians. The program
is modeled on a similar initiative currently being implemented by San Diego Gas and Electric
with substantial assistance from the Proctor Engineering Group. This program's long-term goal
is to transform the market to one in which there are a substantial number of HVAC technicians
capable of diagnosing and treating HVAC efficiency problems working for HVAC firms that see
sales of such services as a core part of their business. To achieve this goal, the program employs
several key strategies:

* Modest consumer incentives for both assessments of HVAC systems and treatment of
any problems identified;

* Aggressive marketing campaign to encourage consumers to ask qualified HVAC
contractors to assess and treat potential operating efficiency problems;

* Direct marketing to HVAC contractors (through "circuit riders") to encourage them to
participate in the program;

* Providing interested contractors with both easy-to-use software for guiding treatment of
key HVAC operating efficiency problems and the training on how to use it;

* A quality control mechanism to ensure that any remedial work performed on HVAC
systems was done properly and that any contractors submitting fraudulent data were
identified and removed from the program; and

· A mechanism for referring interested customers to qualified HVAC contractors.

Target Market

The program targets all residential dwellings that currently have operating central air
conditioners or heat pumps.
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Efficiency Measures

The program promotes diagnosis and treatment ofHVAC operating problems that adversely
affect operating efficiency. It has two specific treatment "modules":

* Correction of refrigerant charge andior airflow problems; and

* Duct sealing and repair.

Program Strategies

Numerous studies from around the country have demonstrated that most existing central air
conditioners and heat pumps suffer from a variety of conditions that combine to significantly

reduce their operating efficiency, degrade comfort in the home, and impose strains that could

reduce the life of the equipment. For example, roughly 70% of all central air conditioners and
heat pumps have inadequate airflow over the coil and/or improper levels of refrigerant. At the

same time, the average duct system leaks 20% or more of the air that flows through it to or from
the outdoors (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999). These conditions typically persist until there's a
catastrophic event (e.g., the break-down of the equipment). They are not treated during
maintenance or other service calls due to a variety of ubiquitous and formidable market barriers,
which are summarized in Table C-3.

Table C-3. Market Barriers to High-Efficiency Residential HVAC Systems

Market Barrier I Key Issues
Customer Access * Customers often do not know that a large majority of central air conditioner or heat
to Information pump systems are operating with a number of problems.

· Some customers lack information on the energy savings that would result from
treatment of these problems.

* Customers are often unaware of the comfort, maintenance, and equipment life costs
associated with improper installations.

Customer Inability Customers have no easy way to identify contractors who could effectively diagnose
to Identify and treat key operating problems. Certification programs for HVAC technicians are
Qualified very new and the public is unaware that they exist Very few technicians have
Contractors taken certification tests.

* Certification programs test only "book knowledge." Some good technicians may
not pass while some may pass without having good "hands-on" technique.

Lack of Well- * Few HVAC technicians have adequate training on diagnosis and treatment of key
Trained HVAC operating problems, nor do they have an understanding of the benefits of
Contractors and treating them. This is particularly true for duct leakage.
Technicians · Even if they had the training, many HVAC technicians do not have the tools

necessary to accurately diagnose and treat problems.

Split Incentives In rental housing, the person making the investment decision (i.e., builder or
landlord) will not be paying the energy bills.
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To be successful, the program would need to address all of these barriers. Given the diverse
nature of the barriers, the program would need to have several different components.

Financial Incentives

The program provides separate consumer incentives for testing the HVAC systems and then
treating any problems identified. The incentives in the first year should be as follows:7

Charge/Airflow Test: $ 25
Duct Leakage Test: $ 75
Charge/Airflow Repair: $ 50
Duct Sealing/Repair: $200

These values may be modified in future years based on reactions from the market.

In addition to the customer incentives, the program should offer participating HVAC
contractors and their technicians substantial discounts (e.g., 50%) on the purchase of several key
tools necessary to diagnose and treat charge, airflow, or duct leakage problems.

Diagnostic Software and Technician Training

The program employs easy-to-use software - in two separate modules - to enable quali fied
HVAC technicians to provide either charge/airflow correction or duct sealing services.' To be
eligible to participate in the program, HVAC technicians would have to use this software, receive
training in how to use it, and have the diagnostic tools that are necessary to use it correctly.9

Technicians also would have to work for contractors that have all necessary licenses, adequate
insurance, and good standing with the Better Business Bureau.

Technician training would be largely hands-on, with trainees physically performing
diagnostic procedures and repairs on several central air conditioners and heat pumps in the

These incentive levels differ in some respect from those currently offered by San Diego Gas and Electric
For example, SDG&E currently offers S75 for a charge and airflow test, irrespective of whether corrective action
is taken. This program design recommends making only one-third of that amount available for the charge/airflow
test and two-thirds of it available for repair work in an attempt to place the incentive on activity that will produce
savings. Similarly, the duct sealing incentive is slightly lower than SDG&E's for testing ($50 vs. $75) but higher
for actual repair work (S200 vs. S 125).

Examples of software that could be used include Proctor Engineering's "check-me" software and
Aeroseal's duct sealing software.

9 For the charge/airflow module, HVAC technicians must have a digital thermometer, electronic scale, and
quality thermocouples. For the duct sealing/repair module, contractors must have a duct blaster and monoxer.
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presence (and with the guidance) of an expert trainer. The hands-on approach to training would
require very small "class sizes," with only 2 to 3 technicians participating in any given training
session. Training for the charge and airflow training session would take two days (including a
full day for instruction on how to correct airflow problems). Training for duct diagnostics,
sealing, and repair would also take two days. Training would be offered free of charge to HVAC
technicians who sign up for the program in the first year. Depending on market reaction,
contractors could be asked to pay for a portion of the training in subsequent years.

Quality Control

The software employed by the program would be designed to provide some level of quality
control for the user in the field by "flagging" data entries that are unlikely to be accurate and
providing recommendations on how to correct problems implied by the data entered. In addition,
HVAC technicians would be required to report all pre- and post-treatment diagnostic data to a
program contractor intimately familiar with the software. The program contractor would also
analyze the data. Such analysis would include assessment of whether any HVAC contractor is
submitting fraudulent data (ideally, the software used by the program would be able to help
identify patterns of data reporting that suggest "invented" data). If necessary, on-site inspections
would also be conducted.

It should be emphasized that these quality control procedures are intended to do much more
than catch a few fraudulent contractors or technicians. The procedures' most important function
would be to provide nearly instantaneously feedback to technicians in the field on how they are
performing and how they could improve their work. ' Of course, the procedures could also serve
as a means of tracking program impacts.

Outreach to Contractors

Circuit riders would be employed to regularly meet with HVAC contractors for the purpose
of both recruiting them into the program, and for those already in the program, to obtain
feedback on how it is working for them, identify problems being encountered ,and answer
questions or address problems. The "circuit rider" function for this program could be integrated
with the "circuit rider" function of the HVAC replacement program discussed above.

Consumer Marketing/Education Campaign

One of the most important factors underlying the absence of a market today for
charge/airflow and duct repair services is consumers' lack of knowledge of both the likelihood

'0 Results from software could be reported from actual job sites over the phone. This is the way that most
of the jobs in the current SDG&D program arc recorded and checked (Proctor 2000; Sybert 2000).
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that they have such problems and the benefits they would realize from addressing them. This

program endeavors to educate consumers on these issues and encourage them to seek out HVAC
contractors who could help them diagnose and address key problems.

To begin with, consumer education materials would be developed that summarize the
benefits of efficiency (both energy costs savings and non-energy benefits such as improved
comfort), explain the key elements of an efficient system, and provide guidance on how to select
a quality contractor. These materials could take several forms, including both written pieces and
a brief educational video. These materials would be distributed as widely as possible, both to
consumers who would request them and to quality contractors who would be interested in using
them to help sell their services. They would be closely integrated with any educational materials
developed for promotion of quality installations of new equipment under the equipment
replacement program discussed above.

A variety of different marketing vehicles would be used to both alert consumers to the
availability of educational materials and deliver shorter, complementary messages to consumers.
The precise nature and mix of those vehicles would depend on a variety of local conditions,
including the customer demographics and local costs (e.g., of media placements). Among the
options to be considered would be direct mail to consumers who moved into new homes in the
past 8-10 years,' Yellow Page ads, a dedicated Intemet Web site, billboards, newspaper ads, and
other forms of mass media advertising.

Contractor Referrals

To augment the program marketing and educational efforts, the program operator would refer
any customer who calls and expresses interest in improving the operating efficiency of an HVAC
system to the contractors who have completed program training.

Relationship of Program Strategies to Market Barriers

Table C-4 shows how these program strategies would address each of the key market barriers
to efficiency investments in the HVAC replacement market.

"There is no evidence that duct leakage, refrigerant levels or airflow over the coil are any better in new
homes than in older homes (Neme. Proctor, & Nadel 1999)
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Table C4. Intervention Strategies' Impacts on Market Barriers

Market Barrier | Intervention Strategy

Customer Access Develop and distribute educational materials on likelihood of operating efficiency
to Information problems, benefits of correcting the problems, and how to find a contractor who

has the training and tools to treat the problems.
Provide both sales and technical training to HVAC contractors interested in
providing quality service so that they could help educate consumers.

Customer Inability * Promote sales training to enable quality contractors to differentiate themselves
to Identify when meeting with consumers.
Qualified · Provide customer referrals to contractors who have received training through the
Contractors program.
Lack of Well- * Provide technicians with software that would make it easier to diagnose and treat
Trained or Well- problems found in the field.
Equipped * Train contractors in how to use software, as well as in related technical knowledge
Contractors and necessary to understand systems they are treating.
Technicians - Address problems in the field through instantaneous feedback and technical

support
· Employ circuit riders to encourage contractors to participate in program and help

address issues and questions that contractors have, particularly in early years.
* Offer discounts for purchase of key tools and equipment to encourage contractors

to try different approaches.
* Offer consumer incentives for efficiency equipment and quality installations to

help encourage some contractors to "try" different approach.
Split Incentives · Offer consumer incentives to significantly reduce building owners' disincentive to

consider quality work.
* Encourage trained contractors to sell building owners on non-energy benefits-

particularly longer equipment life, lower maintenance costs, and fewer tenant
comfort complaints - of treating key problems.

Key Indicators of Success

A number of different indicators would be used to gauge program success. Key among these
would be:

* The number of HVAC technicians who receive program training to provide
charge/airflow diagnosis and repair services;

* The number of HVAC technicians who receive program training to provide duct
diagnosis, sealing, and repair services;

* The number of charge/airflow repair jobs that qualified HVAC contractors sell and
complete;

* The number of duct sealing/repair jobs that program-qualified HVAC contractors sell
and complete; and
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Consumer awareness of the potential operating efficiency problems they may have, the
benefits of addressing them, and the availability of program services.

Costs and Savings Assumptions

Savings

Table C-5 summarizes the energy and coincident peak demand savings available from the
retrofit HVAC repair services promoted by the program. These savings estimates are based on
a review of dozens of studies from across the country (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999).

Table C-5. Energy and Peak Demand Savings from HVAC Tune-Up/Repair
Service % Energy Savings % Peak Demand Savings

Charge/Airflow Repair 17% 7%
Duct Sealing/Repair 10% 10%
Combo - Charge/Airflow & Duct Repair 24% 14%

The baseline energy use to which these saving percentages would apply would vary
considerably from region to region. The baseline peak demand could also vary. However, it will
likely not vary as much. On average, baseline coincident peak demand would likely be on the
order of 2.75 kW.' 2 Thus a 14% peak demand savings would translate to approximately a little
under 0.4 kW.

Costs

The full cost of a service call to repair charge or airflow is estimated to average $100 (Sybert
2000)." The full cost of a duct system diagnosis and comprehensive duct sealing and repair is
estimated to be approximately $350 (Haskell 1996). The incremental cost of each of these
services would be less if they were offered as part of a regular service call (i.e., if the cost of
getting to the home were already being incurred). For example, if these services were provided
at the time of a normal service call, the incremental cost would be approximately $75 less than
the costs noted above, after crediting the cost of a normal service call.

" A 3 ton central air conditioner will draw 3.91 kW if it has an EER of 9.2 [kW = (Btuh/(EER 1000))].
An EER of 9.2 is typical for a SEER of 10.0. A recent study of six different utility service territories suggested that,
on average, 15% of units were constantly offduring the hour of system peak, 60% of units were cycling (largely
due to over-sizing), and 25% of units were running constantly (Pctersen & Proctor 1998). If the average duty cycle
of the 60% that were cycling was 75%, the average coincidence factor for the entire population would be 70%
[(0.60*0.75)+0.25]. A 70% average coincidence factor applied to an average ful load draw of 3.91 kW yields an
average coincident kW of 2.74.

" Some of the HVAC contractors participating in he SDG&E program are offering the service to
consumers for the cost of the incentive (S75) that the utility has made available.
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Non-Energy Benefits

There are substantial non-energy benefits associated with efforts to promote corrections to
air conditioner charge and airflow and also to seal/repair duct systems. Chief among these are
improved comfort in the home, reduced maintenance costs, and longer equipment life.

For example, both proper airflow and proper charging are essential to maintaining proper
humidity control. If either airflow or refrigerant levels were too low, the capacity of the
equipment would be reduced since not enough heat transfer could occur between the coils and
the air in the duct system. Duct leakage also reduces effective equipment capacity, particularly
if there are leaks in the attic (Rodriguez et al. 1995). Such capacity losses could compromise the
ability of the system to cool a home, particularly on very hot days. Very low airflow or too much
refrigerant could also lead to icing of the coils, refrigerant floodback, and even compressor
failure (Neme, Proctor, & Nadel 1999; Parker et al. 1997).

Measure Life

The savings from charge and airflow corrections could be expected to last for the remaining
life of the central air conditioner or heat pump. If the life of a central air conditioner can be
estimated as 18 years (see previous program description), on average the remaining life of an
existing unit can be estimated as 9 years.

The savings from duct sealing and repair could outlast the existing central air conditioner or
heat pump. They can be assumed to last 15 years.

Possible Market Penetration Rates

Market penetration rates would likely vary to some degree depending on location. The key
market barriers would likely be more severe in some states than in others. On average, it should
be possible to reach the following percentages of existing central air conditioners and heat pumps
over a 5-year period:

Table C-6. Penetration Rates for Residential HVAC Tune-Up/Repair

_Cbarge/Airflow Repair 'Duct Sealing/Repair
Year 1 0.30% 0.08%
Year 2 0.75% 0.20%
Year 3 1.50% 0.50°%
Year 4 3.00% 1.00%
Year 5 4.00% 1.50%

The estimated participation rates for the early years are consistent with those realized by
SDG&E in its first 16 months of operating a software-based program for charge/airflow repair
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and in its less than 12 months of a duct sealing initiative similar to the one proposed here.' 4 The

rates for Years 3 through 5 are extrapolations from the first 2 years, as no similar program has
progressed beyond its second year of operation.

" SDG&E has slightly over 1 million residential customers. Roughly one-third of them have central air
conditioners (Downcy and Proctor 1999). Threfore, there arc approximately 350.000 residential central air
conditioners in SDG&E's service territory. SDG&E's goal for the year 2000, its first full year of operation, is 3,000
charge/airflow tests (or roughly 0.85% of the central air conditioner stock). That goal will probably be met.
Approximately half of those tested (i.e., a little more than 0.4% of the central air conditioner stock) arc expected
to receive treatment to correct problems (Proctor 2000). SDG&E also expects to have 500-1.000 duct tests
performed in 2000 (Proctor 2000). If half ofthose result in corrective action the program will have sealed the ducts
of 0.07-0.15% of the central air conditioning systems.
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3. Commercial and Industrial HVAC Equipment Program

Overview

The goal of this program is to assure the efficient selection and installation of cooling and
air distribution systems in the commercial and industrial sectors. There are two primary
components-chiller system efficiency and unitary HVAC system efficiency. In each case,
"system efficiency" incorporates efficient equipment and proper specification, design, and
installation. Utilities or other program sponsors could significantly reduce peak simply by
assuring selection of efficient chillers and unitary systems, but could save much more through
influencing overall system design and installation practices.

There are two major ways to capture the savings from high-efficiency cooling equipment:
voluntary programs such as the Consortium for Energy Efficiency's unitary equipment standards
and rebate programs, and mandatory standards. Both approaches are needed to help reduce
demand.

While consumers and commercial buildings could save money by choosing efficient systems,
many unitary systems are purchased based on recommendations by building contractors who
have no concern with operating cost. Therefore, mandatory standards would provide the most
long-term benefits. Standards for small commercial systems expected by 2003 will likely
increase'performance 10-20%. Setting a strong new federal standard on residential and small
commercial air conditioning and heat pump systems could eliminate the need for approximately
26,000 MW of peak generating capacity by 2010, and more than twice that by 2020 (Thome,
Kubo, & Nadel 2000b). Additional savings could be achieved through building code standards
on larger systems.

The proposed voluntary program focuses on marketing higher-efficiency units not only to
achieve direct effects, but to influence federal standard-setting procedures and state and local
codes. High near-term penetration of units that meet the Tier II standard set by CEE (discussed
below) could help support a nearer-term and more stringent standard. The program could also
help accelerate acceptance and state and local adoption of the chiller efficiency levels in the
ASHRAE 90.1-1999 standard (also discussed below).

However, there are savings on chiller efficiency available beyond the ASHRAE standard.
Furthermore, savings from system design and installation will largely be influenced by market
forces because these elements are difficult to incorporate into standards. For these reasons, the
program offers a system of rebates, vendor and customer marketing, technical assistance, and
training designed to build market demand for efficient equipment, design, and installation and
systems, and also to assure that contractors can meet that demand.
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Program success would require a close working relationship with key vendors as well as
customers. Implementors should work with customers so they can ascend a ladder of

sophistication in HVAC system design, as described below:

Step 1. Select efficient equipment
Step 2. Monitor systems and properly size equipment
Step 3. Design efficiency into chiller distribution systems and unitary ducts.
Step 4. Reduce heat-producing loads (e.g., lighting, computers) before sizing and

designing large systems.

Step 5. Employ efficient installation and commissioning practices.

While each of these elements adds complexity to the program, the utility or other program
implementor could add them incrementally as technical and administrative capability is added,
and customers could access the program at the level of their own motivation and capability.

Target Market

The target market consists of unitary HVAC systems (including split, heat pump, etc.) and
chiller systems in all commercial and industrial buildings. Common "early adopters" for both
chiller systems and unitary HVAC include owner occupants, more forward-looking institutions,
and buildings with heavy cooling loads. Early participants in unitary HVAC programs have
included hospitals, restaurants, some retail (especially chains), and some industrial facilities.
Hospitals, universities, and industrial facilities have been early participants in programs to
optimize chiller systems and related loads. In some cases, chiller optimization has actually
removed production bottlenecks at industrial facilities.

The relative importance of chillers versus unitary equipment depends on local equipment
stock characteristics. Areas with high-rise buildings and older buildings (pre- 1990s) tend to have
more chillers. Areas with more one- and two-story buildings and more recent buildings tend to
have more unitary equipment. While new construction is important, HVAC equipment sales in
many areas are dominated by replacement of failed or failing equipment. In most areas, 60% or
more of unitary sales volume is replacement equipment. This is especially important because
many replacement purchases are not influenced by building codes. Codes may theoretically
apply in some cases, but are rarely enforced unless there is a major renovation. The majority of
purchased chillers are also replacements.

Chiller installation can have a lead time of 6-24 months, depending on the situation.
Therefore, efficiency work with unitary equipment may have more impact during the first 2
program years. However, chiller loads may cumulatively be significant over several years in
high-rise cities where chillers are common. Also, chillers provide an opportunity to get large
savings from each site.
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The chiller optimization approach discussed below could provide significant additional
savings, but generally it is only applied to a minority of the replacement chillers in a given year.
This is due to the significant time and capital requirements needed.

Efficiency Measures/Incentives

Chillers involved in this program should exceed the minimum peak efficiency thresholds in
the recently passed ASHRAE 90.1-1999 standard. Separate minimum thresholds for peak
efficiency and integrated part load value (IPLV) are recommended. The former are more
appropriate for heavily loaded chillers, and the latter for chillers that operate only partly loaded
most of the time. If a chiller is oversized for peak loads (as many are), an IPLV improvement
could result in savings during peak. Furthermore, some leading brands perform better on peak,
while others perform better at lower load levels. Incentives that reward exceptional efficiency
by either criteria would encourage both types of savings and maximize vendor participation. And
both would save peak on average. An example of chiller incentives (those for Conectiv Power
Delivery - Conectiv) is provided as Table C-7.

Table C-7. Sample Chiller Program IncentiveSchedule - Water-Cooled Units, 300+Tons Cooling Capacity
and Larger

Centrifugal Screw
KW/ton Full Load IPLV Full Load IPLV

S/ton S/ton $/ton S/ton

0.64 - - $29 -
0.63 - __ $31
0.62 - - $33 $29
0.61 - $35 S31
0.60 - - $37 $33
0.59 $35 - $39 $35

0.58 S37 - $41 37
0.57 $39 $35 $43 $39
0.56 $41 S37 $45 $41
0.55 $43 $39 S47 $43
0.54 545 S41 $49 $45
0.53 S47 $43 $51 $47
0.52 $49 S45 $53 $49
0.51 S51 S47 $55 $51
0.50 S53 S49 $57 S53

Conectiv also has incentives for smaller and air cooled chillers. These incentives can be
obtained at their Web site (Conectiv 2000c). Utilities in New England and New Jersey plan to
update chiller incentives for 2001 to reflect the new ASHRAE standard and current practice.
Since significant enhancements are expected, it will be worth checking back at their Web sites
for these updates..
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A complicated issue for chillers is incentives for variable speed drives (VSDs). Some
manufacturers are now offering chillers with built-in VSDs. Like the mechanical improvements
that lead to better IPLV performance, VSDs assure better performance at partial loading
conditions, which, for oversized chillers, can include peak load. We recommend measuring
chiller performance for purposes of chiller rebates without VSDs and providing a separate rebate
for VSDs. This would allow manufacturers with units that are most efficient at peak loads to get
a rebate for improving peak performance, and then an additional rebate for using VSDs to
improve part-load performance.

Recommended minimum thresholds and incentives for unitary HVAC incentives are
provided in Table C-8. The efficiency levels were established by CEE for use nationwide. The
incentives were set by the Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership's Cool Choice program and
are used by utilities throughout New England and New Jersey.

Table C-8. CEE Eligibility Levels and Cool Choice Incentives for Air-Source Commercial Packaged Air
Conditioners

Required Efficiency NEEP Incentives (S/ton)

Cooling Capacity Fedral EE Tier I CEE Tier 2 CEE Tier I CEE Tier 2
Standard I I l

<65,000 Btu/hour 10 SEER 12 SEER 13 SEER $55 S85
65,000-134,999 Btu/hour 8.9 EER 10.3 EER 11 EER $38 $68
135,000-240,000 Btu/hour 8.5 EER 9.7 EER 10.8 EER S43 $73
>240,000 None 95 EER 10 EER $43 $73

Separate thresholds and incentives have also been developed for heat pumps, packaged
terminal units, and other less-conventional unitary systems. A complete set of unitary HVAC
replacement qualifying levels and incentives (along with another example of chiller incentives)
can be obtained as an Adobe Acrobat file from National Grid's Web site (National Grid 2000a).
National Grid is a participating utility in the Cool Choice program.

As of this writing, the Tier II incentives for air-cooled systems are particularly important. As
of this writing, DOE is holding proceedings to determine future efficiency standards for
commercial unitary equipment. It appears likely that in a few years, units at least as efficient as
Tier I will be required by law. Higher sales of Tier II units through programs might help
influence DOE to set the efficiency standards higher. Tier II units are currently available in all
sizes from at least two major manufacturers, and will be from a third major manufacturer by the
end of 2000.

Economizers generally are not used during peak hours, but they can sometimes minimize
peak loads by taking in cool morning air prior to peak. This depends on local peak hours and
weather patterns. In areas with appropriate weather patterns, additional incentives should be
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offered to encourage enthalpy economizers and economizers with more reliable electronic
controls. While many HVAC units are currently sold with economizers, enthalpy economizers
are less common, some enthalpy economizers use nylon sensors which fail frequently, and dual
enthalpy economizers are relatively rare. Enthalpy economizers, which account for both outside
airtemperature and humidity, offer significant efficiency advantages in humid climates and even
in arid climates with heavy dew during early morning hours when economizers take in air. Dual
enthalpy economizers optimize outside air based on comparing wet bulb temperature inside and
outside the building. Additionally, most single enthalpy economizers can be set to a "minimum
outside air" mode that assures contractors that there will not be callbacks, but does not provide
much savings. Dual enthalpy economizers do not have this option, so are not as likely to be
effectively disabled by contractors who want to avoid callbacks.

A wholesale source (who chooses not to be quoted) suggested that the retail cost of moving
from a dry bulb economizer to dual enthalpy with electronic controls should cost less than $300,
and to single enthalpy should cost less than $150. Retail sources (which likewise cannot be cited)
suggest that incremental costs are on the order of $200 for single enthalpy controls and $400 for
fuel enthalpy. It would probably be worthwhile to investigate local prices before setting
incentives.

Additionally, some utilities offer incentives for chiller system optimization. These are
discussed in the "Chiller Optimization" box below.

Program Strategies

Barriers to efficient HVAC systems are diverse because customers are diverse, and the
demands of different elements of this strategy on customers, designers, and contractors vary.
Table C-9 presents a basic overview.
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Table C-9. Market Barriers to Commercial and Industrial HVAC Efficiency

Market Barrier | Key Issues

Customer Access to Many customers:
Information * Do not know that equipment choices have significant impacts on efficiency and

utility costs.
* Do not know much about quality installation practices, duct design and materials,

economizers, or controls.
* Are not aware that well-designed HVAC systems meet user needs better.
* Do not have unbiased sources of information. It is difficult for customers to

discern which contractors are expert in these areas.
Customer * Most unitary systems are bought from a single contractor without competition or
Organizational by low bid. Neither situation provides the contractor with high motivation to sell
Barriers more expensive systems. Efficiency levels are sometimes included by customers

in chiller bid specifications, but rarely for unitary systems.
* Many customer organizations (small and large) have not assigned responsibility

to an individual to pursue efficiency. This hampers decisions and limits expertise.
* Most customers do not have the capability to perform quality assurance on duct

design, chiller system design, installation, etc.
* Many businesses and government entities consider energy efficiency to be a low

priority for funding because it is a small pan of operating costs. Many financial
managers focus on maximizing revenue as a higher priority than cutting costs.

Trade Ally Barriers In some regions of the country, high-efficiency packaged equipment is not
routinely stocked and is a "special order" item with longer delivery times and
higher costs.

* Many vendors have limited knowledge of efficient equipment and installation
options. Customers are not providing them with the motivation to learn.

* Skills to optimize chiller systems involve metering, modeling, and system design.
Engineers tend to specialize in a subset of these areas. Because customers have
not demanded a synthesis of these skills, nor detailed design for efficiency
purposes, very few engineers have the experience to deliver.

* Manufacturers' representatives often play a key advisor role in chiller selection.
They may bring their own agendas and biases into the fray, based on what
equipment their firm most profitably sells.

Design Methods and * Most unitary systems are installed at the time of failure or when systems are
Values performing inadequately. This allows no time for design. Generally the only

trade ally consulted is the contractor.
* In the absence of metered data, engineers usually add multiple "safety factors" in

sizing. This results in oversized systems that could add to peak loads.
* In the absence of system modeling, chillers and HVAC distribution components

are not optimized.
Product Definition There is no nationally accepted definition for a high-efficiency chiller beyond the

ASHRAE code (which is not aggressive)
· While CEE provides efficiency guidelines for unitary HVAC equipment, these

are not promoted in many parts of the country.
* There are no well-known labels or third-party-endorsed checklists to help

customers ask for quality installation, or for vendors to promote it.
* There is no clear market label for a reliable, predictable product. Everything

hinges on the reputation of the individual firm.
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Market Barrier Key Issues

Financial Barriers Efficiency improvements arc often "value engineered" out of construction
projects to assure that funds are focussed on more visible equipment and more
immediate problems.

* In rental buildings on short-term leases where the tenant pays energy bills,
neither the landlord nor the tenant has a long-term interest in reducing energy
costs.

* In large organizations such as state and federal governments and multi-site
corporations, the corporate unit that pays for construction often is not the unit
that pays energy bills, and the two do not communicate effectively about
management of costs.

* Failed unitary equipment is often an unplanned and unbudgeted event.
* Chillers are major investments. Without outside encouragement, customers will

not plan for additional costs associated with chiller optimization.

The following program elements are the core of the HVAC program.

For Chiller Systems

Essential

Rebates for chillers designed to capture currently available savings, marketed directly to
customers and through vendors.

Would Significantly Add to Savings

* Metering and analysis service to help customers "right-size" chillers.
* More sophisticated incentives and technical assistance to help customers optimize chiller

systems against loads (see box below).
* Workshops to help customers plan in advance forthe cost and effort ofoptimizing chiller

systems, decide when chiller operation and maintenance (O&M) exceeds amortized cost
of a new chiller, and manage coolants.

* Commissioning of chiller systems.

Unitary

Essential

* Rebates tied to CEE's unitary HVAC standards, targeted to help encourage stringent
federal standards for commercial and industrial unitary equipment.
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Would Significantly Add to Savings

* Complimentary rebates for efficient economizers and thermostats.
* Technical assistance and training to enhance duct design.
* Customer and contractor information to encourage efficient installation.
* Commissioning for larger buildings with multiple or large unitary systems.

The key elements are discussed in more detail below.

Chiller Optimization

Chiller optimization is the process of developing the most efficient chiller system that's possible and the
best match between chillers, controls, and loads. It is recommended for utilities and other sponsors that have
the technical resources to push the HVAC engineering community to higher levels of efficiency in design.
National Grid has one of the most highly evolved and successful programs for chiller system optimization -
Comprehensive Chiller Track, which serves 6-8 replacement chiller systems per year. This is only a fraction
of the chillers addressed through National Grid's programs in a year. Most chiller efficiency projects involve
only a rebate for an efficient chiller and sometimes one or two related items (e.g., a motor or variable speed
drive). However, optimization projects result in very large savings per site and provide many benefits to
customers, including downsizing of chillers, which could directly reduce peak kW.

National Grid pays rebates forefficient chillers (similar to Conectiv's rebates cited above), 90/% of the cost
of enhancements to peripherals (pumps, fans, motors, ducts, pipes, and controls), and 90% of the full cost of
heat-producing loads that are made more efficient prior to the design of the new chiller system (primarily
lights), or less if that is sufficient to provide the customer with a 1-year payback based on energy costs.
Payments for peripherals and lighting tend to average about 65-70% of the cost of these improvements (Keena
2000). While these payment levels are high, they have proven useful in persuading customers to undertake the
expense and effort of improving all components of the chiller system and heat loads at once.

For analysis of chiller optimization, hourly load data must be collected on the old chiller system. This data
would then be used to create a calibrated hourly simulation of the building. This simulation would be used to
model efficiency improvements to lighting and other heat-producing end-uses, then optimization of the HVAC
distribution system, and finally, selection of the most efficient chiller of the correct size.

To provide an example of chiller optimization, Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) in Massachusetts
replaced a 290 ton 0.85 kW/ton chiller with a 170 ton 0.62 kW/ton chiller (Gartland and Sartor 1998). The
chiller downsizing reduced the cost of the new chiller and was achieved in part due to reduced heat gains from
installing more efficient lighting and in part due to the fact that the old chiller was oversized. At the same time,
WPI installed new air handling unit controls (to improve system operation), added ASDs to pumps in the
system, and installed an outdoor air heat exchanger for wintertime computer room cooling. The total project
reduced electricity use in buildings served by the chillers by more than 15% and had a 5.2 year payback to
WPI.
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To avoid paying for measures that are common practice, the utility or otherprogram sponsor must establish
a baseline for chiller system design. This is the set of typical chiller design practices employed locally. Most
program sponsors establish these practices through discussions with designers and vendors and review of
recently constructed chiller systems.

Pacific Gas and Electric has developed Cool Tools as a streamlined technical approach to optimizing chiller
systems. Cool Tools products are software programs, publications, and support services that together provide
an objective analytical method for comparing alternative strategies during the design and operation of chilled
water systems. The products are public domain and Intemet-based (PG&E 2000a). As of mid-2000, over 20
modules (software and/or written materials addressing specific topics) were up and running, and more are in

preparation. However, work on actual customer buildings with the tools is just beginning.

Chiller optimization programs work best if there is advance marketing, through workshops, to educate
customers not only about the benefits, but about the planning requirements and the types of assistance that
program sponsors can provide.

Chiller optimization can be very cost-effective to the utility. A joint filing by New Jersey utilities including
a planned chiller optimization program utilized an average program cost of 1.4 cents/kWh saved over the
measure life of the project (New Jersey Utilities 2000). This includes the customer share of incentives but does
not include the cost of the baseline (inefficient) chiller, and was based on prior experience at other utilities.

Technical Assistance

For unitary systems in new construction and renovation, it may be possible, through utility-
funded technical assistance, to encourage quality load calculations to assure proper sizing,
designer specification of quality economizers, proper duct design and thermostats, etc.

Technical assistance supporting prescriptive chiller rebates can be relatively simple, but
smart customer advice and active assistance can pay. For example, use of load research data or
loan of a meter may make it possible to assess loadings on existing chillers prior to purchase of
a new system. This load data may lead to "right sizing" a chiller. A properly sized chiller may
save peak because it would operate at optimal efficiency on the peak day. Furthermore, it may
not continue to "ramp up" loads if weather conditions exceed design conditions.

For replacement of unitary equipment, technical assistance is generally minimal due to the
limited timeframe for purchase decisions. It is at least theoretically desirable to require load
calculations for unit replacements to assure properly sized replacement units. However, the time
frame for replacement and circumstances make this approach difficult. Even if smaller units are
appropriate, they sometimes require expensive and time-consuming curb modifications.
Furthermore, requirements to properly size equipment may reduce contractor margins. For this
reason, at least until programs are well-accepted by vendors, initiatives to assure quality sizing
and installation should utilize "carrots," such as technical and promotional support for premium
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contractor practices, rather than the "stick" of requiring good installation practices to receive
equipment rebates.

Marketing

Different parties play more central roles for marketing various aspects of the program, as
shown in Table C-10.

Table C-10. Role of Different Parties in Marketing Efficiency C&I HVAC Products and Services

Contractors Designers Other CustomersSite customers
Efficient unitary Critical marketing Important for new Direct contact is Reach through
equipment sales channel construction important contractors
Unitary duct designry dt d Critical participant Critical participant Critical participant Participant
(new buildings)

Direct contact is Direct contact is Secondary target
Unitary installation . NAimportant important market

Chiller e y Critical marketing Important for new Direct contact is Reach primarily thruChiller efficiency 1 1 ochannel construction important contractors
Cierg i Can sometimes

Chiller right-sizing ritical participant Critical participant Critical participant
influence design

Optimize chiller
yste mie Secondary Criical particiant Critical participant Critical participant

.,~ . participantagainst loads

Unitary sales are heavily influenced by contractors and vendors. The best marketing
approach for vendors would involve consistent rebates and promotion across all program
sponsors in a region. For example, Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnerships has contracted for
"circuit riders" to visit vendors and provide promotion for their unitary rebate program (NEEP
2000). Additionally, for new buildings, it is important to work with customers, designers, and
developers to promote efficient units. Under the NEEP program, utilities mostly work directly
with customers to compliment the circuit rider's efforts with contractors. However, it may be
more practical in some cases for marketing contractors to work with both parties in tandem.
Conectiv Power Delivery of New Jersey, a NEEP program member utility, uses this approach.

Unitary installation would be best influenced by working both with contractors and
customers to promote a set of efficient practices. While experience in this area is limited, as of
this writing NEEP is experimenting with a set of customer education materials on this topic.
These materials will help explain why it is important to hire a contractor who follows quality
installation practices and what those practices are. A group of New Jersey utilities is also
working to develop contractor training installation practices (Linn 2000). Because there is little
understanding of the relationship between installation quality, efficiency, and performance
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among customers and contractors, program sponsors could need to take a leadership role in
working with contractors to demonstrate quality practices and show the benefits.

Unitary HVAC contractors across the country have become leery of utilities because some
electric utilities are buying unitary contractors and competing directly for customers. For this
reason, utilities would need to assure contractors that they would not use customer data or other
intelligence gathered through efficiency programs for their own purposes. However, this
situation also creates an opportunity. To survive, unitary HVAC contractors are increasingly
receptive to the idea of premium services as a tool to differentiate themselves in the market. A
"premium contractor program," endorsed by utilities or other program sponsors as a group, could
consist of promoting the use of high-efficiency equipment and high-quality controls and
economizers (e.g., programmable thermostats, dual enthalpy economizers), and the adherence
to a list of quality installation practices.

Chiller sales are heavily influenced by manufacturers' representatives and distributors. Some
highly successful programs market efficient chillers primarily by setting up relationships with
these parties. However, larger and more sophisticated customers (some chains, property
managers, multi-site office and retail owners, some hospitals, and large institutions) often play
a more significant role in product selection and would need to be marketed to as well.

Financial Incentives

These were discussed under "Measures," above.

Financing

Financing is particularly important for chiller optimization projects due to the significant
capital cost. The type of financing referral system discussed under the lighting retrofit
acceleration program (later in this appendix) is recommended.

Quality Control

For equipment rebates, the utility would need to review the proposed equipment (proposed
specifications in advance where possible," installed equipment after the fact) to confirm that it
meets program standards. For all equipment, inspections to verify that the specified equipment
is installed would be also important. We recommend that efforts to assure proper unitary
equipment installation be carefully crafted to not sabotage efforts to enlist vendors. Given the
delicate relationships between vendors and utilities discussed above, programs should focus on

" BDcause unitary equipment is often replaced under emergency circumstances, it is important that the
program permit rcbatcs without prc-inspcction as long as equipment qualifies.
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education and marketing for some time before installation quality becomes a program
requirement.

Expert engineering review is important to assure that any studies of metered data to help size
systems are properly done.

Relationship of Program Strategies to Market Barriers.

These relationships are summarized in Table C-11.

Table C-ll. Market Barriers and Strategies for Commercial and Industrial HVAC Efficiency
"Market Barrier I Intervention Strategy

Customer Access to Educational materials and promotion tor customers explaining equipment
Information efficiency, system performance, design, project planning, and installation.
Customer Program sponsors (staff or technical contractors) reduce the burden of
Organizational recommending strategies and quality control.
Barriers * Development of model bid specifications for efficient equipment.

- Education for customer regarding how to identify quality contractors.
Trade Ally Barriers * Training on efficiency economics, equipment choices, duct design, and installation

practices.
* Help for contractors using efficiency to differentiate themselves in the market.
* Customer promotions to create the "market pull" to engage contractors. Start with

the largest and most motivated customers.
- Use of unitary rebate program to encourage stocking.
* Use of technical studies and quality control to bring design contractors and energy

specialists to the next level of capability.
Design Methods and * Promotion of case studies that show quality design paying off.
Values · Working closely with manufacturers of chillers to influence toward efficient

designs.
* Use of metered information to improve engineer confidence in appropriately sized

systems.
Product Definition - Promotion of the CEE Tier II unitary HVAC standard.

* Development and promotion of the minimum efficiency standards for chillers.
* Development of utility-endorsed unitary installation checklists.

Development of specification and/or certification for quality commissioning.
Financial Barriers * Rebates - prescriptive and custom.

· Financing referral service for large projects.
· Promotion of successful jobs with bottom-line oriented case studies.
* Financial planning as a key element of chiller planning workshops.
* Where practical, promotion of equipment downsizing as capital savings.
* Promotion of life cycle costing, but don't expect customer tendencies to focus on

first cost to change overnight
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Key Indicators of Success

* Sales of efficient chillers and unitary equipment as a proportion oftotal sales. For unitary
equipment, stocking and sales of Tier I unitary systems would be particularly important.

* Contractor and customer awareness of efficiency issues, including efficient design and
installation.

* Contractors who market themselves as "premium service" contractors while adhering to
utility-approved equipment selection and procedures.

* Proportion of chiller systems being optimized during design.

* Proportion of chiller systems and large unitary systems commissioned.

Cost and Savings Assumptions

Savings

Efficient chillers are available that exceed the baseline peak efficiencies shown for
Conectiv's program (Table C-7) by 5-20%, depending on the size, type, and brand.
Comprehensive chiller optimization generally results in greater savings, typically resulting in
additional savings of around 10% or more (Wolpert et al. 1994). CEE Tier I unitary HVAC units
reduce energy use by approximately 10% relative to typical non-qualifying units, varying with
size. Tier I units save an additional 6-13%, varying with size and manufacturer. Given that
efficiency is rated for peak operation, the savings should translate directly into peak savings.

Savings from economizers vary significantly from site to site. Additionally, these measures
do not always reduce peak use. Economizers bring air into buildings during cool hours, which
in some climates occur in the morning of peak days. This is especially true in moderate, dry
summer climates where cool mornings can be followed by peak heat. Economizers that fail in
the open mode significantly increase peak load. Experts differ regarding whether such failures
are often noticed and corrected, but there is limited information to support any position on this
topic. Economizers that fail in the closed mode can also add to peak. If installation of higher-
quality economizers results in avoiding failure in a modest share of units, the energy savings
would be significant and the peak savings would be significant in many climates.

When comparing savings to cost, it is important to consider the benefit of energy savings as
well as peak savings. These depend on hours of use, time of use, and local electric rates.
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Cost

For chiller rebates, incentives are paid per kW/ton, so cost/kW can be derived directly from
the incentive chart. For example, if a 300 ton chiller were purchased at 0.54 kW/ton instead of
0.60, the cost would be $45/ton for 0.6 kW/ton, or $750/kW. Assuming that the average chiller
operates at 85% of capacity during peak (and assuming conservatively that savings are
proportional to loading), this would be $882/kW.

For unitary equipment, kW savings at full load can be estimated using the formula:

Peak kW= Btuh/EER/1000
Where:
Btu/hour = tons*12,000

Depending on local conditions, some unitary equipment runs at less than full load during
utility peak hours because the equipment is oversized or not in use. A 85% loading factor may
be reasonable (as discussed above, 70% is typical in residential but commercial average loading
is higher). For example, for a 7.5 ton unit, if local common practice were the federal standard of
8.9 EER, the more efficient equipment would cost $31 I/peak kW.16

Local baseline sales patterns should be considered; many areas probably sell a mix of
equipment including some at the CEE Tier I standard and some less efficient. Administrative
costs should be added to this figure (perhaps 20%/, depending on program design and volume).

Non-Energy Benefils

Well-designed HVAC systems tend to meet user requirements better, because the cooling
system is better tailored to building requirements. Chiller optimization can often lead to reduced
chiller size and consequent reduced capital costs.

Measure life

According to the ASHRAE Handbook (ASHRAE 1999), rooftop air conditioners have a
median service life of 15 years and packaged chillers have a median service life of 23 years for
centrifugal and absorption units and 20 years for reciprocating units.

" Peak kW = 7.5*12,000/(8.91000)*((1 1-8.9)/1 1).85=1.64 kW. The incentive suggested in Table C-8
is $68/ton, providing a cost of $31 I/utility peak kW.
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Market Penetration

Penetration rates for efficient equipment, as a share of the units sold each year, are estimated
in Table C-12. Bear in mind that this is a generalized projection based on market potential and
early field results from existing programs. Anecdotal information indicates that baseline
penetrations vary significantly by region. "Before-program" penetration rates should be assumed

to be static over the forecast period, except for Tier II unitary equipment, where a "without
program" projection is provided. The penetration rates shown are market shares, including
nonparticipants.

For unitary equipment, the net increase in penetration would likely include a significant
number of nonparticipants who have been influenced by the program (perhaps half, depending

on how the program is marketed.). It is less clear whether nonparticipants would be influenced
by chiller rebates. This depends on existing baselines and design practices.

Table C-12. Unitary HVAC, Chiller Efficiency, and Chiller Optimization Penetration Rates

Year Unitary Tier II Chillers Chiller Optimization
Without Program With Program

Before 15% 15% 5% 0%
1 18% 20% 10% 5%
2 21% 30% 30% 10%
3 24% 40% 50% 15%
4 25% 50% 70% 20%
5 25% 50% 70% 25%
*Assumes significant base year natural market penetration A 1998 study showed 7% penetration of Tier II
equipment in the Massachusetts market in 1998, and availability of Tier II equipment has increased significantly
since then (RLW Analytics 1999). Rebate programs help change the market, but many of the influenced
customers do not collect the rebate.

These penetrations apply to chiller and unitary equipmentsales, not to the existing stock. We
estimate that, in 5 years, in regions with an even distribution of equipment ages over the measure
life and a 4% annual growth rate, sales will equal 44% of the existing stock of chillers and 55%
of the existing stock of unitary HVAC equipment.'7

These proportions will vary locally depending on the predominant age of existing system.
For example, if there was a boom in unitary installation 15-20 years ago, there will be a boom
in replacement sales about now.

17 Chiller turnover = 5 years/23 year life = 22%; chiller growth = 1.04(5 ' power)-l = 22%, while
22%22% = 44%. Unitary turnover = 5 yearsll5 year life = 33%; Unitary growth = 1.04(5' power)- I = 22%, while
33% +22% = 55%.
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4. Commercial Building Retrocommissioning and Maintenance

Overview

The goal of this program is to promote widespread retrocommissioning and proper ongoing
maintenance of large commercial buildings. This program also seeks to build a sizable ongoing
local market for retrocommissioning services by addressing the major barriers that hinder
retrocommissioning today, particularly the limited number of qualified commissioning engineers
and the fact that most building owners and managers are unaware of the benefits of
commissioning services. Furthermore, the program seeks to maintain the savings from
commissioning over time by training and certifying building maintenance staff in good building
operations and maintenance procedures. The program combines training and technical assistance
for building owners, managers, maintenance staff, tenants, and commissioning providers with
local demonstration projects and other promotions as well as financial incentives to reduce the
cost of commissioning services. Key program strategies are discussed below and include:

* Education for building owners and facility managers;
* Local demonstration projects and case studies;
* Establishing a benchmarking system to help building owners assess the performance of

their buildings relative to other buildings;
* Active marketing to building owners and managers;
* Defining key services so they would be easier to understand and market;
* Commissioning service provider training and technical assistance;
* Maintenance staff training and certification; and
* Financial incentives to reduce the cost of commissioning services.

In addition, the following recommended strategies complement the above-listed activities
and would contribute to the success of the program:

* Local market research;
* Tenant education to encourage tenants to talk to their property managers about

workspace quality; and
* Cooperation with other commissioning programs around the country on the development

of additional commissioning-related procedures and tools.

Target Market

The prime market for this program, at least in its early years, would be large commercial
buildings, over approximately 100,000 square feet in size, with an emphasis on owner-occupied
buildings and Class A leased space. Owner-occupants should be targeted because they generally
care the most about building energy use since they pay the energy bills and not a tenant. They
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are also generally more interested in making investments in their buildings. Class A offices
should be targeted because they have the highest rents and maintaining tenant satisfaction is
important for keeping occupancy rates and rents high. Large buildings (as well as multiple
smaller buildings on common campuses) should be targeted because these buildings generally
have complicated HVAC and control systems that could usually benefit from commissioning.
Also, large buildings use large amounts of energy, providing opportunities for large energy and
cost savings in a single project. And large buildings often have in-house maintenance staff,
providing greater opportunities to maintain the savings over time. Eventually, medium-size
buildings (50,000-100,000 square feet and possibly even smaller) could be targeted, but initial
efforts should target large buildings.

Efficiency Measures

The prime measure to promote would be retrocommissioning services. Retrocommissioning
is an event in the life of an existing building that systematically looks for opportunities to
improve and optimize a building's operation and maintenance. Retrocommissioning seeks cost-
effective ways to improve functionality of existing equipment and systems, and optimizes how
they operate in order to reduce energy waste, extend equipment life, and improve building
operation and comfort (Haasl and Sharp 1999).

Retrocommissioning is typically done by a skilled engineer with extensive trouble-shooting
and commissioning experience. The commissioning process typically includes four stages -
planning, investigation, implementation, and handoff (Haasl and Sharp 1999). The planning
stage includes identifying project objectives and systems to be targeted, defining tasks and
responsibilities, and preparing a plan that could be used to procure the desired services. The
investigation stage includes on-site assessments and testing, including a review of energy use
data and maintenance procedures, walk-throughs of the site (during both the day and night), and
short-term monitoring of key systems. The investigation phase leads to identification of
deficiencies in system operation and maintenance and the development of recommendations to
correct these deficiencies. The implementation phase includes implementation of most no- and
low-cost recommendations as well as development of a plan for implementing additional
improvements over time. Finally, the completed improvements are "handed off' to the owner
and their staff, along with information and knowledge gained during the process to help the
owner and staff better maintain their building in the future.

In addition, the program promotes training of building maintenance staff on good operations
and maintenance procedures. Such training could result in direct energy savings as staffidentify
and implement improved building management practices (details on many of these procedures
can be found in Herzog 1997). Trained personnel are also in a much better position to keep
building systems optimized, helping to maintain commissioning savings.
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Program Strategies

Several market barriers presently hinder the commissioning of existing commercial
buildings. These are summnarized in Table C- 13.

Table C-13. Barriers to Retrocommissioning

Market Barrier Key Issues

Customer Access to * Few owners and managers are familiar with commissioning services and their
Information benefits.

* The value of commissioning services has not been demonstrated enough to
satisfy some owners and managers; some perceive that the claims are too
good to be true.

Shortage of Skilled Experienced staff and outside service providers are few in number.
Contractors, Staff, and * Training for engineers and building staff in commissioning-related activities
Tools is often not readily available.

* The limited size of the current market for commissioning services makes
many potential service providers reluctant to get the training and experience
necessary in order to enter the business.

* Commissioning-procedures and software tools tend to be custom-developed
by each commissioning specialist with the result that many tools are not user
friendly and there is much overlap of effort.

Customer Difficulty * Managers often do not know how to locate experienced staff or outside
Identifying Quality providers nor can they identify which staff and service providers are well
Contractors and Staff qualified to do commissioning work.
Split Incentives * In rental spaces, tenants often pay energy bills, reducing the incentive for

building managers to properly commission their buildings.
* Tenants are unfamiliar with building optimization approaches that could

improve the quality of building space as well as reduce operating costs.
· Even in owner-occupied spaces, internal accounting practices, such the

separation of energy, maintenance, and capital budgets, makes it difficult to
-obtain funds for new services or to provide direct financial benefits to those
who agree to finance these services out of their budget.

Lack of Time and Lack of time, short-planning horizons, and institutional inertia makes it
Institutional Inertia difficult for owners and managers to consider new approaches.

Program strategies seek to address these barriers in order to:

* Motivate the building owner and their staff to act;
* Make expertise to optimize building operations readily available; and
· Institutionalize the building optimization and maintenance process so that savings

continue over time.

The relationship between the different barriers and strategies are summarized in Table C- 14.
Each of the program strategies are discussed further in the sections below.
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Table C-14. Relationship Between Retrocommissioning Barriers and Program Strategies

Market Barrier Intervention Strategy

Customer Access to Introductory workshops for owners and managers on commissioning and its
Information benefits

Marketing to owners and managers
Local and owner-specific demonstration projects
Establish benchmarking system to help owners compare their buildings to
other buildings

Shortage of Skilled Commissioning service provider training
Contractors, Staff, and * Technical assistance to local service providers by leading commissioning
Tools experts

* Training and certification for building maintenance staff
* Cooperation with other commissioning programs on the development of

improved procedures and tools

Customer Difficulty * Educational workshops for and marketing to building owners and managers
Identifying Quality * Certification program for trained and qualified building maintenance staff
Contractors and Staff

Split Incentives * Financial incentives to reduce the cost of commissioning services
* Educational materials for tenants on the benefits of building optimization

Lack of Time and * One-on-one marketing efforts
Institutional Inertia * Financial incentives to reduce the cost of commissioning services

Owner/Manager Education and Marketing

Education for building owners and facility managers is needed to familiarize these decision-
makers regarding the opportunities for and the benefits of commissioning, and to provide
information on how to obtain quality services. These efforts should generally target the person
with budget authority for a building. A potential marketing strategy would be to emphasize how,
for many buildings, building operation is a multimillion expense that is largely unmanaged. To
support education efforts, standard materials would be useful such as written materials, case
studies, and slide presentations (including short, medium, and long versions for different levels
of decision-makers). Much of the marketing would need to be done face-to-face with individual
decision-makers or through building owner associations and peer groups. One general approach
that has been effective is to identify one site or system to optimize, monitor performance before
and after optimization, and use the results to help convince decision-makers to optimize other
systems or buildings. Utility/government endorsements could also be useful, as could be referrals
to qualified contractors. Both the Building Commissioning Association (BCA) and the
Association of State Energy Research and Technology Transfer Institutions (ASERTTI) have
developed one-day training programs for building owners and managers that could be adapted
for use in different regions of the country (Doyle 2000; York 2000).
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Local and Owner-Specific Demonstration Projects

While some case studies have been compiled, these cover only a few regions of the country.
Local programs should utilize local demonstrations and case studies to help promote
optimization in their local areas. In compiling these case studies, in addition to standard
information on costs and energy savings, it would be useful to document non-energy benefits of
retrocommissioning such as O&M cost savings or changes in worker comfort and productivity.
Furthermore, for many building owners, the most relevant demonstration would be one in their
own facility, or short of this, a competing firm in the same industry and market. An effective
promotion technique would be to work with owners of large or multiple buildings and undertake
a pilot project in one of their facilities, so they could see the benefits directly.

Establish Benchmarking System

Building owners want to know how their buildings compare to other buildings. A
benchmarking system that is easy to use and adjusts for major climatic and operations
differences would be a useful tool for comparing buildings and by extension, motivating owners
of subpar buildings to improve their operations. EPA is working on this issue through its
ENERGY STARBuildings TM program. As of this writing, ENERGY STAR has developed benchmark
tools for offices and schools, is working on a tool for retail buildings, and is developing plans
for tools on several other building types. Local program managers should run several local
buildings through these tools in order to validate these benchmarks for use in local programs.
Another database to tie into this effort would be the Building Owners and Managers
Associations's (BOMA) Experience Exchange reports.

Commissioning Service Provider Training

Many HVAC and controls engineers have experience in designing and troubleshooting
building systems. However, design experience and systems operation experience are different
things. Furthermore, many engineers have limited experience in using observed and metered data
together to solve problems. Likewise, engineers may know how to troubleshoot problems, but
are unfamiliar with how to set up procedures so that building managers can prevent problems
from recurring. Still, with proper training and experience, many of these practitioners could
progressively become commissioning service providers. In order to assist this process, the
program should sponsor training programs for service providers - including HVAC consulting
engineers, control specialists, and others -and then offer them technical assistance for their first
retrocommissioning projects using experienced commissioning providers that the program would
hire on a retainer basis. These experienced providers would also conduct quality control reviews
on initial retrocommissioning projects.
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Training programs should be a week long and include hands-on field experience. Training
courses of this type have been developed by BCA and ASERTTI. Following completion of the
training program, trainees would begin to market their services, but would receive free technical
assistance and quality control reviews on their first few commissioning projects in order to help
them gain knowledge and experience with practical commissioning procedures and trouble-
shooting. Technical assistance would include assistance with preparing the commissioning plan,
developing a short-term metering plan, analyzing meter and other data, reviewing draft reports,
reviewing draft customer O&M plans, and answering questions. (Note: trainers and technical
assistance providers would need to be carefully selected -they must be willing to help new
people get started in the field; sometimes this would mean hiring experts from other regions
since experts from the local region may be reluctant to train future competitors.)

Maintenance Staff Training and Certification

Building maintenance staff can perform some commissioning work, and they are very
important for maintaining commissioning savings. The Northwest Energy Efficiency Council
operates a building operator training and certification program with two levels of proficiency.
People trained at the highest level are qualified to maintain the high level of building operation
that commissioning initiates. The program includes certification in order to help building owners
identify skilled staff and to help skilled staff get recognition and possible promotions for gaining
these skills (Putnam 2000). The same program is operated in the Northeast by Northeast Energy
Efficiency Partnerships. Other operator certification programs are run by BOMA (BOMA 2000)
and the Association ofFacility Engineers (AFE 2000). Each program operates in a different way,
appeals to a different niche among operators, and works with the networks for operators that
exist in different regions. Such programs should be available in each region with a
retrocommissioning program, and designed to reach operators with a wide range of skills and
knowledge.

Financial Incentives

Financial incentives would make it much'easier to market commissioning services and
substantially increase the number of projects that could be undertaken in the initial years of the
program. Based on experience in the Northwest and California, we recommend that incentives
cover at least 50% of the cost of commissioning services. On the other hand, the building owner
should also pay a portion of the commissioning costs so that they have "buy-in" on the project.
In addition, incentives for the implementation of capital measures identified during the
commissioning process could increase savings significantly (by capital measure we mean
measures that have a significant cost to the building owner and that are not paid back with
savings in the first year). These incentives, for example, could pay half the cost of capital
measures or could be sufficient to buy-down the cost of these capital measures to a particular
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simple payback period (e.g., 12 months). Dodds, Baxter & Nadel (2000) provided information
on incentives offered by many commissioning programs operating in 2000.

In addition to these core program activities, there are several additional activities that could
improve the effectiveness of the program, including additional market research, tenant education
and marketing, and cooperation with other retrocommissioning programs on procedure and tool
development These additional activities are discussed in the sections below.

Additional Market Research

Some market research on building O&M and commissioning practices has been conducted.
For example, reports with market research components include a manual sponsored by DOE on
commissioning existing buildings (Haasl and Sharp1999), a study for the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance on commissioning practices and needs in the Northwest (SBW 1998), and
a research project on O&M practices commissioned by a group of utilities in the Northeast
(RLW Analytics 1999). What is still needed is more focused research in other regions to
determine current baseline commissioning knowledge and practices, and reactions to various
strategies to increase local use of commissioning. Also, there is a need for further market
research to explore specific markets for specific approaches, such as focus groups or interviews
with engineering firms and specific types of customers to explore their interest in different
business and training models for optimization services.

Tenant Education and Marketing

For leased space with "triple net" leases (where tax, insurance, and operating costs-
including energy costs - are passed onto tenants), in order to help motivate owners to improve
building operations, it would be useful to educate tenants about the range of triple net payments
in their local area, and to encourage prospective tenants to consider the sum of rent plus triple
net costs when they compare buildings. An example of such a marketing program is the Better
Bricks program recently started by the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA 2000).
Simple ways to help tenants identify efficient buildings, such as the new ENERGY STAR
BuildingsT program, would also be useful. Creative approaches in which tenants and owners
share commissioning costs and benefits should also be explored.

Procedure and Tool Development

Procedures for commissioning existing buildings are still in their infancy. Peter Herzog, a
consulting engineer, has developed some procedures and written a book outlining how to
develop an in-house team to commission specific end-use processes (Herzog 1997). Many
organizations and firms have drafted procedures including Portland Energy Conservation, Inc.
for DOE and Texas A&M University.
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There are a wide variety of services offered by different service providers, ranging from
simple low-lost O&M services to extensive metering, data analysis, and trouble shooting. There
is also substantial variation in the systems covered, with some providers focusing on one or
several pieces of equipment (e.g., chillers) and others focusing on the whole building. While
different service packages may be appropriate for different customers, when all packages are
labeled "retrocommissioning" it makes it difficult for potential customers to understand what
services they are offered and it also makes it difficult for providers to market their services
relative to other providers that are offering differing services. There is a need to better define
specific retrocommissioning packages (e.g., "full commissioning," "commissioning-lite,"
"chiller commissioning," etc.) to match the needs of different customers and the skills of
different providers. For each of these service packages, standard tools and procedures could
assist new providers in getting started in the field and could also assist current providers in
streamlining their operations. Procedures should be flexible enough to service different building
types, scales, systems, and design intent.

Local commissioningprograms around the country should work together on the development
of common definitions and additional procedures and tools that would make training, marketing,
and service delivery easier. Development of a library of public domain procedures, with some
index to their appropriate application, would be a useful starting point for new providers and
would also be very useful for use in government buildings where there is frequently a need for
the establishment of formal procedures. Similarly, improved software and hardware should be
developed for better diagnosing buildings. In particular, ways to better build diagnostic
capabilities into key building equipment (such as energy management systems, chillers, and
economizers) should be explored. With such capabilities, it would be easier to monitor and
diagnose equipment operations.

Key Indicators of Success

Given the goals of this program, which are to both reduce peak demand and to overcome
barriers so that recommissioning and good building O&M grow in the marketplace, indicators
of program success should include:

* Steady increases in building owner and manager familiarity and interest in
commissioning and good O&M procedures;

* Growth in the number of skilled local commissioning service providers;
* Steady growth in the number of commissioning projects undertaken;
* Good average energy and energy-cost savings (evaluated on a percentage basis so that

the depth of commissioning savings can be assessed);
* Proportion of commissioning recipients who implement good operations and

maintenance programs;
* Peak energy savings achieved; and
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Good benefit-cost ratios from the customer and societal perspectives.

Cost and Savings Assumptions

Savings

A 1997 review of field data on 44 commissioning projects for existing buildings found that
commissioning existing buildings "often result[s] in whole-building energy savings of 5-15%
and paybacks of two years or less." Energy cost savings in these projects ranged from 2-49%
with a median of 19% (Gregerson 1997). However, given that this program would be a mass
production program that works with many different service providers, we would expect average
energy savings to be more modest - on the order of 10%.

Little data are available on the peak demand savings of commissioning. However, two
programs did collect data on average peak (kW) and energy (kWh) savings, allowing a ratio of
energy to peak savings to be calculated. For the Commonwealth Edison program in Chicago, this
ratio was 1,950 kWh/kW. For work by Texas A&M on their campus, this ratio was 860 kWh/kW
(Dodds, Baxter, & Nadel 2000). In our opinion, the Texas A&M figure is unlikely to be
sustained across many projects and the Commonwealth Edison experience is more likely. Based
on this thinking, kW savings can be approximated by first estimating kWh savings (based on the
10% estimate discussed above) and then dividing by 1,950.

Cost

The 1997 study on 44 retrocommissioning projects included costs per square foot for all of
the projects. Costs ranged from $0.03-0.43 per square foot of building floor area, with a median
of$0. 17 (Gregerson 1997). More recently, a review of experience with eight retrocommissioning
programs found that costs varied from $0.16-0.63 per square foot, with an average of $0.34.
However, these latter programs were a bimodal distribution, with four of the programs ranging
from $0.16-0.19 per square foot and the other three ranging from 0.52-0.63. These latter
programs either used out-of-state service providers or involved very extensive continuous
commissioning services. Based on these data points and considerations, we would estimate that
commissioning, on average, should cost approximately $0.20 per square foot. All of these figures
include costs to implement low-cost commissioning recommendations.

Non-Energy Costs and Benefits

In addition to direct energy savings, there are numerous citations in the literature on how
specific commissioning projects have improved occupant comfort (e.g., by eliminating hot and
cold spots) and improved equipment reliability and extended equipment life (e.g., because
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equipment cycles on and off less often). No systematic study has been conducted on how
extensive these benefits are on average.

Measure Life

To our knowledge, there are no studies on the lifetime of commissioning energy savings. In
practice, the lifetime of savings would vary from project to project, and could range from just
a few months (for projects that are not maintained and where building use changes) to in
perpetuity (for projects that are very well maintained. A 1998 analysis for the Northwest Energy
Efficiency Alliance estimated an average measure life of 7 years (Suozzo et al. 1998).

Possible Market Penetration Rates

As of this writing, commissioning programs are only in the pilot stage. A typical trajectory
for commissioning programs might be 4-12 projects in the first year (Dodds, Baxter, & Nadel
2000). However, in New York State, a pilot chillerretrocommissioning program signed up more
than 130 participants in just a few months (Henderson 2000). Based on these different
experiences, we estimate that a good full-scale program could maybe complete a dozen projects
in the first year, perhaps 40 in the second, and on the order of 100 per year thereafter until about
50% of the target market is served. Thereafter, participation rates would slow as the program
seeks to serve harder-to-reach customers.
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5. Commercial and Industrial Lighting Retrofit Acceleration Program

Overview

The purpose of this program is to increase the saturation of efficient lighting among existing
commercial and industrial buildings. The program accelerates and broadens the efforts already
underway by customers and awide array of contractors to replace obsolete lighting systems with
the more efficient systems that have become common practice for most new construction. For
the proportion of the building stock that replaces lighting periodically to upgrade appearance

(i.e., replaces fixtures sometimes during remodeling), a large proportion of the savings from this
program would occur with or without the program over the next 15-20 years. Nevertheless,
accelerating the large amount of available low-cost savings would produce significant benefits
in areas where there is a need for near-term, large-volume savings. This program would be
complemented by a separate but related effort to enhance the quality and efficiency of common
practice for lighting design, as described below.

The retrofit acceleration program follows the model of highly successful programs that have
evolved over more than a decade and are relatively easy to implement. Programs at National
Grid and Conectiv Power Delivery were selected as models for various components because the
programs are well-known to the authors, the programs have established track records, and further
information is readily downloadable on the Web. Key features are described below.

* Customers would be provided with a range of technical assistance suitable to the scope
of each project.

* Prescriptive and customized (site-specific) rebates would be provided.

* Higher rebate levels and an optional separate procurement process are proposed to
address the particularly hard -to-reach small business customers (<100 KW). The small
business component would provides the minority of the savings and could require higher
expenditures per kWh, but would likely have the greatest impacts after 5 years. This is
because smaller businesses are less prone to adopt new technology on their own.

* The program would be promoted directly by the utility or other program sponsor, but
also would be designed to complement the efforts of energy service companies and other
proactive marketers of efficiency.
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Target Market

The target market is all existing buildings that do not yet have high-efficiency lighting
throughout the structure. While this encompasses a wide range of customers, the following
groups are prominent:

* Hundreds ofthousands of small-scale businesses with modest individual electric bills but
huge cumulative potential savings.

* Larger buildings, including many retail buildings, that are leased on a short-term basis
and where the tenant pays electric bills. In these situations, the owner has no
responsibility for the bills and tenants have no long term interest in capital investments
in the buildings, so many owners have been slow to adopt efficient lighting.

* Large institutions and firms with limited capital or internal organizational knowledge,
or internal barriers to energy efficiency decision-making and contracting. In particular,
many federal and state buildings have not yet been retrofit. In areas where there have not
been extensive prior programs, many local government buildings also use obsolete,
inefficient lighting. While energy service companies in some of these areas have
addressed large institutions, many smaller ones remain largely untouched.

* Many buildings retrofit in the early 1990s with efficient magnetic ballasts and 34 W
lamps could experience much higher savings with more aggressive approaches.

* New technologies that are easily retrofit, such as pulse start metal halide lamps for high
intensity discharge (HID) applications, create additional opportunities even forbuildings
that have previously installed efficient hardware.

* In recent years, utilities have informed the authors that even sophisticated high-tech
companies are still installing T-12 lamps and electronic ballasts in large new buildings
simply because they are paying attention to other issues. The lesson is that retrofit
opportunities can be found virtually anywhere.

For purposes of incentives and delivery structure, the market is divided into businesses with
loads over 100 kW (including chain stores of smaller buildings) and businesses with loads under
100 kW.

Efficiency Measures

The program includes any retrofit lighting efficiency measure that clearly reduces peak load.
However, to simplify and accelerate contractor participation, it would useful to pre-calculate
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typical cost and savings, and establish prescriptive incentives for more common measures. For
example, National Grid (formerly New England Electric) offers incentives separately for each
of the following types of equipment:

* T-8 lamps and electronic ballasts (incentives only available for retrofits);
* A variety of different flourescent fixtures that are highly reflective and use efficient

lamps and ballasts -fixtures are differentiated to reflect different costs and efficiencies;
* Compact fluorescent lamps with hard-wired ballasts (screw-in compacts are less

permanent and often pay back so quickly that an incentive is not needed);
* Light-emitting diode (LED) exit signs;
* LED red traffic lights (Note: some other program sponsors also provide incentives for

green LEDs.);
* Pulse start metal halide retrofit kits;
* New pulse start metal halide fixtures;
* New high pressure sodium fixtures;'8

* Wall-mounted and remote-mounted occupancy sensors;
* Daylight dimming systems;
* Occupancy-controlled high-lowcontrol systems- for fluorescent and HID lighting; and
* Fluorescent de-lamping with reflectors.

Specific prescriptive measures, incentives, minimum performance requirements, and other
features are detailed on National Grid's Web site in an Adobe Acrobat downloadable file
(National Grid 2000b). In addition, as discussed below, other lighting improvements are eligible
for custom incentives.

National Grid's basic approach to prescriptive lighting rebates is to specify minimum watt
reductions per fixture and specify quality elements of the installation (such as power factor, total
harmonic distortion, and component quality issues such as fixture efficiency). These
specifications leave manufacturers and contractors with leeway to design and select a range of
products, but avoid situations where shoddy equipment is installed. They also assure that
National Grid is paying only for measures that are more efficient than baseline equipment.

National Grid offers an incentive for T-8 lamps and electronic ballasts as one-for-one
replacements for T-12 lamps and standard magnetic ballasts. They will also retrofit low-power
ballasts (where lighting levels allow) in place of efficient magnetic ballasts (Keena 2000). While
these measures reduce load, it is often possible to save much more by reducing the number of
lamps and ballasts through use of reflectors or new fixtures. One-for-one swapouts can "lock in"
an inefficient fixture layout and thus create lost opportunities for these additional savings.
Therefore, it is important, in working with customers and contractors, to encourage the more

' National Grid does not pay for HPS retrofit kits.
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comprehensive approach wherever feasible. At the same time, it's important to recognize that
delamping will not produce adequate light levels in all situations and many customers are not
willing to move fixtures.

National Grid complements its prescriptive rebates with a custom approach. This is for
retrofit measures that do not easily fit into rebate categories. National Grid has a separate
worksheet to handle these custom measures. This worksheet also can be viewed as a
downloadable Adobe Acrobat file (National Grid 2000b). Among the many strategies eligible
for this approach are use of T-5 lamps to replace HID lighting in high-bay industrial settings.
Because this involves careful fixture selection to assure proper light distribution, and because
there are other alternatives that may be preferable in some situations, National Grid addresses
this as a custom measure instead of providing a prescriptive rebate.

Program Strategies

The market infrastructure to retrofit buildings with efficient hardware is in place.' 9 The
equipment is available in volume and with predictable quality; numerous contractors market,
finance, and manage this type of retrofit; customers have seen the equipment; and so on. In fact,
this year a consensus was reached between efficiency advocates and lighting equipment
manufacturers to recommend equipment standards that would essentially outlaw magnetic
fluorescent ballasts for new fixtures by the middle of this decade, and outlaw magnetic ballasts
for most replacement applications in 2010. In September 2000, DOE formally adopted these
consensus recommendations (Federal Register 2000). However, ballasts and lamps can last for
many years, so acceleration of this trend would produce significant savings. Furthermore, many
technologies that could be retrofit are not covered by this standard.

Customers who have not yet converted their lighting systems often have a number of firm-
specific issues that make it difficult for them to address efficiency. These issues were discussed
to some degree in the section on the target market, but are summarized in Table C-15.

The barriers are many, and no single approach could address all these barriers. However,
private contractors are achieving some retrofit savings with the most motivated customers.
Program sponsors have been able to add significant savings (more savings per building and more
customers) by offering programs with incentives; multi-pronged marketing; and streamlined,
intensive technical assistance. These tools help by calling attention, reducing paybacks,
increasing credibility, taking some of the management burden off the customer, and simply
forcing a decision.

' Except forcutting-edge technologies such as T-5 lamps and daylighting where only some designers are
proficient.
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Table C-15. Market Barriers to Commercial and Industrial Lighting Retrofit

Market Barrier Key Issues

Customer Access to * Many customers do not have the technical familiarity to manage contracts to
Information install efficient lighting or to do the retrofits on their own.

· Customers often lack expertise and time to engage in performance contracts.
* Early performance problems with reflectors, electronic ballasts, and motion

sensors have left some customers gun-shy; they do not know that consistency
has improved and don't know how to specify highest-quality products.

· Customers usually are less familiar with more recent products such as pulse
start metal halide lamps.

· Many customers do not know how much light they need, so they are
conservative about reducing lighting levels. They also don't know that quality
reflectors and fixtures could improve light distribution.

Customer * Customers often lack the time and confidence to perform quality assurance.
Organizational Barriers * Many customer organizations (small and large) have not assigned

responsibility to any individual to carry out efficiency measures. This
hampers decisions and limits expertise.
In many large organizations such as state and federal government and multi-
site corporations. the unit that pays for construction often is not the.unit that
pays energy bills, and the two do not communicate effectively about
management of costs.

* Many businesses and government entities consider energy efficiency and
lighting improvements to be a low priority for funding because energy costs
are a small part of their overall operating costs.

Financial Barriers Many government entities have legal or political barriers to borrowing
(although leasing is possible in many cases).

* Split incentives - properties on short-term leases often leave the owner with
no responsibility for electric costs and the tenant with no long-term interest in
the property.

* Small businesses are often run on a cash-flow basis and lack capital for even
quick payback investments.

Scale Issues * Many hundreds of thousands of customers are too small to attract the
attention of contractors or engineering firms.
Performance contractors (that provide off-balance-sheet financing as part of
its service) typically target transactions of at least a hundred thousand dollars,
and most contractors target larger transactions than this. These criteria
exclude all but the largest commercial and industrial customers from
performance contracting.

Marketing

The program should be marketed extensively to customers and trade allies. National Grid,
for example, works directly with larger customers, but has also set up contracts with a group of
trade allies to augment staff in marketing the program to medium-sized customers. Trade ally
training sessions for other contractors are also held. Special arrangements have been made to
encourage energy service companies to participate in both technical studies and measure
installation. In an effort to keep prices down, National Grid has also set up the "Buyers'
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Alliance," a form of a buyers' club. National Grid competitively selects specific firms (one per
equipment type) to offer low prices on specific equipment types. National Grid then offers (at
no profit to itself) the customer the option of using the Buyers' Alliance contractor to supply
equipment or working with a contractor of the customer's choice to procure equipment. While
the program would be workable without this arrangement, it helps assure a competitive price on
smaller equipment installations.

Financial Incentives

National Grid's incentives are detailed on its Web site (National Grid 2000a, 2000b). In
general, National Grid pays about 40-50% of the cost of prescriptive efficiency measures.
Prescriptive incentive levels for specific items are fine-tuned based on market response through
an annual review process. The custom incentive is set at 50% of equipment cost.

These incentive levels would be sufficient to create large-scale program demand. Areas
where less efficiency has already been implemented (ergo there is more pent-up demand) could
use lower incentives for a time. However, with significantly lower incentives, there would be the
danger that a large proportion of the transactions that would be subsidized through the program
would occur without the program. Higher payments would accelerate demand for the program,
resulting in a smaller share of"freeriders."

National Grid's custom incentives are paid as a percent of equipment cost. They have chosen
to pay a share of cost because the cost/kW or kWh from different measures varies dramatically.
Costs used to calculate incentives are based on bids or invoices that are reviewed for
reasonableness. Savings for custom measures are determined through a technical study, usually
performed by a utility contractor but sometimes provided by an equipment vendor.

Other utilities have chosen to pay a fixed $/kW for custom incentives, or a fixed amount per
fixture, to reduce "gaming" of costs by the contractor and to simplify technical review.

Financing

National Grid also helps customers locate financing for their share of the cost of efficiency
measures, working with a variety of banks and other lending and leasing firms. These offers
complement financing available through many contractors and through the customers' own
contacts. National Grid facilitation for financing has proven to be valuable, but is used only in
a small minority of transactions. Additionally, National Grid offers customers with loads less
than 100 kW the option of financing their share of costs on the utility bill, through National
Grid's small C&I program. Other utilities have offered this option and it has proven to be an
important complementary lever to increase participation.
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Quality Control .-.Quality Control Small Building Approach

The key quality control Smaller businesses (e.g., under 100 kW at all sites) present a special

steps would be review of the problem. Smaller transactions tend to have higher analysis costs, and

proposal and site inspection. duc to the lower volume, higherequipmentcosts. Smallbusiness owners
have less time to deal with efficiency or with contractors, and the

Proposal review for savings/building tend to be smaller. As a consequence, small businesses
prescriptive measures would tend not to respond in large numbers to the type of program described
verify that the specified above.
equipment would save the
indicated number of watts The simplest way to address this problem would be to simply

increase incentive levels for smaller business. This would hypothetically
compared to pnror equipment, encourage contractors to develop special services to bring in smaller
would meet program customers. However, theuseofturnkeycontractorshasmetwithlimited
requirements, and would be success at utilities such as Sacramento Municipal Utility District and

appropriate for the customer United Illuminating. Both these utilities decided to increase the degree

use of the space. Inspections of utility administration (while still using contractors for audits and
would con m tt te installation) to reduce costs and increase program effectiveness.would confirm that the

specified equipment was National Grid addresses small businesses with a special program
installed properly. Payment approach involving bulk purchase of both labor and equipment and
would be made after direct installation by utility contractors. Its small C&I program is one of

installation. When a lthe most successful in the country, having treated two to four thousand
customers per year for nearly a decade. They have reached about a third

contractor would begin work oftheir small customerbase. UnderNational Grid's approach, a handful
in a program, it would be of firms are competitively selected to provide checklist audits (using an
prudent to inspect all sites. utility-determined standardized format) and install most equipment
Where contractors have Equipment suppliers are selected through a separate competition to
installed equipment in many provide large volumes of specific types of com nmon measures. The

installation contractors use a utility computer system to order the
buildings and have equipment and have it drop shipped to the site for installation. A

established performance separate specialist contractor installs case cooler efficiency measures.
records, post-installations
could be on a sample basis. National Grid's share of the cost was originally 100/6, but over

several years has been lowered to 70-80% (varies by state). This has

For custom installations, significantly increased the number of customers that refuse to
participate, but the program is still able to address thousands of

there would be one major customers per year. To help induce participation, the utility offers to
difference - a more detailed finance the customers' share of costs on the utility bill.
proposal-review to verify the
reasonableness of the

engineering assumptions behind the savings estimate and the adequacy of the lighting levels. The
cost estimate, which drives the custom incentive, would also be reviewed for reasonableness.
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Relationship of Program Strategies to Market Barriers

Table C-16 shows how these program strategies would address each of the key market
barriers to efficiency investments in the C&I lighting retrofit market.

Table C-16. Market Barriers and Intervention Strategies for Commercial and Industrial Lighting Retrofit

Market Barrier Intervention Strategy

Customer Access to * Utility staff and contractor technical assistance
Information Marketing through contractors

* Marketing and technical materials
* Technical studies where needed

Customer * Utility/sponsor endorsement sometimes focuses attention
Organizational Barriers * Financial rebate opportunity could focus attention

* Utility/sponsor assistance in project implementation

* Utility/sponsor quality control and administrative advice to customer
Financial Barriers * Incentives

* Financing facilitation
* Alliances with performance contractors and leasing firms to overcome

government entity restrictions on financing
* Financing to produce positive cash flow, preferably on the electric bill

Scale Issues * Higher incentives for small customers

* Bulk purchase/direct install approach to minimize hassle for small customers

Key Indicators of Success

The primary indicator of success for retrofit lighting programs would be the level of savings
and participation. It is important to consider the savings beyond what the private sector would
accomplish in the absence of utility programs. While this can never be precisely determined,
post-installation interviews with customers often reveal their prior intentions.

A secondary indicator would the comprehensiveness with which buildings would be treated.
As previously discussed, delamping with reflectors or fixture change-outs can often save much
more than one-for-one lamp and ballast swap-outs. Many of the lighting design approaches
discussed in the section on the lighting quality enhancement program could be applied to retrofit
situations if the customer and contractor are sufficiently motivated and sophisticated.

Cost and Savings Assumptions

Savings

Precise data on the percent of building peak load that has been saved through this type of
program are difficult to obtain, in part because many programs have been evaluated as part of
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larger integrated programs including other end-uses (because many evaluations focus on energy
more than peak) and in part because evaluations tend to focus more on total savings than percent
of load saved. However, savings from small C&I retrofit programs are often on the order of 10%
of total building (for all electricity uses) energy and peak load. In 1999, Massachusetts Electric's
(National Grid's largest subsidiary at that time) small C&l program saved an average of 2.2
kW/customer from lighting measures, and an additional 0.2 kW from other measures (National
Grid 2000c).

For larger buildings, the savings from lighting ranges from 10-20% of lighting load, and in
many cases even higher, depending on the breadth and depth of the retrofit. EPA's program has
commonly found it possible to reduce lighting loads by 30-50% (EPA 1999). In 1999,
Massachusetts Electric's Energy Initiative retrofit program saved an average of 4.7
kW/participant with lighting measures.

While evaluation issues are beyond the scope of this report, it is important to recognize that
lighting-connected load reductions do not precisely match nameplate ratings (Gordon, Quaid,
& Gardner 1995). For example, lamp/ballast interactions must be considered, which will
sometime increase and sometimes decrease consumption relative to nameplate ratings. Similarly,
not all lights are on (therefore saving energy) during peak periods. For example, New England
Electric's (now National Grid) study of lighting measures in new buildings using lighting loggers
estimated diversity factors in the range of 77-80% during peak hours (New England Electric
1994). Also, the most common technique for estimating lighting energy savings is to multiply
lighting load reductions (in watts) times annual operating hours. Several utilities have conducted
studies in which they install meters or light-sensing loggers of some type in a sample of
buildings. A recent review of nine of these studies, covering on-site measurements at 367 sites,
found average annual operating hours of 4005 (Miller 2000).

In addition, since lighting energy savings reduces the heat produced by lighting systems,
savings estimates should include reduced air conditioning load due to less heat produced by
lights, and the corresponding increase in heating load for facilities with electric heat. Cooling
benefits will be higher and heating benefits lower in wanner climates, and the reverse holds for
cooler climates. The particular effects vary by region and building type. A recent set of analyses
by Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory examine these impacts in detail (DOE 2000c
provides the most recent estimates by building type at the national level; Sezgen and Huang 1994
provide regional data but their numbers are subject to some shortcomings noted in the 2000
report).

Finally, there is the issue of freeriders, meaning customers who participate in a program but
would have installed efficiency measures anyway. Some of the most recent estimates of freerider
levels for lighting upgrades are provided by a National Grid 1999 survey of participants in its
programs. For lighting retrofit measures, National Grid found that freeriders were 0-2.5% of its
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small customers and 3-5% of its large customers. The low end of the range signifies participants
who are clearly freeriders; the high end of the range includes "partial freeriders," which are
customers who claim they would have made the improvements eventually but not necessarily
soon (National Grid 2000c). Also, as the new DOE ballast standards kick-in after 2005, these
long-term partial freerider levels will increase (i.e., incentives provided in 2001-2004 will
merely accelerate adoption of electronic ballasts that would have been sold in the post-2005
period.

Cost

In 1999, Massachusetts Electric's large C&I retrofit program, Energy Initiative, provided the
following savings:

Prescriptive Lighting Custom Lighting* Combined

Peak MW 4.1 0.4 4.5
MW years 78 6 84
Annual GWh 16 3 19
Lifetime GWh 306 44 350

*Includes lighting controls.

National Grid does not report cost-effectiveness by end-use. However, the overall cost of
program implementation, including non-lighting measures, was $1,013/kW and $65/kW-year
(undiscounted - i.e., annual kW x measure life), and 1.3 cents/lifetime kWh (cost/lifetime
kWh). The lighting measures were among the more peak-intensive and less expensive, so we can
only assume that they cost less per kW (National Grid 2000c).

Lighting savings from Massachusetts Electric's small C&I program in 1999 can be
summarized as follows:

Prescriptive Lighting
Peak MW 2.7
MW years 39
Annual GWh 6
Lifetime GWh 83

The overall cost was $1,134/kW, $78/kW-year, and 3.5 cents/kWh. These figures include
non-lighting measures, which are more expensive, and so are probably slightly high. However,
this program, and its costs, are dominated by lighting measures. Much of the higher cost/kW
(compared to Energy Initiative's program) is due to higher marketing and installation costs due
to the small savings at each.site. This is balanced by the fact that small buildings tend to have
fewer freeriders because customers less frequently upgrade efficiency on their own (National
Grid 2000c).
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A review of the largest lighting programs in the country found that the majority of programs
had total costs below 4.4 cents/kWh saved and utility costs below 3.1 cents/kWh. Four programs
had costs of about 2.0 cents/kWh saved or less (Eto, Kito, & Sonnenblick 1995).

Non-Energy Benefits

The program would also replace many lighting fixtures that were providing inadequate light
and in some cases reaching the end of their useful life. Quality of lighting could be increased or
decreased depending on the quality control regime employed by the program sponsor and the
quality of lighting contractors and equipment employed.

Measure Life

Controls aside, the life of most lighting measures depends on the time that the fixtures
remain in place. The most thorough study of which we know estimated life for a large sample
of in-service fixtures. Even in an area with high building growth, the average life was 21 years
(Skumatz 1994).

Control measures may have different lives depending on the durability of the sensors and
equipment. National Grid estimates a 1 0-year average measure life for occupancy sensors.

For ballasts installed without new fixtures, life is best measured in hours of use since annual
hours vary significantly from building to building. Generally, the equipment rating for specific
equipment is useful. One study found a typical life of 70,000 hours (Gordon et. al 1988).

Market Penetration

This would depend on what has already been done locally. High-volume programs have
addressed as much as 5% f the total market per year for a number of years. A few very high-
incentive programs may have moved faster for individual years (Edgar; Kushler, &Shultz 1998),
particularly those operated by smaller utilities that intensively cultivated community
involvement (Holt, Gordon, & Tumidaj 1995).
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6. Commercial and Industrial Lighting Design Enhancement Program

Overview

The purpose of this program is to capture savings by using equipment and design practices
that are more efficient than standard practice in commercial and industrial new buildings,
renovations, and remodels. Lighting loads are the key determinant of commercial building peak.
Design enhancements beyond current practice could radically reduce peak lighting load in some
facilities if both efficient lighting technologies and daylight harvesting were employed. Simple
approaches could save an additional 10%/. In the best cases, the majority of lighting load would
be eliminated.

The lighting design enhancement program would support and be enhanced by efforts to
achieve state-level adoption and enforcement of the lighting standards in the new ASHRAE
90.1-1999 standard. It would also encourage efficiency beyond that standard. In states where the
ASHRAE code has not yet been adopted, an effective program could increase the odds of
acceptance. In states where the code has been adopted, the program could enhance compliance
and assure that compliance results in quality lighting systems. In these states, the program could
also lay the groundwork for possible future code upgrades.

The program design capitalizes on efforts of pioneering utilities and regional efficiency
organizations to develop specific tools to work with the design community. The central structure
of the program is a series of custom and prescriptive incentives, supported by a program of
technical assistance. The proposed rebates are similar to those in the retro fit acceleration program
described above except that:

1. They are keyed to improvements beyond current practice and codes;
2. The custom rebate takes a larger role; and
3. Rebate levels are based on a portion of the incremental cost to exceed current practice

and codes, whereas the retrofit acceleration program bases rebates on a portion of full
cost.

A special track is recommended for smaller and contractor-designed buildings. In these
buildings, lighting design tends to be simple and standardized. Contractors rarely analyze
lighting system energy use or light output. For these buildings, the program proposes lighting
design guidelines that would be used both to train contractors and to build demand for better
lighting among owners, managers, and renters. The guidelines would also create a template for
distributors, manufacturers, and other "contractor helpers" to specify efficient, high-quality
layouts. Marketing for the guidelines should be targeted at contractors and designers through
their associations and through alliances with manufacturers. Training should be held on the
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guidelines. A series of demonstrations, funded in part through the incentives discussed above,
should be individually evaluated, documented, and published, and used as a tool to help build
acceptance of the guidelines.

Target Market

This program is targeted at new construction, renovation, and "hard remodels," which
involve changing lighting layouts or fixtures.

The "custom design" track is targeted at large buildings where lighting systems are custom-
designed. Key targets would include architects, engineers, and lighting designers, including both
consultant designers and design professionals working within property
development/management organizations. In-house professionals often exist within chains and
owner/manager firms specializing in office and retail rental space. Early adopters have often
included high-profile office and institutional spaces.

The "small and simple building design" track focuses on buildings where designs are
typically copied from site to site with little orno analysis. These include many industrial spaces,
smaller and rental office and retail space, and schools. Schools are something of an anomaly in
that they are often designed with the help of an architect, but lighting designs are seldom
changed from site to site. Thus, the architects who specialize in this work may pay little attention
to the lighting system, and may be responsive to comparative tools and approach as the
contractors who do not employ a design professional.

Efficiency Measures

A variety of design approaches should be employed, including:

* Elimination of over-lighting and more efficient provision of lighting through fewer,
higher-quality fixtures, 20 fewer lamps, designing lighting to focus on areas of use, and
better specification of ballast factor.

* More appropriate lighting fixtures for coves and coffers.

* Alternative approaches for accent lighting.

* Additional applications of compact fluorescent lamps beyond those that are
commonplace today.

2
0 These could include T-5. T-8, IR halogen, and many other types of lamps, within fixtures designed to

take advantage of the optical properties of each lamp.
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* Use of compact fluorescent lamps with electronic ballasts instead of magnetic ballasts.

* More and better use of dimmers, especially daylight-modulated dimmers, occupancy
sensors, and timers.

* Task lighting and indirect lighting to reduce required room lighting levels.

* Individual occupant controls over lighting (through addressable fixtures)- a promising
new innovation that may significantly reduce energy and peak use.

* Consideration of specialized controls in peak-constrained areas in order to reduce
ambient lighting during extreme peak periods. Such controls may prove to be extremely
profitable for owners.

* For smaller buildings, especially for remodels, incentives may still be justified for T-8
lamps and electronic ballasts. Current practices vary locally, but these markets appear to
be among the last to adopt these technologies.

Many of these measures involve higher-quality fixtures, more diverse fixtures, and more
contro Is than are commonly being used today. The payoffwould be a more aesthetically pleasing
and functional space as well as lower energy use.

Program Strategies

Design enhancement is new to many program sponsors, but others have been working with
the design community for many years. Some sponsors are concerned that they should not
"second guess" designers, essentially taking over the task and liability for adequacy of lighting
design. Leading utilities have successfully developed design assistance and incentives that
empowers designers by providing them with more information, tools, time to design, and the
ability to present efficient options to their clients with modest added cost and clear user benefits.

For lighting design improvements, market barriers are summarized in Table C-17.
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Table C-17. Market Barriers to Commercial and Industrial Lighting Efficiency through Design Enhancement

Market Key Issues
Barrier

Customer Most customers are unfamiliar with design approaches to lighting quality and efficiency.
Access to * Customers often do not know how much light they need, so they are conservative about
Information reducing lighting levels. They also often do not know that quality reflectors and fixtures

could improve light distribution.
· Customers sometimes are not familiar with the connection between lighting quality and

occupant performance issues such as worker output, retail sales, and student
performance.

* Many customers do not have unbiased sources of information and lack the time and
confidence to perform quality assurance on lighting design. It is particularly difficult for
them to know which designers have expertise in designing to specific levels of quality for
specific types of applications.

Customer In construction projects, lighting is considered a detail. It needs to "work" and then key
Internal personnel need to attend to other things.
Issues o Many customer organizations (small and large) have not assigned responsibility to an

individual to carry out efficiency measures. This hampers decisions and limits expertise.
Product * "Quality lighting design" is not well-defined for designers, and especially for users. It
Definition involves extensive aesthetics and judgement. This makes it harder for customers to

identify, desire, purchase, and verify quality designs.

Trade Ally * Contracting processes are diverse, but generally favor lower bids. Unless quality is a
Issues requirement in a bid, quality proposals are risky.

· Given limited developer interest and budgets, the conservative approach is to "design it
like I did last time."

E Smaller buildings are not designed - they are often copied from templates or prior
designs. The design process often consists of a counter-top or cell phone discussion with
the manufacturer's or distributor's representative.

* Contractors may be trained to follow more complex strategies and layouts, but the
changes must be presented gradually, within the context of their existing practice.

· Even for many larger structures, architects and engineers copy the last design that passed
muster, adjusting as necessary for codes or special needs. While skills are higher than
among small building contractors, the culture is not oriented towards analysis or
efficiency.

· Many designers regard efficiency as a "design constraint" more than a design value.
They do not regard it as a tool for enhancing their value or winning jobs.

Financial * In many organizations, financial managers do not regard efficiency as a source of
Barriers revenue or major savings; their attention is on maximiing revenue as a higher priority

than cutting costs. Energy costs are swamped by other factors in purchasing decisions.
* Efficiency improvements are often "value engineered" out of construction projects to

assure that funds are focussed on more visible problems, critical code issues, etc.
· In large organizations such as state and federal governments and multi-site corporations,

the corporate unit that pays for construction often is not the unit that pays energy bills,
and the two do not communicate effectively about management of costs.

* Many developers provide a 'build-out allowance" for lighting for tenants, which restricts
investment in quality lighting.

Design * Some buildings are designed to be as flexible as possible to meet the needs of tenants
Methods and who may change. Flexibility could lead to generic over-lighting if not carefully thought
Values through.
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While awareness should be the first program barrier addressed, the most crucial barrier will
be product definition. Lighting design is not a commodity like a ballast. Lighting design is a
package of enhancements to selection, placement, and control of a wider variety of equipment
than a lighting contractor normally considers. Good lighting design is more complex to ask for
or offer, so it is more difficult to establish a market where the buyer understands what is being
sold and can verify its legitimacy. Even efficiency-oriented designers don't always agree on the
"best" approach to a space. As a consequence, efficiency and quality would be considerations
for a select group of elite designers for elite buildings where the clients are looking for ways to
distinguish their building.

Detailed discussions with members of the lighting design community have revealed that
energy efficiency will never be a high priority for their work (Gordon, Tumidaj, & Coakley
1995). Thus the primary focus of this lighting design enhancement program is on enhancing the
market position of "high quality lighting" as a valued, salable, and verifiable commodity.

There have been significant efforts in recent years to address these barriers, ranging from
development and promotion of quality/efficient lighting guidelines for contractors, more
complex lighting guidelines for high-end designers, lighting demonstration and training
facilities, contractor certification, federal branding programs (ENERGY STAR), etc. At the
moment, the profusion and lack of coordination of these effort creates an additional barrier to
more interested developers, designers, and owners. The proposed program tries to create a "tree"
to incorporate all of these appropriate experiments in a way that is coherent to customers and
manageable for program sponsors.

Technical Assistance

For buildings where designers are involved, the program should offer both direct technical
assistance and reimbursement to contractors for the extra time involved in efficient equipment
analysis and design.

For high-end buildings, technical assistance could be provided using the system currently
employed with minor variations in several of the more ambitious utility new construction
programs (e.g. National Grid, NSTAR, Northeast Utilities, and Conectiv Power Delivery). These
programs offer modest compensation to designers for the added cost of considering efficient
equipment, and also offer the services of "efficiency expert" contractors to work with designers.

For example, Conectiv Power Delivery of New Jersey (Conectiv) offers up to $2,000 to
compensate for analysis of a lighting system that results in a high-quality design, subject to
several conditions to assure that the design exercise is effective and necessary. A contractor
working for Conectiv will also assist with advice on lighting system design, including:
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* Plan review and analysis of energy efficiency options
* Walk-through audit of current facility
* Consultation on selecting and specifying energy efficiency measures
* Basic design assistance (small new construction and/or remodeling)
* Basic measure/system/project analysis and recommendations
* Assistance with incentive applications and program compliance

Some customers rely more on Conectiv Power Delivery's contractor, and others rely more
on their own designer, compensated in part by the utility. Conectiv also offers higher incentives
for efficient design work involving multiple end-uses. Details are available at Conectiv's Web
site (Conectiv 2000b).

For smaller and simpler buildings, there really isn't much of an existing design process to
influence. Contractors typically take designs from prior designs or "templates." or work with
suggestions provided by the lighting distributor's or manufacturer's salesperson. There is little
or no numerical analysis. The Design Lights Consortium (DLC), a group of utilities and other
conservation proponents in the northeastern United States, has developed an initiative to directly
address this market. Their KnowHow series of lighting design guidelines (DLC 2000) are the
centerpiece of this campaign. These guidelines are intended to help create excitement about
quality efficient design among contractors and their clients. The guidelines offer "good, better,
and best" approaches to lighting design for ordinary commercial spaces. The "good" level is
generally not much more efficient than the recently passed ASHRAE lighting standard but
assures reasonable lighting quality while meeting the standard. "Better" and "best" standards
incorporate progressively higher-quality and more efficient lighting.

The first three guidelines (small office, small retail, and school) are about a yearold and have
been used in several training classes and several demonstration projects. Three case studies are
available (DLC 2000). They have generated significant excitement among both manufacturers
and contractors. They are currently being incorporated into code compliance training in
Massachusetts. While contractors seem to be using some of the information from training in the
guidelines, the extent of their influence is not yet clear. An evaluation is currently being planned.
Also, additional guidelines are being developed for industrial lighting and for skylighting in
retail and industrial buildings.

The case studies are used to demonstrate how to apply the guidelines, and the case study
process is showing some of the complications of marketing high-quality lighting. Because the
focus is on quality, the equipment recommended in the guidelines cost more than simple cheap
fixtures that could provide efficiency. However, the guidelines assure that the lighting levels
meet user needs, and hopefully can create more of a market demand for better lighting for
ordinary buildings.
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Based on very early feedback, it could prove useful to have additional informational pieces
to make the guidelines attractive for purchase and leasing agents (i.e., a shorter "sell" piece") and
to help contractors actually lay out conforming lighting systems (i.e., case studies and
manufacturer-provided model layouts). However, the guidelines appear to offer the core for a
potentially effective approach to "next wave" lighting for smaller buildings. DLC is actively
recruiting manufacturers as allies and encouraging them to develop conforming model layouts.

We recommend that sponsors who wish to promote good lighting in small buildings work
with the DLC to access their guidelines and help them evolve. In addition, we recommend that
sponsors offer training workshops in use of the guidelines, provide custom incentives (as
described below) to help get a number of buildings in the field that conform to the guidelines,
and develop local case studies. Additionally, the sponsor's technical assistance staff could help
contractors through their first few experiences in designing guideline-conforming buildings.

Marketing

The long-range market strategy for this Lighting Quality Enhancement program is to
influence the market so that customers are motivated to purchase high-quality efficient lighting
for reasons of appearance and functionality, with reduced demand and energy use as a secondary
consideration. However, in the short run, many sales could also be made based on energy savings
re-enforced by utility incentives. Neither the "quality" nor the "energy savings" approach would
work everywhere.

Critical marketing targets would include:

* Designers (mostly architects, engineers, and professional lighting designers for largerand
high-end buildings and schools, mostly contractors with limited technical background
for smaller and low-priced buildings)

* Developers
* Purchasing, and rental agents within customer organizations
* Personnel who upgrade buildings for rent within property management firms

A keystone to marketing would be demonstrating that quality lighting helps meet developer
objectives, such as faster rentals and sales, higher occupancy, higher rents, more satisfied and
productive occupants, higher retail sales volume, etc. A national consortium is working to
develop information on productivity benefits of efficient lighting (Light Right Consortium
2000). An influential set of studies demonstrating productivity benefits of quality lighting in
retail schools (better grades) and retail buildings (better sales) is available (Heschong, Wright,
& Okura 2000; Okura, Heschong and Wright 2000).
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A more direct approach to showing non-energy benefits would be to conduct "impressions
research." This would amount to encouraging personnel who make purchase and rental decisions
to tour buildings that meet quality lighting standards and then through other buildings that are
similar except that they do not meet those standards. The impressions of real buyers and rental
agents (assuming that they prefer quality lighting) would likely make a very direct impression
on their peers.

Communications materials should be crafted for contractors, designers, engineers,
developers, rental agents, etc. For designers and contractors, professional associations would
provide useful allies and leverage points for communication. However, significant one-on-one
in-person communication would be necessary to help designers adapt new approaches.

With respect to the lighting guidelines, DLC has developed a detailed marketing plan for
2000. Training, trade ally alliances, trade shows, and direct contact are among the approaches
being applied.

The retrofit acceleration program described above might also provide a marketing avenue.
Through the custom retrofit incentives proposed for that program, there would be an opportunity
to promote advanced lighting designs. However, it is important that very simple approaches
should also be available under that program to meet its primary purpose - capture of high-
volume, near-term savings.

Financial Incentives

For both the "custom design" and "small and simple building design" tracks, a number of
utilities offer cash incentives to help defray the cost of more efficient lighting equipment in new
buildings, renovations, and remodels. These incentives typically pay a portion of the incremental
cost of more efficient equipment. Traditionally, these incentive strategies have focussed simply
on efficiency, and incentives have been structured to sell adequate lighting quality, not superior
quality.

Many of the "next wave" lighting strategies require redesign of fixture layouts. Beyond a
point, reduction in lighting intensity is possible only with higher-quality components and new
layouts to provide more-available and better-distributed light: In some cases, the components
would be affordable only if the customer considers the improved "look" of the space to be an
asset that helps justify the cost.

For these reasons, one-for-one equipment incentives, while valuable, would be secondary for
this program. The centerpiece of the incentive strategy is custom incentives, which would help
pay for any measures that the sponsor deems to be acceptable. Since much of the value would
come from intangible improvements to the "look" of the space, typical cost-effectiveness
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screening would not be useful; while the non-energy benefits have been demonstrated in research
studies (as discussed below), they would be too difficult to quantify on a site basis. If these
benefits weren't considered, many measures that would be appropriate would be eliminated from
programs.

Sponsors would have an option of two strategies toward prescriptive incentives. First, some
utilities have tried to push as many measures into prescriptive rebates as possible. This is done
for two reasons:

* Minimize the delay and expense of a custom calculation for every site.
More clearly promote classes of efficient product for different types of common practice
fixtures.

National Grid clearly falls into this camp. Its prescriptive rebates are downloadable in Adobe
Acrobat from their Web site (National Grid 2000a). Rebates are available fora variety of high-
quality fixtures, LED exit lights, and controls. Payments are generally established per unit of
equipment. Minimum watts per control unit are specified, as are acceptable power factor and
harmonic distortion. Incentives are designed to cover the majority but not all of the incremental
cost of hardware alternatives.

Other utilities have chosen to rely more on custom incentives. Prescriptive rebates are used
only for customers who are unlikely to utilize the more complex custom format (i.e., small
buildings and specific industrial opportunities) or for measures where the watt/kW incentive does
not work well (i.e, controls).

This approach keeps the program materials relatively simple for the newcomer, and has less
tendency to drive designers toward specific solutions. For a small program sponsor, it is
resource-intensive to keep a diverse set of prescriptive incentives current.

Conectiv provides an example of this approach. Their incentives and conditions are available
from their Web site (Conectiv 2000a). Prescriptive incentives are provided only for:

* T-8 lamps and electronic ballasts in new buildings under 50 connected kW and remodels
of facilities under 100 kW ($10)

* Hardwired compact fluorescent lamps in the same classes of smaller buildings
($2.35-S18.25, depending on the size and type)

* Occupancy sensors ($15/fixture, up to cost of sensor)
Daylight dimming ($ 15/fixture up to cost of the sensor and controller)

Based on experience working with Conectiv Power Delivery, we recommend a custom
incentive that pays $1/watt for reductions in lighting use below established baselines. The
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intention would be to pay the majority, but not all, of the costs of efficient equipment. It might
not pay as large a share of the costs for the highest-quality equipment, but the goal is to sell that
equipment based on lighting quality improvements as well as energy savings.

Either the prescriptive or the custom approach would work. We believe that the National
Grid approach is superior for sponsors who would be willing to invest the time and expertise in
keeping a diverse set of rebates up-to-date and working with contractors to understand the
various rebate options. However, the Conectiv system has worked well for it. The system has
required that the implementation contractor perform more site-by-site work, but the contractor
has developed streamlined procedures for doing this.

To estimate incremental cost for custom measures and establish lists of rebate measures, it
would be necessary to establish a design baseline. For states where design is fairly advanced
from an energy standpoint or where the ASHRAE 90.1-1999 standard (or similar) has been
implemented, the lighting power densities in that standard could provide a baseline. Where
building codes have not been upgraded in many years, or are not thoroughly enforced, the
baseline could be somewhere between the old ASHRAE code and the new ASHRAE code. For
example, after reviewing recent building designs, Conectiv elected to pay incentives for lighting
designs with lighting power densities 30% more efficient than the older ASHRAE 90-1989.

Financing

For new construction, we do not believe that direct utility financing is critical. The sort of
financial referral service and close coordination with energy service companies described for the
retrofit acceleration program (described above) would sometimes be useful, especially for
remodel and renovation projects.

Quality Control

Sponsors should provide quality control similar to that for the retrofit acceleration program.
They should also track incremental costs of equipment in the market to assess whether incentives
continue to be appropriate or need modification.

For the case studies, sponsors should confirm that designs meet the guidelines. Individual
sponsors or DLC should review material from manufacturers or others that portends to conform
to the guidelines. As of this writing, the DLC is trying to forge alliances with market actors,
which should help in this regard.

Relationship of Program Strategies to Market Barriers

These are summarized in Table C- 18.
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Table C-18. Market Barriers and Intervention Strategies for Commercial and Industrial Lighting Design
Enhancement Program

Market Barrier Intervention Strategy

Customer Access to * Utility staff and contractor technical assistance

Information Marketing and educational materials for customers to help them understand the
benefits
Marketing through contractors
Technical studies where needed

Customer Internal · Utility/sponsor quality control
Issues Design guidelines for contractor-designed jobs

Prescriptive equipment recommendations
Demonstration of how to build quality specifications into lighting bids and what
to expect from contractors

Product Definition * Establishment of baseline practices
* Clear branding (through guidelines) to help customers and developers focus

Training and technical assistance
* Design guidelines for contractor-designed jobs
_ Case studies to show designers that lighting efficiency and quality are compatible

Trade Ally Issues Creation of demand for lighting quality so fims want to learn how to provide it
* Simplified, guideline-driven approach for smaller buildings; technical assistance

for custom jobs

· Assistance for smaller contractors in advancing a step at a time.
Financial Barriers Incentives for efficient designs

· Case studies showing financial benefits, both energy and non-energy. Focus on
sales and leasing benefits for developers and property managers.

· Direct work with government entities to develop channels for funding efficiency
Design Values · Case studies of flexible designs that meet needs of rental properties

Key Indicators of Success

The indicators of success for lighting design enhancement programs would include the
following:

* Interest in the guidelines among businesses and contractors (an early indicator)
* Increased broad interest in quality design
* Peak and energy savings
* Support by professional groups (another early indicator)
* Attendance at training sessions (a second-stage indicator)
* The square footage of target market that is built/remodeled using lighting guidelines (for

the third year and beyond)
* The extent to which contractors and others rely on lighting guidelines (throughout the

project)
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The extent of customer satisfaction and demonstrated non-energy benefits from the use

of the lighting guidelines in pilot projects (once case studies are in place)
* The extent to which the lighting design community supports and implements

incorporating the lighting standards in the new ASHRAE code into local and state codes

In addition to these market indicators, it would be prudent to conduct some evaluation,
including use of metered data, for maturing technologies and those where savings would be
sensitive to design, installation, and operation (e.g., controls, particularly daylighting).

Cost and Benefits

Savings

Savings would be highly dependent on baseline practices. The previously cited study of
baseline lighting practices in New Jersey (Sardinsky 2000) developed rough estimates of
potential additional savings by building types as follows:

* Retail: 5-25% (sample of 13)
* Offices: 5-30% (sample of 9)
* Warehouse: 40% (sample of 1)
* Schools: 10-25% (sample of 2)
* Nursing homes: 15-30% (sample of 4)
* Lodging: 10-20% (sample of 1)
* Hospitals: 25-35% (sample of 2)

Significantly, most of these buildings had already incorporated "basic" efficiency measures
such as T-8 lamps, electronic ballasts, and compact fluorescent lamps. The variation within
building type reflects both building-to-building variation and some uncertainty regarding the
estimates. While this analysis addressed energy savings, most of the savings were from measures
with proportional energy and peak effects.

Lighting energy savings also produce cooling energy savings, which vary depending on local
climate. As discussed above in the discussion on the lighting retrofit acceleration program, these
interactions vary by climate and building type and Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
developed factors to adjust for these interactions by region and building type.

Other Benefits

Customer benefits were introduced under "Marketing," above.
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Using Targeted Energy Efficiency Programs, ACEEE

One additional benefit of acceptance of high-quality lighting from a utility perspective is
a higher likelihood that lighting market actors would not resist passage or implementation of an
advanced lighting code such as one based on the recently passed ASHRAE standard.

From the point of view of contractors, high-quality lighting provides a way to differentiate
themselves in the market, and a way to sell higher-priced quality equipment This generally
provides higher gross profit. Manufacturers would also benefit by selling high-quality, higher-
cost equipment.

Cost

Costs for additional lighting design depend strongly on the approach. The DLC approach (for
smaller and simpler buildings) is a market transformation approach, and assumes that the quality
of the lighting would help sell higher levels of efficiency. Therefore, the capital cost of
conforming to the DLC approach is relatively expensive, but not all the costs are attributable to
efficiency. We expect that costs will decrease as standardized approaches evolve for conforming
to the guidelines and high-quality equipment costs drop due to volume and competitive
pressures. An example is provided by pendant indirect fixtures: One manufacturer decided to
create a mid-priced line for these previously "high-end" fixtures. Now several manufacturers
offer mid-priced lines at significantly lower cost than those of two years ago (Sardinsky 2000).

For larger, more complex buildings, utilities such as National Grid and Northeast Utilities
have been able to pay incentives at a lower cost/kWh than their avoided costs of energy and peak
power. Savings and costs for National Grid's Design 2000 program for new construction and
equipment replacement are shown below in Table C-19 (National Grid 2000a).

Table C-19. Savings and Costs for National Grid's Design 2000 Program

Prescriptive Lighting Custom Lighting* Combined

Peak MW -1.6 0.2 1.8
MW years 25 3 28
Annual gWh 10 1 11
Lifetime gWh 153 15 168
Cost/kw-year/kW** $1,605
Cost/lifetime kW* $96
Cost/lifetime kWh** $.02

Includes lighting controls.
**Includes non-lighting measures

Because these figures incorporate more expensive measures from non-lighting end-uses, the
costs for lighting are likely dramatically overstated. It is also important to bear in mind that
historically, the cost for the new technologies in the program (e.g., electronic ballasts ) have
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Using Targeted Energy Efficiency Programs. ACEEE

come down over time as they became commodities. This is likely to occur for the technologies
currently being promoted.

There are also costs to running the training, developing the guidelines, etc. as DLC is doing
as of this writing. Those costs have run around $900,000 for the Design Lights Consortium as
a whole over the past 2 years. This amount was spread among six retail utilities to begin with
(currently nine) and one state conservation entity. The amount includes about $200,000 for
demonstrations, which provide savings but are more expensive per kWh than ordinary program
activity because they are designed as showcases and are also learning sites for the program
(Dagher 2000).

Measure Life

See retrofit acceleration program description above.

Possible Market Penetration Rate

While there are huge variations, lighting fixtures are on average replaced every 21 years
(Skumatz 1994). In an area with a 4% growth rate, the potential market would be 41% of the
lighting equipment stock in place at the end of the 5th year.2'

Possible rates for penetration into this target stock are shown in Table C-20. The long-term
rate is based on participation rates in five of the most successful commercial new construction
programs (Nadel, Pye, & Jordan 1994).

Table C-20. Penetration of Lighting Design Enhancement Program
Year 1 1%*
Year 2 10%
Year 3 20%
Year 4 40"%
Year 5 50%0

*Largely for developing administrative system and relationships, traiing, and case studies.

1 (1.04(fifth powe)-l) + (l/21x5)/1.04(fifth power) = 41%.
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Tradable Tax Credits for Renewable Energy or Environmentally
Sound Energy Technologies-Providing Comparable Incentives to

Consumer-owned Electric Utilities

In light of ongoing energy supply shortages and environmental challenges throughout
the nation, Congress and the Administration are reviewing legislative options to promote
the production of domestic, low-cost, efficient and clean energy supplies. Tax and
investment credits made available to investor-owned utilities and privately-owned energy
production companies do not create incentives for publicly-owned or rural cooperative
electric utilities. Publicly-owned and rural cooperative electric utilities operate on a non-
profit basis and therefore do not have federal income tax liability against which to apply
credits. In order to provide consumer-owned electric utilities with useful tax incentives
comparable to those available to private sector market participants, public power and
rural cooperative entities must be permitted to sell the tax credits to private entities that
can utilize them. The proceeds from the tax credit sales provide the incentive for
consumer-owned utility investment in renewable and clean energy production.

Benefits of Providing Tradable Tax Credits

As the electricity market opens to competition, the market rewards efficient energy
production. Because renewable energy sources and environmentally clean, advanced
technologies usually are more expensive to operate than traditional alternatives, the
federal government needs to provide investment incentives to encourage utilities to build
these facilities. The rewards are cleaner and renewable resources, energy security and
independence, and energy diversity. Combined, publicly-owned and rural cooperative
electric utilities represent almost 3000 entities and 25 percent of the nation's electricity
load. To offer incentives that are not usable by this significant segment of the market
represents a lost opportunity to employ the existing capacity of players able to deploy
their expertise and resources. Without the incentives, consumer-owned utilities may not
be able to afford to make these investments. With comparable incentives to investor-
owned utilities, Congress and the Administration can expect greater investment from
consumer-owned utilities.

Nature of a Tradable Tax Credit Program

A consumer-owned electric utility would build an energy facility and would be authorized
to receive a federal tax credit that would be comparable in amount to that made available
to its private counterpart The utility would be permitted under the Internal Revenue
Code to sell, transfer, assign or otherwise dispose of the credits directly or indirectly to any
taxpayer. For a non-profit entity, neither the credits nor the proceeds derived from their
disposition would result in federal taxable income. Taxpayers receiving the credits will
not have their alternative minimum income taxes increased as a result of their use.
Projects receiving renewable energy production incentive program funds or other federal
grants would not be eligible for refundable tax credits.

It is anticipated that consumer-owned utilities will net a smaller amount from the credits
than their private counter parts. Investor-owned utilities will be able to use the full
amount of the credits assuming they have sufficient tax liability. Consumer-owned utilities
will have to offer them at a discount to encourage their purchasc by taxpayers and will
have to incur transaction costs to effect the disposition.
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ELECTRICITY MARKET ISSUES

Dysfunctional wholesale electricity markets are increasing prices, undermining reliability
and threatening some regional economies. Necessary improvements are needed that:
* Create truly independent Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs).
* Allow for federal siting authority to encourage construction of new transmission

facilities where needed.
* Provide the necessary authority and support for rigorous Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission (FERC) oversight of the wholesale market to prevent market abuses.
* Assure FERC approval of market rates for wholesale sales only in markets that can be

defined as competitive, requiring only cost-based rates in those that are not.
* PUHCA should only be repealed if new consumer protections are established in its

place.
* Create a self-regulating reliability organization overseen and backstopped by FERC.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

* Environmental and energy policy should achieve both environmental quality and energy
supply goals by. among other things, ensuring a diversified fuel mix. Initiatives should
promote the cleaner use of coal, maintain and where possible increase, supplies of natural
gas, nuclear, hydro, wind, biomass, landfill gas, solar and other alternative resources.

* APPA supports an integrated approach to controlling health-based pollutants and
voluntary actions to reduce greenhouse gases. Since carbon is not a health-based
pollutant and no control technology exists to control its emissions, carbon should be
managed through flexible and aggressive initiatives such as increasing efficiencies,
promoting conservation and pursuing emissions free power generation provided by
hydropower and other renewables such as wind, solar and landfill gas to energy projects.

TAX ISSUES

* Existing tax policy is not in balance with the evolving electricity markets. Legislation is
needed to address municipal financing concerns and related private use restrictions. The
Electric Power Industry Tax Modernization Act from the 106 'h Congress is the proper
solution. Similar legislation will soon be reintroduced.

* Tradable tax credits should be provided to publicly-owned utilities and cooperatives as a
comparable incentive when tax credits are provided to investor-owned utilities. These
credits can then be traded or transferred to any tax paying entity (such as a generation
equipment manufacturer) in return for some value.
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American Public Power Association

Executive Committee Briefings
Priority Energy, Electricity, Tax and Air Quality Issues

March 20&21, 2001

The American Public Power Association (APPA) is the national service organization
representing publicly-owned, community, state and locally-operated not-for-profit electric
utilities in every state except Hawaii. There are more than 2000 public power systems
providing the electric power needs of about 40 million consumers, or almost 15 percent of all
electricity consumers in the U.S. Some of the largest cities with public power systems are
Los Angeles, Phoenix, San Antonio, Sacramento, Memphis, Seattle, Jacksonville, Austin,
Nashville and Omaha. Public power systems also serve some of the nation's smallest
communities. In fact, 75 percent of our members are located in cities with populations of
10,000 people or less. More than 1.200 public power systems serve 3,000 or fewer
customers.

ENERGY SUPPLY ISSUES

* APPA supports the development of national energy policy legislation and advocates
actions to increase overall production of electricity, enhance the energy and
environmental viability of traditional fuels used to generate electricity, promote greater
use of alternative sources of electricity, increase energy conservation and provide
adequate energy assistance to low-income households.

* In particular, comprehensive energy policy should emphasize a diversified portfolio of
fuels. This would entail:
· Aggressive development and use of alternative energy resources.
* Increased investment in clean coal technologies to allow continued and clean use of

the nation's most abundant energy resource.
* Reform of the hydro relicensing process combined with appropriate classification of

hydro as a renewable.
* Promotion of landfill gas to energy projects at existing sites. Landfill gas, which is

about 50% methane and 50% carbon dioxide, could be captured and used by
deploying existing technologies.

* National energy policy should promote policies to increase domestic supply by providing
incentives on a comparable basis. For example, where investor owned electric utilities
are given tax credits, tradable tax credits should be made available to publicly-owned
electric utilities.
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American Public Power Association
The National Organization for
Community-owned Electric Uilities

Association Services
APPA provides a wide variety of services to its members:

I Representation before Congress, federal agencies, and the courts;
I Educational programs and services in technical, management, and

policy areas;
I Collection, analysis, and dissemination of information through a

variety of periodicals, publications, and the Internet;

I Funding for member energy research and development projects;
I Recognition of utilities and individuals for excellence in manage-

ment and operations, and commitment to public power;
I Hometown Connections, a subsidiary that provides a portfolio of

competitively priced operational and retail products and services for

e A n Pc P local public power systems and communities.The American Public Power
Association is the service In addition, APPA serves as a resource for state and local officials, news
organization for the nations reporters, other organizations, and the general public on public power
more than 2,000 community- and utilit service issues.
and stale-owned electric utili-
ties. These public power sys-
tems provide for the electric Public Policy Positions
power needs of approximately APPAs policy positions are established through a democratic process
40 million Americans. with participation of all members. Public policy positions are devel-

oped to:
APPA was created in 1940 as
a non-profit, non-partisan I Ensure reliable electricity service at competitive costs;
organization. Its purpose is to I Promote competition in the wholesale electricity marketplace;
advance the public policy I Protect the environment, and the health and safety of electricity
interests of its members and consumers;
their consumers, and t pro- I Advance the consumer and communityinterest in energy policy and
vide services to ensure ade-

utility service debates.quate, reliable electricity at a
reasonable price with proper The electric utility industry is going through a major restructuring.
protection of the environment. APPA advocates that a properly structured interstate wholesale elec-
It is governed by a 36-mem- tricity marketplace is the key to lowering consumer electricity costs,

er, regionally representativee, regionally representative and that the federal government should play a strong role in ensuring
board of directors. About 70
staff members carry out poli- the public interest in the flow of electricity along the interstate trans-

cies and programs. mission system. At the same time, APPA believes federal policy should
respect state and local decision-making on many energy policy matters.
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APPA Members
Most public power systems are

owned by municipalities, ith P blic Power Facts
others owned by counties, Public power utilities represent and serve America's diversity:
public utility districts, and I Approximately one in seven Americans (40 million people) receives electricity
states. Regular APPA mem- from a public power system.
bership (with voting and corn- I There are more than 2,000 public power systems in the U.S. They are in every
mittee privileges) is open state but Hawaii.
to public power systems, I Some of the largest cities with public power systems are Los Angeles,
joint action agencies (state Phoenix, San Antonio, Sacramento, Memphis. Seattle, Jacksonville, Austin,

and regional consortia of pub- Nashville, and Omaha.
lie power systems), rural elec- I Public power systems also serve some ol the nation's smallest towns. More

tric cooperatives, Canadian than 1,200 public power systems serve 3,000,or fewer customers.

municipal/provincial systems; I More than two-thirds of public power systems are distribution-only utilities,

public power svstems within purchasing power at whoiesale for resale.
U.S. teItories and p - I Public power systems are governed democratically through the local govern-

U.S. territories and posses-
.S. t s and s g o, - ment structure Most - especially the smaller ones - are governed by a city

sions; and state, regional, andsions; and stae, r o , ad council, while others are governed by an independently elected or appointed
local associations in the U.S. .

board.
and Canada that have purpos- I Public power is an American tradition that works. By the end of the year 2005,
es similaf r to APPA. about 500 public power systems will have celebrated their centennials.

I Public powers not-for-profit, hometown attributes hold down electric rates.
APPA also encourages and According to U.S. Department of Energy statistics, private power company
accepts associate member- residential customers pay average electricity rates that are about 18% more
ships from entities and indi- than those paid by public power customers. Private power commercial cus-
viduals that have an interest in tomers oay average electricity rates that are about 9% more than those paid
doing business with public by public power customers. Public and private power industrial rates are about
power systems, and from cities the same. Studies show that public power's low rates are due primarily to its

and towns interested in the not-tor-orofit status, and operating and managerial efficiencies.

possibility of establishing pub-
lic power systems.

Public Power Locations
.:- .,-..

, i-> , .

~~~Ar 'iA -- ~-A
Ameriran Public Power Association_ -' ;'- .: '..----

2301 M Street, N.W. -.
Washington, DC 20037-1484 -
202/467-2900
202/467-2910 There are more than 2,000 public power systems .,
wwwAPPAnetorg
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AmPublic Power:n thatorI An American Tradition that Works

.S...^ More than 2,000 communities across the country have chosen
to provide for their own electricity services. They have created
public power systems - not-for-profit electric utilities that are
owned by the communities and governed democratically. Public
power provides for the electric power needs of about 40 million
Americans - or almost 15 percent of electricity consumers.

Every public power system is different due to its communitys
population, geography and climate, natural resources, economic
and social resources and challenges, and local government
structure and goals. However, all public power systems have in
common their purpose: to provide adequate, reliable, not-for-
profit electricity at a reasonable price with proper protection of
the environment.

Public Power is ones - are governed by a ity
~Hometown Power council, while others are governed

by an independently elected or
Public power systems are operat- appointed board. Community

ed primarily by municipalities, as ownership and governance pro-
well as by counties, public utility vide wide latitude to make local

districts, or other public bodies. decisions that best suit local needs

A number of states also operate and values, as well as changing

public power systems. market conditions.
Public power systems are root- Citizens have a direct voice in

ed in the American tradition of utility decisions and policies about
local people providing for their electric rates and services, gener-
basic community needs. Public ating fuels, clean' air and water, :
power systems provide a public and other issues that affect them

service - electricity - at a rea- through public meetings. the bal- '

sonable price. Most public power lot box, and open policy board : s

systems - especially the smaller meetings. 14

------ Lj "LD OEOO3 -0 1 41
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"Customers First" I Private power company resi-
Other Kinds i Public Power's dential customers pay average

of Electric Utilities electricity rates that are about
Only Purpose 18% more than those paid by

About 240 privately owned Public power's first and only public power customers;
electric companies have Iran- purpose is to provide excellent, I Private power company com-
chise agreements to serve 7 efficient service to its citizens. mercial customers pay average
percent o all consumers in the Unlike private power compa electricity rates that are about
United States. The private
power companies are generally nes, public power utilities do 9 those paid by
large and an ever increasing not have to serve stockholders publc power customers;~~~~~~large and an ev. ncesg n o *vp Ther acu somaers;3
number are controlled by hold- as well as customers. Public There are only small differ-
ing companies with interests in power systems' measure ofsuc- ences in average rates paid by
more than one state or even by cess is how much money they industrial customers of public
overseas investors. While fre- can keep within their commu- and private power companies
quently referred to as 'public" nities through low rates and The rate differential is due
utilities, and often using the contributions to the city budg- primarily to public powers not-
word 'public" in their corporate et, not how much can be taken for-profit status, and efficient
names, these investor-owned out to send to distant stk- management and operations.
companies are not owned by
the public. They are owned by holders who are not part of the
stockholders. community Public Power
About 900 rural electric coop- Means Partnership
eratives serve the remaining 11 Hometown Power p s
percent of electricity con- Holds Down Costs partnership with their citizens
sumers. They are private, P ih te i s
membe-owned, and primari, For All Customers and communities. Through themember-owned, and primarily °rug the

public decision making process,
non-for profit. Electricity prices drive local they create policies and services

economies. Lower prices help that are responsive to and can
residential customers better anticpate citizen needs.
manage household budgets. Hometown electric utilities
They also allow commercial and are a integal part of their com-
industrial customers to grow munities, with skilled managerial
and thrive, contributing to the and engineering staffs They are
overall prosperity of communi- often called upon to find innov
ties and the nation. tive solutions to community

Public power has a proven needs, working with other city
track record of providing cus- and community institutions.
tomers with lower-cost elec- They have become leaders in
tric rates than private power supplying an array of infrastruc-
companies on a national aver- ture services that are related to
age. According to informa- the provision of electricity and
tion reported to the U.S. other essential public needs, such
Department of Energy: as telecommunications services.
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Public Power Facts I Public power is a pro-competi-
!'~ Pubtic power systems provide [^h.tive and pro-consumer institu-

I Public power systems provide S; ion that helps to protect alltion that helps to protect all
electricity to about 40 million consumers -in public and

consumers - in public and
consumers -- about one in private power communities-
seven Americans. from private company price

I There are more than 2,000 and efficiency abuses.
public power systems in the I Public power is a big city and
U.S. They are in every statea small town phenomenon,except Ha^. of a small town phenomenon,
except Hawaii. although more than 1,200 pub-
About two-thirds of public l 1ic power systems serve 3,000
power systems do not gener- -power systems do not gener- or fewer customers. Some of
ate their own electricity.atea their own electricity-. the larger cities that operate
Instead, they buy it on the - their own electric utilities
wholesale market for distri- I On a national average, private are Los Angeles, San Antonio,
bution to their customers.bution to their customers. power company commercial Seattle, Phoenix, Austin,

I Public power utilities, on customers pay about 9% Memphis, Orlando, Omaha,
average, return to state and more for electricity than pub- Jacksonville, and Sacramento
local governments in-lieu-of- ic p than p a n amlocal governments in-lieu-of- lic powver customers, while I Public power systems are gov-
ta payments and other con- public and private power erned democratically through
tributions that are equivalent industrial rates are about the local government struc-
to state and local taxes paid by the same. ture. Most - especially the
private power companies. I The first municipal electric smaller ones - are governed
On a national average, private utility was established in by a city council, while others
power company residential 1882. By 1885, four of are governed by an independ-
customers pay about 18% todays largest public power entlv elected board.
more for electricity than pub- utilities - in Anheim,
hie power customers. uti .11 -i Aaemlie power customers. Jacksonville, Tacoma, and

Austin - were up and run-
ning. By the end of the year

2005, about 500 public power
systems will have celebrated
their centennials.

APfPA j
American PuMIc Power Assocatioan

2301 M Street, N.W. B
Washington, DC 20037-1484
202/467-2900
wwwAPPAnet.org
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Resolution: 01-1
Sponsors: Nebraska Public Power District,

Wisconsin Public Power Inc., Sacramento Municipal Utility District,
Gainesville Regional Utilities

In Support of Specific Solutions to the Wholesale Electricity Market Crisis

The failure of electric utility industry restructuring in California has had and continues to have
broad and far reaching adverse effects throughout the Western States Coordinating Council
region. Electric utilities and their consumers in western states are experiencing unprecedented
electricity prices. Utilities, both public and private, are near the financial edge and some are
threatened by bankruptcy. The collapse of these utilities would challenge the financial stability of
major banks, energy producers and marketers, as well as businesses and industries that provide
products and services (and credit for such products and services) to the electric utility industry
throughout the region. The magnitude of the problem is sufficient to disrupt the economy of
the entire country. If left unchecked, the problems will become more severe. If addressed, the
near brush with disaster should provide a sobering message that such problems cannot be
allowed to arise in other regions.

There are two critical lessons that must be understood from this. First, electricity is the oxygen of
our economy. While lip-service has been paid to this fact in the past, the reality of this
proposition is now being driven home with frightening force. The electric utility industry is
simply too important to the well-being of the entire nation to permit hasty "experiments" and
unquestioning and untested reliance on the ability of "deregulated" retail markets without viable
wholesale electric markets to provide reliable and adequate supplies (and sufficient reserves) of
electric energy and capacity to all consumers at reasonable rates.

Second, and equally important, electric markets are interstate in nature. What is happening
today is not simply a "California" problem. Consumers in Arizona, Utah, Oregon and
Washington are directly affected, and there will be ripple effects throughout the economy.
Regardless of its origin or cause, the solution requires Federal Congressional and regulatory
action.

The problems encountered in the Western electric market, and incipient problems beginning to
be seen in other regions, have three distinct characteristics: scarcity in terms of fuels as well as
generating capacity, imperfect market structure particularly but not exclusively at the wholesale
level; and abuses by various market participants capable of capitalizing on scarcity and imperfect
markets. Each of these problems must be addressed.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: That the American Public Power Association calls on
the Bush Administration, the 107Th Congress, and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission to
develop and implement a cohesive set of policies to address scarcity, wholesale market structure
and abuse of the market at the expense of consumers; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That the following policies, among others, should be included to
deal with problems of scarcity:

* The use of all types and sources of electricity production must be encouraged while
maintaining our national commitment to a clean environment

* Production incentives for both renewable energy as well as environmentally
acceptable means of using fossil fuels should be provided, and such incentives must be
available to all entities, including not-for-profit publicly owned utilities.
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* Regulatory policies, including bui not limited to the hydroelectric relicensing process.
that reduce the capacity of existing generating facilities without ensuring an
appropriate balance of both energy and environmental needs, must be reviewed and
modified as necessary.

* Our nation's dormant commitment to efficient use of energy must be renewed, and
conservation become an essential component of the solution.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That properly structured and functioning wholesale electric
markets remain the necessary prerequisite to properly functioning retail markets and the
following policies, among others, should be included to deal with problems of market structure:

* The existence of an interstate transmission grid, properly sized, free from the
influence of market participants, and, as a monopoly enterprise, properly regulated to
ensure just and reasonable transmission rates, is the fundamental prerequisite to
competitive wholesale markets, and Congress must direct, and FERC must implement,
reforms necessary to achieve this result.

* Transmission is an interstate commerce matter within the jurisdiction of Congress.
Regionally integrated planning and expansion of the grid is essential to create and
maintain a structure that can sustain regional reliability and wholesale competition.
Federal eminent domain authority to ensure reliability and competitive wholesale
markets must be provided for construction of new transmission facilities, either to
properly structured, independent regional transmission organizations, or in their
absence to transmission builders pursuant to a FERC issued certificate of public
convenience and necessity.

* Wholesale sales at market rates into improperly structured and dysfunctional markets
will not produce just and reasonable rates for consumers. Congress must clearly
define the fundamental characteristics of workable competitive wholesale markets,
and FERC should permit wholesale sales at market rates in regional markets that are
consistent with these characteristics and require sales at cost-based rates in those that
are not

* Repeal of the Public Utility Holding Company Act prior to the creation of a new
market structure that can sustain effective competition would only make a bad
situation worse and should not occur. and,

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED: That public oversight of the market to ensure the enforcement
of appropriate reliability standards, prevent abuses of the market when possible and provide
remedies where abuses occur is required to protect the public interest The following policies,
among others, should be adopted.

* A national reliability organization with the authority to establish and enforce reliability
standards, assure adequate generating capacity reserves in each relevant wholesale
market, and oversee and coordinate maintenance outages, must be created.

* Complete and timely market information on capacity, transactions and prices must be
available to regulatory agencies, public officials and all market participants.

* The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission must be directed to monitor the
wholesale market, given the resources necessary to do so and the responsibility and
the authority to provide remedies and impose penalties as appropriate.

Approved by the APPA Legislative and Resolutions Committee, February 5, 2001.
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